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The

Daily

Portland

Press

MISCELLANEOUS.

Choice

Portland Publishing Co.,
109

Exchange Street, Portland.
Teems:—Eight Dollars a Year in advance.

The

Maine

Press

State

Security!

Seven Per Cent. Gold,
Free

published every Thursday Morning at
$2.50 a year; if paid in advance, at $2.00 a

Is

year.

TO LET.

(Nearly

To Let.
1,'IRST class Store and Offices on Exchange Slreet

Currency.)

Ten Per Cent.

_

Bonds

\ First Mortgage

Hates of Advertising.—One inch ofspace,
in length of column, constitutes a square.”
$1.50 per square daily first week. 75 cents
per week after; three insertions, or less, $1.00;
continuing every other day after first week, 50

Oswego

New- York &

Half square, tbreo insertions or less, 75 cents;
week, $1.00; 50 cents per week after.
I
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusements,” $2.00 per
These Bonds can be Registered
square per week; three insertious or less $1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine
SIX MILLIONS OF DOLLARS PAID-UP STOCK
State Press” (which has a large circulation
in every part oi the State) for $1.00 per square
SUBSCRIPTIONS. No bonds Issued on road unfor first insertion, and 50 cents per square ior
der construction; issue limited to $20,000 per mile oi
each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to
road buUt and in running order, BEING ONLY
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.
ABOUT HALF THE ACTUAL COST, llie road is

Midland Hail Road !

one

BUSINESS CARDS

being built
are

F. 0. THOMES,

WHOLESALE

and the

It is

one

the most im-

oi

miles,and to Oswego

45

miles, it

traverses

district destitute of other railroad

'***'

furnish it

must

Portland, [Tltiiuc.

It short-

populous

a

facilities, which

large and profitable local

a

and it will be completed at

far below that ot any competing line.

Dec

tages cannot tail to make it

!

j

F. O. THAMES

Mortgage
sued.

Having leased one ot the new stores In Jose’s New
Block, Commercial streel, will offer lor

Cash Prices /

mortgaged

offering

Two Tom Western Poultry,
Tous Dried Apples, (choice iruit.)
1,300 lbs. Dried Peaches.

izing

premium.

the

sale, and

Pure Cider Vinegar.

we

TO

T O

STORAGE
Whan.
°clGtt

of them

to

bonds

Possession Given

Kent low. Enquire
May 21-dtt

our

meeting with rapid

are

most conservative

of

lor

on corner

25-dtt

H.

CLIFFORD,
Counsellor at Law,
AND SOLICITOR OF
Has

J.

AM

oci5tt

ofrooms and apartments for sincan be bait at MISS BUTTERFree Street.
S,
janiUGt

Suites
s’e gentlemen
Ho. 16

and wile, in pleasant
WANTED
office.
at this office.
a

Enquire

as

IN PORTLAND,
cor,

ANNUAL

Orest £t.,

Canal National Bank.

HOOPER,

Portland,”

election oi s veil Directors, and tor the transaction
ot any other business that may legally come betore
House on Tuesthem, will be held at their
day, the eleventh day of January 1870, at 11 o’clock
A. M.
dc9td
B. C. SOMERB Y, Cashier.

Backing

Merchants National Bank.
Stockholders of this Bank are hereby notified

THE

that the Annual meeting tor the choice ol JJirectors and the transaction ot such business as may

No. 33 free Street,
Oo*g»eeo
MAHUFACl'CKEES OF

f

Suits, Lounges, Spring Beds,
Mattresses, &c.

jyAll kinds of Repairing neatly dose. Furuloc25 ’69T,T&8tt
ure boxed and matted.

C, J. SCHUMACHER,

PAINTER.

Office at the Drug

Store ot Messrs. A.

G. Schlotter-

beck A Co.,

Porlloml, Me.,

305 Congress

One door above

Jan 12-dtt

W. 11-

/>>'.

Brown,

Johnson,

No. lit 1 -2 I-ree

UHAS. PAYSiON. Uashier.
dc9t t
Portland, Dec. 9, 1309.
ilie first national jlsuuk.
Annual Meeting of the Stockholders ot this
Bank will be held at their rooms, on Tuesd/ y,
the eleventh day ot January next, at ten o’clock in

THE

the foren >on.
1— For the choice of Seven Directors.
2—To see it the Stockholders v.ill increase the
tal of the Bank.
3—And for anv other legal business.

Street,

Second Hone, from H. H. Hay’s Apothecary Store.
PORTLAND, MAINE.
«y All Operations nertormed pertaining toDeuadministered if desired. auCeodti
Ether
talSurgery.

PLASTE H.E11S,
PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL

>TUOCO & MAST iO WORKERS,

WILLIAM EDWARD GOULD,
Cashier.
Portland, Dec. 9,1SG9. declOdtd
11

—.-

aid to

tliarebolders ot “The National Traders Bank
are hereby notitied that their anbe held at their Banking room
meeting
on Tuesday, the eleventh dav ot January next, at 3
o’clock P. Si., to choisetive Directors lor the cusuing
year and act on any other business that may
come beiore them.

■Sc

principal

for all the

ted at the

the

papers in

country, and

publishers’ low-

EDWABD GOULD, Cashier.

Are inserting for partial sets, heauticarve-l teeth which are superior in
^UJ
many respects to those usually inserted. For further nuormation call at

11 Clapp’s Block) Congress Street,
tyNitrous Oxide Gas and Ether administered.
Teeth filled and all their diseases ti cated in a sciehti*
No.

sep25 ly

manner.

clock P M
dc28td

J. W.

WATERHOUSE, Clerk.
ANNUAL

01 the latest improved Styles and Tone, Manu-

by

factured

EASTINGS,

P.

HT.HEannual meeting of the stockholders of the
£
“Portland. Bangor and Maehiaa Steamboat

_edtd

AXIVUAI,

MAINE.

Highest Premiums awarded on Organs and
Meiodeotib at 1 he New England Fair held in Poitland, September, 1809.
I have recently introduced the Wilcox Patent
Organ Bellows and Sounding Board, which is superior to anything ever useu in anv Heed InstruTba

WM. P.

HASTINGS,
No.15 Chestnut street, Portland* Me.

l\

•clleodGm

KI.FAKI.RY,
ft’o. 4 Exchange

N1IS5S

bt.

JONES,
Clairvoyant,

to her Irier.ds and
rettu ned to the city for

announce

Portland. January 1, 1870.
SPECIAL meeting of the Stockholders ot the
Atlantic & St. Lawrence Railroad Company,
will be held at the office oi the
Treasurer, at the
Grand Trunk Passenger Station iu Portland, on the’
third Wednesday, the 19th day of January, 1870, at
11 o’clock in the lorenoon, for the following purposes:
1. To consider and act upon a supplemental modi
fic tion ot lease entered iuro by the Directors under
their vote of November 28, 18G9, wi h the trand
Tiunk Rail way Company in pursuance of the seventh
clause ot the contract between ihe two companies ot
February 10,1(55.
2. To elect all necessary officers.
By order ol the Directors,
F. K BARRETT, Clerk.
lanluf

and

Widgery’s Wharf.

<lcllI

Corn and Clour.
18,0f*0 Bus PltlME OLD Yellow
Corn,
AND

1 nml 3 nail

a-

never

Cleansed and Repaired
WILLIAM BROWN, formerly at 1 Federa1
street, is now located at Ills new store No 64 Fed
?**" !loor3 4>elow I.ime street, will atteui 1

■ot C'eansing
fun.hfno otaLii>o?m.‘!s>
ol all kinds
with i,i8 usual

and

Repairin

promptness.
Clothing
Im e'^ooigani ('lothlu* for »*le at tair pricer.

Toilet

Brushes,

Articles,

or

CALL

on

middle

It Is True

The Fkflric

Dink.

\ neat seK-aclinu alloy-tlcctriqut
—to be worn on the body or lirnt
is if a plaster:—a very superior
lt-BH'ly lor many a lame oi
^yeak back, stomach, side or limb:
for cold
rhennatism, nervous

coueb, atony, pain or palsy.
lnese simple disks are easy
general

use;

«ire

mtdicai eleciricity and (or
prescribed by Dr, G^rratt

aiso

leading physician*.
Fur sale by M. S. WlnUbr.

vert
ant

Uetail price *3 DO
At wholesale by GEO. L. ItOGEKs, General Agent
140 Washington St., Uoston, Maas.
orders liliet
with

dispatch.

_

no27-fm

Nod Head Apples.
lot for snle by the Peck, at
W. W. CAElt & CO.'S, Exchange at.
Detainber 31-d3t

ALAltUE

iiriiisning

Goods.
& TARBOX, cor Fxcliange & Federal sis.
HOCfPER & EATON, No. 130 Exchange Street.
H J. LEAVITT, 39 Market st J Crockett, Salesman
LIBBY & CO., Market St., opposite Hie Post Office.

That

LORD, JR.. No. 9.3 Federal Street.

E.

Groceries.
I. X. JOHNSON,

cor.

Oxrordand Wilmot Streets.

Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.
J. F. SHERRY,No. 9 Clapp’s Block, Congress St1
opposite old City Hall.
Hat Manufacturers.
CHAS. GOULD, Practical Hatter, No. 10 Oak St.
B. C. FULLER, No. 3G8J Congress Street.

S.

Horse Shoeing.
YOUNG, 1ST Comm’l St. First Premium awarded
at New Knp laud Fair for Pest Horse Shoes.

India Hubber and Cutta Pcrcha
Goods.
H. A.

HALL, 118 Middle street.

_

& Mclodcon Manufacturers.

SMALL & KNIGHT, No. 18 MarkctSquare.

Oyster House.
Paper Hangings&Window Shades.
Paper Hangers.

Patterns, Models, Artificial Legs
Provisions and Groceries.
C. C. WINSLOW, No. 21 Temple, near Con.Street.
BUXTON & F1TZ, cor. Oxford & Chestnut Streets.

ARE OFFERING

Periodicals and Fancy Goods.
FESSENDEN BROTHERS, 282 Congress Street.

Paper and Twine,

At Price* to Correspond with tlie Times*

C. M. RICE, No. 183 Fore Street.

They

have

a

lew

morcleft of those CHINCHILLA
and BEAVER

Picture Frames.
WM. R. HUDSON, Temple street,

OVERCOATS
Of

their Ow« iTIaniifiicfiarr.

Other

Clothing proportionately

Apothecary Store.
HAVING TAKEN THE

lirva reified it, and have

Pure

an

entire

new

stock of

Family Medicines, Drugs, &c.,
Ar.d all

PATENT

Together
Toilcl and Fancy Articles, Porliiiominie*
Imported and Domestic Cigam,
with

F. W.

Plumbers.

Plasterer,

Stucco

Worker,

Ac.

JOHN W. ''ROCKER, No. 21 Union Street.

NICHOLS & BLAKE, 92 Exchange Street.

281 Congroi. St.

!

Real Estate Agents.
JOHN 0. PROCTOR, No., 9) Exchange Street.
OICO. R. DAVIS,
CO.fcNo. 301} Congress street.

Silver Smith and Gold and Silver
M. PEARSON, No.

Plater.
22 Temple St.,

Canaries,

Splendid Singers
Beautiful Chiistmas and New Yeai's Piesent.
Call and sue them.
t\ C. TOL.1IAIV, Afit.,
dcc24d2w
29 Market Square.
A

Reduction

on Table Messages to
and Irom Havana, Cuba.
To tale effect Jam. 1, 1870.
words or less, counting address, date and

For 10
signatuie, Irom any office ol the Wesieru Uni^n
ri e'erraph < o,. in the United States, east of the
Mississippi River, including St. Louis, Mo., ami
excepting Key Wre-t, Fla, $5 (Gold.)
For each wo U over 10 \\ords, 40c. (Gold.)
For 10 words or Jess, counting adtlrets date and fig| nature, irom any office ot the Western Union
Telegiaph Co., west of the Mhw’psppt River, excepting St Louis, Mo., $7,50 (Gold.) For each
dc29eodlm
word over 10 words, 75c. (Gold.)

Congress.

Schools.
ENGLISH and FRENCH SCHOOL, 430Congress st.

Stoves, Furnaces A kitchen Goods;
C. LEIGHTON, 87 Federal Street.
O. B. LITTLEFIELD,No.
3, Washington street.
C. C.TOLMAN,29 Marketsq. under Lancaster hall.

J.

KINDS OF BOOK AND
executed at this office.

ALL
neatl

0

JOB PRINTING

Teas, Coffees, Apices, Ac.
J.DEEMING & Co,431ndia& 162& 104 Congress st?
VVM. I,. \\ 1LSON & CO., No 85 Federal street.

Tobacco and t ignrs.
SARGENT & HOW, No. 140, Exchange street.

Watches, Jewelry, Ac.
J, AMBROSE MERRILL, No. 139, Middle street.
J.W, & H. H. MCDUFFEE, cor Middle & Uniou sts.
EDWARD C.SWETT, 77 Middle street, Fox Block.
F. F. HILL, NO. 97, Federal street.

fancy

goods,

llnuri-lt.ttit lVomirds aud
luings

are

Sel

—i—i- h«.u

right enterprises.

It should combine the insight and foresight
of the best minds of the State for all the high
ends for which society is established and to
which man aspires. That gives us much to
do. We sit down here to devise things for the
public good. Let us be at the work early, and
do it both well and quickly. For bo.h are
possible. Promptitude and activity will enable us to avoid a protracted session, omitting
nothing and at the same time considering
well. That there will he conflicts of opinion
and differences of judgment maybe expected,
and is well. When men are thoughtful there
will seldom be unanimity. Where men are
honest there will be sharp individuality. Independence, if it is genuine, is no evil, but a
good. The great requisite, indeed, on the patt
of those who make or adminisler laws is moral courage. We cannot expect much that is
good from laws enacted under clamor or to
meet some crisis,nor from statesmen who are
chiefly concerned In contriving to keep their
place and power. One thing we may be sure
of, tbe virtue in the hearts of the people, that
instinct may be deceived but will not be defeated. It demands honesty and will pardon
us if in that cause we are over bold.
One man indeed, we have lost from active
participation and influence in ouraffairs. One
voice is silent that was wont to speak only
honest conviction without favor and without
fear. William Pitt Fessenden is gone. The
race of men that dare he right has suffered
loss. The man who will calmly resolve and
give judgment with understanding, unmoved
by the voice of those who seeing not so clearly
feel more violent'y—the man who aims for the
ultimate right rather than lor the near advantage—the man who in the tremendous hour
of responsibility when great issues hang upon
his action, hearing above tbe tumult of taunting foes and supplicating friends tbe deeper
voices of reason and conscience, fixes his siaSl6.fYe&n duty and stakes his all upon the
arounu

wnuui

t>y~&fltt

One
our

near ls

agfl;A1d“''io'eh
.nil'll iu me uariv

of tlxe Republic are passing from our
We feel that we are lost rather than
they. Happy will it be if the young men now
rising to their places shall learn from their example and be abb when the day of trial come3
to do their duly as unselfishly, as boldly, and
The deeds of sueli men live after
as well.
them. Their words are gone out unto the end
of the world. Their light shall shiue along
the heights ot history as the glory lives on the
Alpine peaks when the sun is seen no more.
The vacancy in the United States Seuate it
became my duty to fill for the time, and I accordingly appointed Hon. Lot M. Motrlll. It
now devolves on you to elect a Senator for the
remainder ot the term ending March, 1871.
1 proceed to lay before you an abstract of
the condition of the State, wbh the tew sug-

days

view.

gestions which appear needful to he made;
the mote complete details aud cogent reasons
will lor the most part appear in the several
reports and other documents submitted to
your

inspection.
FINANCIAL.

The report of the Treasurer will present a
most interesting statement and history of our
finances. Our receipts during the past year
have been $939,814 50, and ocr expenditures $919,009 80. On the old civil debt we
have paid the annual installment of $37,000,
leaving a balance of $384,000. Our war debt
This is
December 31,1S69, was $4,632,000.
amply provided for by the sinking fund arising from the tax of three fourths of a mill on
Of this
the dollar by the valuation of 1800.
The sinking
debt $800,000 falls due in 1871.
fund, with the collections from the general
government applied to extinguish this debt,
already amounts to $972,530, so that we are
already $172 530 in advance of our liabilities
in 1871, and at the present rate of increase we
shall he $300,800 ahead.
Our whole public debt January 1, 1870, including the civil and the war debt, and the
municipal reimbursement loan is $8,100,900.
Notwithstanding the heavy drain on the
Treasury last year, expenditures have been so
economized and cut short that the loan authorized to meet current expenses has not
been resorted to, nor have even the appropriIt is estimated that
ations been exhausted.
with all that may reasonably be contemplated,
the rate ot taxation this year will fall somewhat short of the last. Still, we should make
all reasonable appropriations. It would be
refuse to expend any
poor economy to
money till our debts are paid.
The remarkable feature of our finances this
year is the assumption by the State of a porThis is
tion of the war expenses of towns.
made at the rate of $100 for every three year’s
Alter a
man actually lurnished for the war.
clliu

lUUlUU^U

tr A

U 111

111 ill

1UI1

U1

lUt'

JUlUbL

have now made their report, wbioh will
be found to contain curious matters ot history
in regard to the method of furnishing men for
the war. They adjudge the sum of $3,105,188,33. 'J lie fractional parts of $100 required to
be paid in
currency in this distribution
For the rest, viz. $3,amount to $20,783,33.
084,400, bonds of tbe State are now ready
lor issue bearing interest from October 1,1SG9,
at the rate of six per cent, payable semi annually. To provide for this interest and the
rateable portion of the sinking lund required
to extinguish this debt, you will need to as-

the sum of about $80,000.
It would serve as a protection against loss
or robbery, it you were to provide tor the
registration of these bonds as the holders
might desire. If a portion of this loan tiud its
way to the market, there is no reason to apUnder the
a serious depreciation.

prehend

stringency which so severely tested
bonded securities ours tell off not
more than 2 or 3 per cent, from par.—
When we consider also the much higher rates
of interest offered by other securities which
liooJ the market, we cannot but congratulate
ourselves upon the public confidence in our
financial soundness.
The liabilities, which, one way or another
grew out of the war, have laid a heavy burlate

near

A LOT OF

received.

lb© S11.ua*w.

the tumultuous track and see where ruin can
be repaired and abuses corrected; the false
channels cut by the wild overflow and sapping
our strength dammed up; the true currents of
prosperity restored. WTe must look forward,
not only to see what must he borne, but what
must he done,—stifled energies to be set free,
new powers put in motion.
No spiritless or
timid reluctance to grapp'e with the vexed
questions which may claim our attention,
should he allowed to settle upon us trom the
too modest impression that our acts are ot
little consequence. On the contrary never
was sound judgment and generous toil and
the clear sharp scrutiny that runs before and
alter, more demanded by the exigency of the
times and tire interests of the people.
A government has something more to do
than to onvpni ami Ipyv tiiYPS to nav tbp cmvIt is something more than a police to
ernors.
arrest evil and punish wrong. It must also
encourage good, point out improvements, open
roads ot prosperity and inluse iile into all

sess

Stair Builder.
B. K. LIBBY, 17 j Union Street, up stairs.

NEWHALL,

fence and aid in the
great deliverance. With
a patriotism which knew no eia-s or
section,
with a generosity which counted no
cost, and
a devotion that shrank from no
sacrifice, they
poured their choicest treasure and their most
precious 1 fe into tlie field, where the great
issue was joined for the guaranties of
liberty
and a government of law. Intent on this they
paid little attention to little things; they did
not stop to challenge either men or measures
that came in the guise and color of the common cause.
But the crisis is now past; the
field won. The times are different; our duties new. We must ehalleuge both measures
and men, east out the lalse, displace the weak,

ment

the latest

MEDICINES,

dom.
While the dark burden of the war rolled its
gloom over us, the people were not niggardly

tangled ami perplexing matters the c.mmissioners appointed to adjust the reimburse-

Photographers.
& Co., No. SO. Middle street.
J. H. LAMSON, 132 Middle St., cor Cress.

Restaurant tor Ladies and Gents.

Store Under the Preble House,
I

Congress.

n.. f.. COOPER & CO., N». 109 Federal Street.
JAMES MILLER, 91 Federal Street.
C. PEARCE & CO., 41 Union St. ( Water Fittings.

dc20tf

GEXTLT.BEX OF THE SEXATE AXD
House of Hepbeskmatives:
In
the duties of anolher sessapproaching
ion, it is well to impress upon the mind a due
estimate of iheir
importance; and acknowledging and invoking the divine favor, seek for
wisdom in their faithful discharge. It ii true
that the councils of the nation have more to
do with the greater matters of our common
weal or woe; hut the questions which are
within your
control, and the duties to which
you are now solemnly devoted are worthy of
your best thought and conscience and wis-

long

low.

143 Middle Street.

lew

near

A. S. DAVIS

Filty Suits of Fine AH Wool just received tor
*1» Jer suit
YOUTH’S SUITS of tlie same for $11 p^r suit.

GOVERNOR’S ADDRESS.

deed to lose.

Furniture uitd Upholstering.
BRENNAN & HOOPER, No. S3 Free street.
W.P. FREEMAN, No. 31 Free Street.

7.. F. PINGREE, 192 Fore Street.

Forcuoou*.

Ujllar-_may Hit_

i

C. L. CURTIS, Ne. 97 Exchange Street.
AARON G. BUTTRICK.eor. Temple & Middle ets.

JSird&9 Birds

om

sfosisc

ADAMS

E AULY:

dlw

German

three tickets loi

i iirnimrc aiui

GEO. L. LOTHROP, No. 97, Exchange Street.

Just

Monday

BEALS, No.67 Federal Street.
WALTER COKEY &• CO., Arcade No. IS Free St.
rURRINGTON & CO., No. 158 Fore st. (upstairs.)
THOMAS P.

Six Boors from India
Street.

Ninuluy all day, aud
cents,

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.

H. FREEMAN & CO., No. 101 Federal Street.

Maluidny AHrrtioon*,
W'Siii^Ie Tickets 40

LATHAM B CTLEE & CO., No, 78 Commercial St

AT COST AND J.ESS FOR THE NEXT
SEVEN DAYS.

Pbyelcians’ Prescriptions,

on

CHAS. H. MARK, Congress, corner of North St.
MONTGOMERY, 113 Congress Street.

JOHN A.

Organ

PATENT MEDICINES, &c,

Cape Elizabeth Ulineial Springs,
the Season,

Druggists and Apothecaries.

DURAN & JOHNSON, 171 Middle & 11C Fed’l Sts.

Bath Booms,

open tor

Dentists.
EVANS & STttOUT, 8 Clapp Block, Ccu. St.
JOSIA1I HEALD, No. 10.1 Middle Street.
PIERCE & FERNALD. No. 173 Middle Street.
DP.. W. R. JOHNSON, No, 134, Free Street.
S. A. PACKARD, Cor. Congress an l Exchange Sts.
DRS.

(American and'English,)

Uec29-(12w

now

Portland.)

Manufacturers of Trunks, Valises
and Carpet Bags.

AT

Are

in

JOHN P. SMITH, No. 100, Exchange Street.

close out his stock of

Tobacco, 4c.
£3T“I shall give special attention to Compounding

fill to suit.

one

PERFUMERIES!

Block. O in me re ini >t.

Barnum’s

shor

o THING

will

Dec 81-dlw

her form'*

period
having changed trout
residence to No 41 Paris st, w here she can be coil
culled upon Diseases, present and future husiuess
&e. Hours trom lOo’clook AM to Oo’clock P.M.
Aug 19-Utt

Cement Drain Pipe, dec.
J. W. STOCKWELL & CO., 28 & 163 Danforth st.

Undies’ and Gents’ Hair Work.

CHARLE3 H. MARK

Sng-ai*.

WILLIAM CHASE,

ratron
a

Sale f

CLOTHING

Blind

that fche has
WOULD
time,

ROBERTS,
Artillery, a. C. S.
Fort Preble, Maine.

Out

Closing

Green.

Clothier and Tailor.

present.
Proposals w’iil b* marked “Proposals for Beet,”

jan6dGt

cor.

Flour Dealers—Wholesale.

thev may from time to time require, such asSirloin.
and Porter Houso Steaks, Standing Ribs, or Rib
Roasts.
These con tracts t) be in force six months, or mi li
less time as the Commissary General shall d«rect.
commencing on tbe tenth or February, 1870, and
subject to the approval of the Commanding Gen-'
eral Department of the East.
In case of failure or deficiency in tbe quality or
quautity of the Fresh Beet stipulated to be delivered
then tbe Commissary at Fort Preble, Maine, shall
have power to supply the deficiency by purchase,
fand the contractor'will be charged with the diterence ot cost.
The contractor will be required to cater into
bonds lor the sum ot One Thousand Dollars, signed
also by two re?ponsiblc sureties, whose names must
be mentioned in tbe bids.
on tbe
Tbe proposals will be opened at 19 A. M
1st of February, 1870, at Fort Preble, Maine, at
which time and place bidders are requested to be
and addressed
1st Lieut. B. K.
5th U. S.

Groceries.

O. FTAWKES & CO., 292 Cong. st. (Boy's Clothing.)
LEWIS & FaEWIS, Mo. 76 Middle Street.
A. M. SMITH, Cor. Middle and Temple Streets.

BSEF»

Atlantic & St. Lawrence R. R.

BLAKE <£ JONES.

THE

<*FKI8a

lor

Rollins & Bend

(from old wheat) such
For sa'e LOW by
in fitting Spectacles
method pursued by
can be lound in recent works <u Ute Fye l>y
Mcore,
Williams
and others.
Slellwag, Lawrence,
It i« the oniv one which ev*u approximates to accuracy, and which keeps the eye in its bed condition.
Every reliable Oculist wilt recommend it as the
only correct method known.
It is extensiv. ly practised in all the larger cltiei
of this country and in Europe, but is usually attended by considerable additional expense, as the
eye Is fitted by the Oculist and the correct plassei
then purebas d ot the the Optician. The fiitinj
and furuishiug being united liocliaige Ismadeabovi
the ordinary piFe ol the gla.-ses.

M., February, 1S7U,

to the troops at this post.
The said beef must be iresh, of a good marketable quality, in equal proportion ot tore and hind
quartets, (neck, shank and kidney-tallow to be excluded,) and icbede ivered ac this post free ot cost,
in such quautity as raav be, from time to time, require I by aud on such days as tbe Commanding
Officer shall designate —not exceeding four times
per week.
The necks ot tho cattle slaughtercl lor beet to be
delivered under this agreement, shall be cut oft at
tbe fourth vertebral joint, and tbe breast trimmed
down. Tbe shank or tore quarters shall be cut oft
from three to fore inches above the knee-joint, and
ot hind quarters from six to eight inches avove the
gamble! on hock joint.
Seperate Proposal* in duplicate will also be received by tbe undersigned up to the same hour and
date above mentioned, tor supplying Commissioned

JIliETliVC:.

10OO Bbls. Choice St. Louis Flours,

ice

d2m

until 30 A.

and

F. SYMONDS, IndiaSt.,(the only

OFFICE OIT THE A. C. S.
I
Preble, Maine. January, 1870. )
duplicate with a copy ot this adattached, will he received ly the

Jaautry 5, 1870.

450 Hhds. and Tierces Muscovado Molasses.
75 Hhds. and
210 Boxes Sugar,
.Just flirted and tor sale by
No. 15 Chestnut Street, Portland9

Flonr

Dye House.

rnilE ANNUAL MEETING of the Portland and
X Ogdensburg Railroad Com pan v will be held at
the office ot the Company, coiner ot Middle and
an
I* um Streets,
Tuesday, ihc 18th Day
of Jiniiuwry, 18/0, at 10 o’clock in the lorenoon, for the choice oi Directors, and the transaction ot any oilier business that may legally come beAUG. E. STEVENS, '^lerk.
iore them.
Portland, January 4, 1870. did

Mclasses

ment.
69dc22ti

undersigned,
supplying

EETING.

A

Organs and Melodeons

location pear the
dclleudtf

in
vertisement

Tuesday,

finery

CARVED TEETH.

& MEANS. Pearl st, opposite the Park.

Clothing and Furnishing Goods.

Fort

Proposals

Street.

W. BICKFORD & CO., Portland St,

gentle-

Grand Trunk Depot,

near

November 23, 1869.

Stockholders ot this company are hereby
notitied that the annual meeting for choice oi
Directors and the transaction ot any other business
at tne relegally brought beiore them, will be held 1870
at 3 o
the 11th day of Jan,
ou

PortlaDd & Ogdenskurg Railroad
Company.

DENTISTS,

a

Price 30 Cents.

“Eagle Sugar Refinery.’

■WILLIAM ROSS, Clerk.

BOOTHBY

rent for

Portland, Dec. 10,1869,dclOtd

Dec. 30.

*ngh the powt-ofllcc, or
promptly attended to*

Y

legall

Company,” lor the election of five directors and the
transaction of any other business that may legally
come be ore them, will be held at the office of Ross
& Sturdivant, 179 Commercial street, on Tuesday
the eleventh dav of January 1870. at 2£ o’clock P. M.

Street, Portland. Advertise-

iroughout

WM.

■■—---

Bank Meeting.

allkiudsot .lobbing
apr22dtr

CO,, Advertising Agts,

KIMBALL

—

■ ■

PORTLAND, MB.
=-—e

WHITNEY

No. 17 Union

JOSEPH LEVY, No. 101 Feleral Street.

Wants 25,000 Flour Barrels,

THE

SSEBIDAN & GEUFFITHS,

.VO. 0 SOUTH ST.,
O'- Prompt attentieo
u »ur line.

Cap-

THEot Portland,"
will
liual

dentist,
Office

TUESDAY,

annual meetiug ot the stockholders of **The
rpHE
JL Canal National Bank ol
tor trie

UPHOLSTERERS

FRESCO

MEETING of the" Stockholders

the 11 tli day of January, 1870, at if o’clock P. M., for
• lie election ot
Directors, and the tiansaction of any
I oilier business that may then come betore them.
SAM’L SMALL, Cashier.
Portland, Dec. 10, 18C9. dec I ltd

Rooms formerly occupied l*y B. F. SMITH, the
old and well-known Artist of this city.
MOTTO—Good Work and Moderate Prices.
Aim:—To Please.
Novldtf

In it»« now No. two

Fore Street,

Cumberland National Bank.

lu

BRENNAN' &

legally

may

in the Cumberland National Bauk, ot Portland,
THE
will be held at their Banking Boom,
on

A FIRST-CLASS GALLERY

DOLLEY,

Corn,

Boarders Wanted.
FIELD

Carpenters and Builders.
J. M.

Wanted.

MAN ard WIFE can be accomodated with two
nice rooms amt board at 119 Cumberland st.,
of Franklin st. Also, rooms for single persons

A

Cabinet Furniture Manufacturers.
THEO. JOHNSON & CO., No. 13> Union Street.

H.BLAKE, Manufacturer of Coffi*. and ShowCases, to Cross st, and cor. Temple and Middle sts.
M. N. BRUNS, 194 Market Square. (Show Cases.)
S. S. RICH & SON, 138 Exchange St.
(coffins.)

$10,000 capital would like au inlciest in some
csiabdslied mercantile business.
Address Box 2188.
dlw
Portland, Dec 27, 1869.

cor.

Coal and Wood.
PAUL PRINCE & SON, toot of Wilmot street.

of business experience with (ten thousand)

Boarders

Manufacturers.

C.

W^TVT53I>.

the

before them, will be held at their Banking
House, on TUESDAY, the eleventh day ot January,
12 o’clock M.
at
1870,
WM. A. W1N3HIP, Cashier.
Portland, Dec. 11,18G9. dtd

PliUadeldhia,

No, 152 Middle !Si,

of

of the

come

Announces that be Las just opened

Brush

D. WHITE & SON, No. 9 Market Square.

Cabinet makers.

U A NTEl*

Casco National Bank.

LA MS OX,

Book-Binders.
SMALL & S1IACKFORD, x,. aa Plum Stroet.

Eagle Sugar Refinery,

Annual

removed to

11.
From

O

47 Dan forth street.

man

Meptinr
Stockholder
THE
Casco National Bans for ibe choice of Director*
and the transaction of such business

PATENTS,

PHOTOGRAPHER,

o«

J. L. FARMER.

Wanted.
immediately, a small

Bankers, 1So, 25 Xassau-st,

no24tf

SO Middle Street,
BOYD BLOCK.
au24

The

conveniences.
Also, Houses on Pearl st., and Cumberland Terfitted with all modern conveniences, abundance of pure hard and soft water. Now ready for occupancy. Apply to
race,

Post

W.

Booksellers and stationers.
IIOTT, FOUC & BREED, 92Middle Street.

water

AN

No. 35S Congress Street.

BERRY, No. 101 Middle Street.

WALTER

Cumberland

of Pearl and

Millinery business,

distribution.

GEORGE OPDYKE&CO,

IN THH MARKET.

W. BOUCHER & CO

H. E. UNDERWOOD, No. 310J Congress Street.

sts.,
fitted up in good style for Apothecary,Dry Goods
STORKS
with cemented cellars and

7, 1870,

giving nor over-critical in receiving whatever promised material for the common de-

Bonnet and Hat Bleachery.

LETT

TO

securities.

Government

lars, pamphlets, &c., on hand

Flour

premises.

and sagacious

Price par, and accrued interest in currency. Circu-

Brands

the

on

Morning, January

in

JOHN B MASTERTON, 22 Anderson Street.

on

ness.

income, besides capital-

of

They

EATON, S3 Exchange Street, (Weed.)
DYER, 158, Middle St over H. H. Hay’s.
HOBS * BAKER, IV, Middle St. (over Shaw’s.)

W. S.

Boots and Shoes—Gents Custom Work.

At Once!

Ft has four Countin* rooms, also a large Sale.
Has been occupied as a Grain, Provision and Went
India Goods Store. Is finely adapted lor a Fish Establishment. Will be fitted up lor any kind of busi-

now

Government Bonds

lor

Agencies for Sewing Machines.

large
Commercial street, head
L'UEWidgery’s
Whart, together with the Wharf and
store

A Seeds.
Exchange St.

C. W. HOLMES, No. 327 Congress Street.

.1.

Dock.

are

^>r the

these.

Agricultural lui{dements

Boots, Shoes, :md itubhers.

To lie Let.

augGdlt

other funds there is nothing

capitalists in exchange lor

And all ilia

some

ELL & CO., 174 Middle Stree'.

SAWYER & WOODFORD, No. 119

__129 Colli mticial St.

good, and the

are

Advertising Agency.

W. C. COBB, No. 12 Pearl Street.

Wharlage or f’uslom House
Apply lo LY NCH BARKER & Co..

and

fritky

which arc among

Bakers.

LEI.

?ORI'LA IV 30.

tlie most reliable establishments in the City.

°<>23'f_C.

run-

have been gratified to find that they are

chiefly by

taken

23 Brls. Choice Cider.

Parlor

or

is-

ever

railroads

on

Among the
equal

none

they give a large increase

Beaus, Cheese,
Card, Dressed Hogs,
Potatoes,

(Formerly

know of

better: aid in exchange

IS

No.

w e

First

HOUSES,

CHAPIN &

To l.et.
LEX at Woodford’s corner, a good two story
house and siable and nine acres of land.
II. ALLEN.

DAILY PRESS.

list of Port-

following

Auctioneer.

double the amount per

than

more

investment of trust

300 Brls. CUeeu Apples*

Dec

tor

mile that the Midland is.

following stock of New Good*.

Choice

the' saiest securities

promptly paid, although

interest

The

of

one

mortgage bonds issued

AH

ning from the City of New York

sale at the

r

Lowest

Bonds

ot the best paying

one

metropolis, and its

roads leading trom the

land BUSINESS

ll-d5w*

busi-

advan-

These

readers to the

RE NT.

(looms with Board at Wo. 02 Free
Street.

or

NOTICE.

jani*lm

aggregate cost

an

Country

AT

board at 224 Cumbeiland street.

F O U

whole

New York Clry t> Buffalo 70

the route Irani

ness;
4'ouiincrcfal * licet,

ensuing year.

WI'IHOUT

thorough manner,

running regu’ar trains;

and

within the

Flour,

BLOCK,*

SB'S XEW

iu the most

portant roads in the State of New York.

DEAlEK 15

sand

great economy lor ca*h; 150 Miles

line (over 400 miles) it is expected will bo completed

ens

Produce

i.h

already competed

equipped

Commission Merchant
A?D

w

between Middle and Fi.ro Streets. Apply to
W. H, ANDEttsbN,
At Office ol Nathan Webb, K-q, No, 59
Exelnnge
Street.
decSOJtf

PRESS

Wt- invite the attention of both City and

.X

Rooms to Let!

OF

cents.

IJJ

DAILY

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

from the
horse cars. The tenement consists 01 five or six
| rooms, asmay be (le>iie I, with plentv oi hard and
soft water, inquire at No 4 Munroe Place,
San S-diw*

j

Govenment Tax.

op

Tenement to Let
western part of the city, a few steps

MORNING, JANUARY 7. 1870.

Term,

$s.oo

---

THE

eiccpted) by

Is published every day (Sundays
(he

At
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Drchn

Trims

log at

SWEETS Ell di MERE ILL’S,
1U!> fttiddle Street,
AT TIIE VERY LOWEST PRICES.
Until :1f nr 1, their Store will close at 6 o'clock P
M.
jaCdlw*

all

den or.

ceived

Were it not for this,it will be perBut
liabilities would be trifling.
jorn in mind that this debt does
ut what is wasted and lost. It is

it mus
not re;
a hern
jfhenoranda patent of nobility,
and if i.i seems too unsubstantial a consolation to ihose who dwell on the more striking
fact that our taxes continue high, they maybe reminded that inoie than half this debt is
for money that has been scattered broadcast
among our own citizens.
The eport of the Examiner of Banks and
Innuranee Companies will suggest matters of
unusual importance. It will be seen that our
old bauks under the State charter are nearly
extinct.
The policy of the government is
hostile, and we shall probably have to abandon the system.
The recommendation of a tax to he laid upon foreign Insurance
Companies doing busi
ness iD the State, seems well
supported by ar

gument.
Those who

are interested in the condition
of our people, will not be content to estimate
tbe prospeiity ot tbe State from the
operanous of capitalists and the balance ol trade.
They will also look upon the great masses and
see if they can live
upon their daily labor; to
what use they put their earuiugs.aud to what
their
small
advantage
savings. There you can

bast discover whether you

are

rightly solving

the

problems political economv, or, realizing
the objects of society. There are now
thirtysavings banks in Maine,—several having been recently chartered in
what we mHit
call our country towns,—the chief
apprehension in regard to which is, that
they mav not
be able to afford suitable
security against robbery. The deposits for the past year amount
to $10,839,955 by about 40,000
depositors
of

seven

making

an average of something over $g.yo
each. An interesting comparison is shown
by the fact that the amount thus laid in
store from honest and liard-earned
gains it
already more thau a million and a quarter
larger than the aggregate capital of all our
hanks of issue, State and National, and nearly
two and three-quarter millions larger than
the whole of our bonded public debt.
It is urged by some that a direct tax should
be laid on savings banks. It is a sound principle that propel tj should share as equally as
possible the public burden; and it seems, at

first sight, that savings banks should do more
be exceptions to the rule thau any other
banks. But it will be seen upon reflection,
that the spirit and inlent of dcpos.tsin savings
banks differ entirely from the object and oper-

ation of deposits in other banks, and it is a
grave question whether this difference is not of
such a nature and result as to make the savings hanks a positive benefit to the State,
which might even entitle them to special
grace, practically amounting to a bounty, or
premium, if you please. These banks are the
special depositories of the poor, treasuries of
pittances which could in no other way be so
well guarded and made profitable. If not
kept here many of them would not be kept at
all. Besides the actual saving of earnings
and the positive addition to wealth thence accruing,—itself an object worthy of your
thoughtful care,—those are incidental and
even more valuable advantages.
The moment he
has money in the bank, the
humblest feels a braciug up ot his selfmoral force.
respect and whole aiA
From that
rnvAuVU*
AAil-CIJUVU

LO

iilUUOii

jy

frugality, temperance, enterprise; to all, in
fact, which constitute good citizenship, and

advances the character and condition of men.
Anything, therefore, which tends to discourage deposits in savings banks should be scrupulously avoided. If there were any way to
reach the large depositors by requiring the
officers of banks to make returns to the assessors of towns for purpose of taxation,
it
would certainly he well. But first promising
tnat large sums are less likely than small ones
to escape taxation in the ordinary way, it
is to be said that such deoositois might
still easily evade the law, and the burden
would fall back on those less able to bear it.
Indeed the mere fact itself of publishing
savings banks deposits would intimidate and
ui^ucai iru

many

vy uusc

VCJ.JT

SUUgSll'

UUU

merit it is to keep this pittance from the willful and wasteful hands which would at the
same time destroy it and themselves.
By the
very confidential relations of these banks
many a poor woman is helped in her heroic
struggles to bear her unequal burden. Therefore it seems to me better even to suffer such
evils as we do, than in the attempt to correct
them to subvert a far greater good.
What this State needs is capital—money in
motion whether gold or currency. Our material is stagnant, our industry crippled, our
enterprise staggered for want of money,
which is power. What makes the sinews of
war makes also the sinews of peace.
Maine
strikes me as quite different in her circumstances from the other New England States,
with their denser population, developed arts

and industries, their centralization of forces
and accumulation of capital. She reminds
me more of the Western States in her condition and needs. A virgin soil, undeveloped
powers, vast forests, and vigorous men, but

Like them she is trying to build
invite immigration and develop her
resources, aud perhaps is not so much in love
with her high tariff as some of ker more cultivated sisters. The elements and powers of
nature, and the energy and enterprise of men
in order to be turned to account lor the great
uses of civilization, must wait on capital.
Unfortunately we cannot hold our own; we
can keep neither our men or our money at
home. Higher rate3 of interest for the one,
and quicker and larger returns for the other,
win the game. The result is a double drain
which keeps all our channels low. This evil
must be remedied or Marne will have to wait
a great while for her coronation.
What can
be done it is not easy to say specifically. We
must look to the national government to
strike olf some of our fetters and lighten some
of our burdens. To me it seems unwise to
cramp our energies with duties and taxes in
trying to do everything in one day. 1 have
no great pride against letting somebody else
pay the cost of the war. The great debt ol
the country is a boon which we must invite
posterity to share, along with the blessings
no

money.

railroads,

healing influences of Nature. Let the inmates come in contact as much as possible
with that which is calm and free and natural
and sane. I think that the laying out of the
grounds on some artistic plan would afford
salutary employment and recreation to many
of the inmates, and thus without much outlay by the State the place may he made attractive, and the gloom which pervades the
atmosphere of such an Institution be mitigated if not dispelled by the beauty anil salubrity

lts

surroundings.

ror some reason
which does not now clearly appear, the Insane Hospital is largely exempt from that responsibility to the Exceutive Council which affects
oilier institutions
ot the State.
Thc practical effects of this
appear m many ways, and have not contributed to relieve the doubts which have sometimes arisen in regard to the management of
the establishment. I would theiefoie iccotnmeud that the Hospital be placed uuder the

supervision as other institutions sustainsimilar relation to the State.
The Tiustees of the Maine General Hospital will a-k your aid. It is understood that
generous private benefactions are ready to
follow an appropriate endownieut by the
State. This petition is eminently proiier, and
should be received with the most favorable
same

ing

a

disposition.
EDUCATIONAL.

There is probably no branch of our public
interest where such improvement has been
made as in that of our common schools; not
that any striking changes or brilliant results
have as yet appeared; hut what I mean to
say is, that we are set upon light ways; that
the faults, the wastes, ami the wants of our
former practices have been brought out, and

appropriate means have been set in motion
which can scarcely tail to woik salutary and
p rinaneht effects. We are seeking, not so
much to change the system as to infuse life
into it; so that the best appliances, the best

methods
UlIUUJ,

and

cwu

the

uv

experience of
a_i

---

iv

the best

auU

UU1U-

that in an educational sense,
we can secure through every nook and comer
of the State the equal tights of all.
It is moreover no exaggeration to say that
the present- is a new era in leaching. It is
not a little singular to And novelty in an ait
so old.
Hut the spirit of our institutions,
the demands of the limes have necessitated
aims, objects, and methods which rendtr education altogether a different business Irom
what it was a generation ago. it no longer
seeks to cram tnc the mind witli strange forms
and aggregated facts, without harmony, relation, life, or perma-.ence; it now teaches the
me
siun iu ui'serve, coin
pa re,
analyze, assimilate; to luasler and make its
own—in fact it is education—the training, unfolding, leading and lashioning forth of the
mind. Teachers must now have something
more than a good moral character— that And
something besides—they must demonstrate
that they have character at all. They can’t
teacli merely what they have borrrowed over
night; but only that which they have wrought
out and made their own. This tells on the
young mind, gives it edge and point, and in
many ways tends to fit all, both teacocr and
taught, to enter undismayed the arena of
these stirring and eventful times.
I think the highest good is flowing from
our Normal
Schools, and Institutes and
hie

places;

so

CouDty Supervisorships. They have caught
the right spirit and transfuse it. They are the
means mainly by which the Stale is to be
reached and brought within the better modes.
That the people are awake in this matter, it
is easy to see. They have raised over $$00,000, this past year, by direct taxation, and expended the total sum of $1,100,000 lor tbe
support of schools. It remains for us to take
care, by all means in our power, that such
are not wasted and such intentions
foiled. We want, among other things, to see
that all have a taircbance; that, for instance,
the cost and changes and variety of books do
not put poor parents to distress to keep the

means

means oi

education within their children’s

reach.
I feel that these are important matters, and
have thus spoken that we may understand
the spirit in which we shall be called to act.
We have wasted a good deal of time and
money hitherto; but I believe we have now
begun better things, and that with the intelligence, good sense and vigor now brought to
bear on these interests, our people will before
long be satisfied with the’ results of their generosity and care.
As to our College of Agriculture and Merlinnim.1

»rf«

nUhnimh

omormi*

ilpvntimi
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STATE PENSIONS.

Tlie State Pension Law lias been
ministered with much care.
The
number of applications lor I860 up to the
pte»
ent time is 772.
Of these 635 have been ap
lowed at various rates. Tlie whole amount expended to date, is $24,502. The pension year
ends somewhat awkwardly on tbe 22d of February, which eonstanlly renders a complete
report to the Legislature impossible. It would
be better to make tbe pension account end with
tbe year. It is estimated that some fifty claims
more will be presented au.l allowed, rendering tbe whole number of pensions some 700,
and swelling the amount paid tor tb« full
we may
year to about $25,000. These
notr regard as about tbe settled amounts of
The
our liabilities on tbe score of pensions.
law and its application is now so well underderstood that few but meritorious eases will
apply, and these, it may be presumed, are
now nearly all in.
It will be seen that the
amounts received by the pensioners fall very
tar short of the maximum allowed
by Jaw, via.
Witt each.
The average is now very nearly
$50. The appropriation
being liinited.we are,
ot course,anxious to
within the amount;
keep
while tlie applicants are so
many that to ren*
der aid to all, the sum allowed to each must
be
small, and some have to be sent
necessarily
away empty, and perhaps rather summarily.
You w ill doubtless continue this aid. It seems

figures

indeed pitifully small, compared'with the
great gift these widows and orpbaaj ami
wounded men have made to the nation in her

hour of peril. This pittance does not restore
health, nor the son, or husband, or father._
The guide of youth and the stay ot age ts
smitten Irom their sight. The best we can do
is poor—the most we can give is little. That
Tbe cost
at any rate we should give.
of tbe Pension office will be $2,100 for the
Perhaps some saying might be made
year.
and some other advantages secured by placing this business in tbe Adjutant General’s office.
Tbe ordinary duties of that office will
natuiany oe icsj
tattle QD this
accounts ot the war. One disadvantage would
be obviated—tlie changing of bands each year.
In all doubtful or disputed cases as now, appeal might still be had to the Governor.
—

SOLDIERS AND

OIU’IIANS.

The Board of Guardians of destitute orphans of soldiers and sailors have used such
diligence as they could in fulfilling their
trust. Tlie duties of this Board are varied

and wide.

Besides receiving applications
they have to search out cases, visiting distant
pi ices lor the personal inspection ot repotted
destitution, and sometimes assuming the entire care ot the homeless and unprotected.

The result has shown many bereaved families
and much suffering. Tbe number of orphans
now on our list is 2,270.
Ol these, 1,200 have
more or less been aided.
Sixty have been absolllt.plv tnlipn intn

o..<1

nur earn

~_

placed

iu those beneticcnt institutions which
are well called homes. The Orphan
Asylum,
at Bangor, lias received 25, and the amount
paid for their support thus far is $1 000. This
institution is not primarily devoted to orphans of this class. But the broad and tender charity that presides over it has admitted
these little ones as a special favor, which we
were authorized by the Legislature to accept.
The Orphan’s Home, at Bath, is now established under the most happy auspices. The
conditions annexed to the appropriation of
last winter were promptly fulfilled by generous citizens of Bath whose names are already venerated for acts of charily, and a
commodious estate was bought and refitted
trr the Home. It is not completely furnished
as yet, but the space is ample, and with the
benetactions which will lolloar this institution will become the dispenser ot many blessings. There are 33 orphans now there. Tha
amount paid for their support is $2,000. Tha
whole amount d'sbursed up to the pre-ent
time is $11,230; remaining in the hands of tbe
Board for disbursement during tbe next
quarter $3,080. Expenses of the Board thus
tar $850, making the total drawn (rora tha
treasury on th's account for the year $15,000,
which leaves the balance of the appropriation,
viz., $5,000, unexpended and not drawn bom
the tieasury. Whatever means you provide
tor the care of these orphans, it 13 a duty too
sacred to be slighted. The alms house, the
hovel, and the street, are sad homes for the
sons

of martyrs.

LE3AL.

The Attorney Genoral suggests important

in our law. Especially do 1 concur
in his recommendation that the act of 180#
relating to teviews in capital cases, together
with the related and consequent sections of
other acts, be repealed. Ibis was one of
those acts hurried through near the close of
the session without due consideration. Al-

changes

duty has been manifest on the part of all who
are charged with its immediate concerns, it yet
tails to attain to quite the prosperity which we
hoped and which I believe is still possible lor
though impressed with grave doubts as t# its
it. It is my duty to say that, so far as appears,
constitutionality and film ss to promote the
there are two principal causes of its present
feeble ar.d uncertain condition. First, The ends of justice, I was iu that brief time unable to prepare and ptescut such reasons of
neglect of mechanics and manufacturers and1‘ y'ulillv pUllljr
ItOulvl
irrnnt me
ed future bear a part at least in the thank- mnciara rU'Lmliigti’iftl arM.
pii.'vPJ't Lilt->
in
the
The deep-set- ing an act which had the weighty sanction of
rights
Second,
college.
If
we
can
do
offering.
anything that will tied feeling on tire part of many, that the lo- a majority of the Legislature. 1 beiisve the
make labor, skill, talent and capital remunerintent and practical working of the law were
cation is unfavorable. The existence of these
that
let
us
do.
ative,
People will come and two disadvantages it is worse than
not at that time fully understood.
folly to dewill stay; money will be kept and brought, if
The Governor and Council were instructed
or, pass over with so!t words. The truth
we can manage to make it pay.
What we ny we must
at their last session to provide lor a revision
come to an understanding in the
is,
can do for money does not readily
appear.
and consolidation of the Public Statutes by
matter. It is a pity to waste money and
But we can look over the situation. As I
mind, even tor the best of motives, without a contract or commission. Alter careful conhave said, higher rates of interest abroad lure
sideration it was deemed advisable So appoint
successful end. The
voted last winour money away.
Money will seek the high- ter in conditiiion of$28,000
Commissioners for that purpose. These gena perfect deed of the
est level as sure as water.
Argument and property to the State, has fallen dead
tlemen have been diligently employed upon
through theis
entreaty will not change the course of the inwork, and their ipnnrt. will be laid
US

exorable law.
Capitalists are reluctant.
Some scruple to receive an illegal rate and so
rciuse. • ooine
supuiaung ior inese rates
knowing that they can only trust the honor
of the borrower tor the continuance, want a
better security. But mortgages of real estate,
which is about all we have, carry a long
right of redemption, and the lende: is liable
to be kept three years out of the money at
merely the low legal rate. The result is he
will not accept even the mortgage, but demands* an outright deed, and then the borrower must trust the honor of the lender,
which in turn may net be very valuable se-

curity.

Two things would undoubtedly tend to
make money more plenty. 1. To perfect and
make practicable our free banking law. 2. To
legalize higher rates of interest. Of course
the suggestion of evils growing oat of the latter proposal at once arises. But it may be
that the example of the general government
which compelled us to suspend specie payments, may also compel us for a time to recognize a rate of interest corresponding with
til is general practice and sanction.
The Commissioners on the State Valuation
will submit the results of their labors lor your
action, which will require your careful scrutiny and impartial judgment.
INSTITUTION’S,

REFORMATORY

AND

SANI-

TARY.

The various institutions under the care of
the State are generally in a prosperous condition.
The Keform School shows excellent
management. The business is conducted
with judgment and energy; the discipline and
care of the boys is wiie and kind; and although this is in some sense a prison it is in
the best sense a school. It is a greater task
than we might think to administer the affairs
of such an institution with entire success.
AVe have every reason to be gratified with the
present results.
I tiust we shall not lose sight of the proposition so cordially received two years ago, to
establish an Industrial School for girls. Such
an institution woidd do much good, and save
from vast evils. The subject cannot but command the sympathy of every humane and
considerate man.
So tar as I can judge of the State Prison
every thing about it appears to be well managed. The sum of $25,000 was placed last
year in the hand3 of the Warden for a
working oapital. Tko osparimont lifui provatl
successlul. The books show this year an excess

ui

caruiuga

uvcr

expenses

01

?uoiuu,

which is a marked change ia the balance of
accounts. Great care is taken for the welfare
and improvement of tbe convicts and everything is done lor their good which the nature
of the case will permit.
I am constrained to say here, that the jail
in this State is far from being so satisfactory. As I have said before, it is attended by evils which are disastrous in the extreme, and I would respectfully renew my
recommendation that you provide some method to reach this matter.
The Executive Council have given particular attention to the condition of the deaf,
dumb and blind, who are now sent to institutions out of the State. Some matters of detail have been coriected and improved, but
upon the whole tbe present mode of caring
tor those unfortunates is approved as the best
provision we could make.
Tbe Hospital lor the Insane is still crowded
with inmates. Applicants are awaiting the
completion of the new wing. This it will be
necessary to provide for. The building will
then be architecturally complete, and the
institution as large as can be advantageously managed. The adjacent lands on the
south have been purchased, and the grounds
are now convenient and symmetrical.
Cordially conceding all that is claimed for
the sincere efforts of those who have tbo
management of the institution in charge, I
still remain of the opinion that we are somewhat short of perfection in our methods if
not in our system of caring for the insane.
Cells and corridors and stone walls are dreary
confines lor minds broken under the weight
of real or fancied wrongs. It may be justified on the homoeopathic principle that the
proper medicine for a sick man is tiiat which
produces the same disease in a well one; for
a brief treatment of a sane man in these
crowded corridors would very soon give him
a title to stay there.
I cannot venture to
point out (even were I able) precisely what
should be done, but we may reasonably expect that those who are especially charged
with this responsibility, instead of troubling
themselves too much to defend what they do,
should set themselves to search out aud correct the evils which inevitably grow up in
such institutions and think it no confession
of fault if they strive to improve in every
possible way their methods, instrumentalities,
and even their system.
If 1 were to permit myself a sugjesiion
it would be that we strive to make the Hospital less of a prison and attend more to the

system

failure to the town to make the lull conveyIf we are all in earnest ta have the college go on where it is, neither the Stale nor
the town need insist much
upon conditions.
But it it is the intention to remove the
college,
then it would be best not to expend more
there.
I
am
unable to give you the
money
least inlormalion or advice on this point. But
I am ready to assure you that unless we
keep
in mind the scope and generous intent of this
institution, it will never greatly thrive. A
farmers’ college is a good and worthy idea, but
that alone will not live and move. There are
not boys enough who mean to go hack to a
farm after they have got through the college.
Farming is not at present a business of that
inviting sort in Maine. But a school embracing all the material industries, teaching
our young men skill in the handicrafts which
invite them to worthy and profitable employment, .training and nerving them to strike
a sure and a good blow in the
manly rivalries of peace or war—such a school in
fact as hundreds ot our young men go out ot
the State to seek, would not only live and
flourish, but would be a powerlul aiid pre-eminent good. Whether we can make such a
school of ours I do not know; but such an one
we must have or our mouey and our efforts
will have been spent in vain.
ance.

STATE HISTORY.

The splendid volume published by the Historical Society terming the first in the series
of the Documentary History of Maine authorized by the Legislature of 1867, which traces
the discovery of this coast from the Northmen
in 993 to the Charter of Gilbert in 1378, lias
doubtless been laid before you.
A volume quite as remarkable, containing

the first publication of an original manuscript
of the celebiatel Hakluyt in which he urges
upon Queen Elizabeth the vigorous prosecution of colonization on this coast, is in course
of preparation. It is proposed to goon with
the History ot the actual occupation of this
territory under the influence and efforts of
Sir Ferdinando Gorges. These works are a
credit to the liberality of the State and the
learning of the Society, and are attracting
much attention as valuable contributions to

American History.
MILITARY.

The question of an efficient and economical militia system has been long agitated, but
for trie last tliree years I
still unsettled,
liftvo givon tho matter imu»h thought.
You
will bear me witness that 1 have not shown a
disposition to exalt unduly the military element, to incur the expenses or abuse the
powers which the law places in the control of
the Executive. It is unsafe, however, to be
without some military force at call in ease of
need. The moderate suggestion was made
and adopted at the last session, of authorizing
ten companies of infantry to be lully equipped
by the State. .The orders of the Department
will show with what care and eanlion the intent ot the Legislature has been carried out.
Applications have been thoroughly consider-
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at

an
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early day.

The matter of

changing the phraseo.ogy, be it never so
slightly, of existing laws, in order to harmonize and consolidate them, is so delicate
a task that you will
pardon me if I remind
you of tho close scrutiny with which such a
revision must be examined belore it is
passed
upon, making no doubt at tlie same time that
the work of the board will be found in a
high
degree accurate and judicious. The period
happens to be a critical one; the census about
to be taken, the new valuation of
property to
bold for the next ten years, and various matters of unusual importance awaiting your decision, render it ot the utmost importance
that you should use the best discretion and
foresight in repealing obnoxious or unnecessary laws, and iD enacting such as incorporated into this revision may give it some chance
of standing lor ten years without being so
mutilated and overlaid as soon to become almost without advantage.
THE SUPREME COURT.

The complaint is not uofrequently made
that the administration of justice is neither so
prompt nor so impartial as it should be in
this State. If this is so the
remedy is beyond
the reach of my suggestions. I am of opinthat
an injustice is done the
ion, however,
court as well as the people by reason of the
fact that the Judges of the Supreme Court
are required to travel over the length and
breadth of this State without proper remuneration. I am not aware that this is the case
with aDy other officer on public duty. It is
well known the salaries of the judges are inadequate, and without derogating aught from
that high reverence for the court which is
naturally entertained by us all, and so especially commanded by the character of our
piesent Bench, it is still by no means unnatural that a judge detained from home at
heavy expense, every day making deeper inroads upon his scanty means of support,
mirrltt Kni‘Amo imnotlant of 1«\nrw

his

anxiety possibly slight

some

toi-inj

nml

In

duties. When

it is the

case as now, that the more one does
the less pay he has, the tendency and effect it
is not difficult to perceive. An unembarrassed independent judiciary is -of inestimable
value. I would respectfully suggest that the
actual circuit expenses of the Justices of the
Supreme Court be audited and' paid by the
State.
Tit
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THE COXSTTTimOSt.

It was made the duty of the Governor and
Council to count and report the \ote on the
proposed amendment to the constitution, authorizing the legislature to divide towns into
voting districts. The whole number of votes
Number
upon this amendment was 5186.
voting “Yes,” 2809; number voting “No,”
2377. So the constitution is amended ac-

cordingly.
STATE

LIQUOR AOBX'CY.

The account of the Slate Liquor Commissioner, and his method ot doing business have
been carelully examined and are found highly
ed, companies have been accepted only where
satisfactory. Some poiuts remarked on in bis
the several localities appealed mlly in earnest
Tbe
report, will demand your attention.
to maintain them, and only those men musof turning in confiscated liquors altered, who upon rigorous examination were practice
ways more or less impure, to the town ageafound able to do full du y. The result indicies, taken in connection with tbe fact that
cates the wisdom of the statute. We have
we have provided a State Commissioner who
now an incentive to military duty, and a
preis paid and piaeed under bonds to furnish
mium on good soldiership. It will be work
nothing but the purest liquors, which the
and not play, a school of discipline for manlito purness.
Seven companies with an aggregate of town agents are imperatively required
is s° absurd that
413 men have been accepted. The appropria- chase exclusively of him,
demand that It
tion intended to accompany the Act having good logic if not good morals,
been overlooked, no uniforms have as yet should be prohibited.
THE LIQUOR LAWS.
been issued, with the exception of overcoats
for the two Portland companies, which are
It is proper that I should inform you that
under orders to appear on duty. We can the there seems to be a genera! tailing off in rabetter afford to expend money judiciously, soect for our liquor laws. The enforcement
because we have not expended any foolishly. ot these laws comes in no manner wilhln the
These companies were not to he organized as a power of the Executive. It very propeily deand tie deregiment. That especially I wished to avoid. volves upon municipal officers, is measured
1st. They extend over too much space to be
cree of their zeal and effi ieocy
it is not
best handled in that way. 2d. The rank of by the prevailing local sentiment,
the State should
Colonel would be too low lor the actual com- au unreasonable theory that
mand of our whole eflective force. 3d. This
secure the even and impartial execution of
her jurisdiction. So far
office b“iue elective, the personal and local ri- her laws throughout
citizens would agree; but
valries that would ensue would be harmful to piobabl.v nit good
of a
tor the purgood discipline. 4th. It was the pith of the tiie erection of special police
enforcing the liquor law bewhole plan to have these companies indepen- pose mainly
it
not against tbe wishes of
dent corps, responsible only to the Comman- yond, certainly,
the municipalities, has been urged by some as
or
the
character
and
by
der-In-Chief,
capable,
anil
a proper measure and proclaimed by a tew as
tiie men, their military knowledge, spirit
a test ot'allegiance to the cruise ot Temperdiscipline, of being expanded into regiments
w lth
ance.
But in a government like ours, one of
and even brigades at very short notice,
ami understandthe most delicate things which a State could
officers all ready competent
he called upon to do is to invade tbe ancient
ing This I am satisfied is tho right way for
the
we may have a
rights and dignities of towns, which, as the
us, and at a trifling expense
are at
body ot soldiers which might well be a pride historian and statesman know, is still more
foundation of onr liberties. It
and example, as well as a delcnce to the
contest a
difficult, when the issue is upon a
State. Our present Militia Law isa good one
and sufficient for all exigencies, and need not question at social ethics, or P“b:iS,5}?2» .IS
and
be touched.
which even good men might be divided,
the most danA large lot of material accumulated in the
bad men find pretext for giving
to exAiseiials, and praciically worthless to the gerous passions way. The antagonism
a
Sta'e, has been very advantageously sold un- cessive measures is likely to react against
der the direction of a committee of the Coun- viitue which all good citizens hold high.
Unfortunately we have made the expen
cil, and the proceeds, $2,5(54,01 paid into the
to oe
rnent our own; and the salutary lesson

| Treasury.
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In taking I set talent aid skill at Work upon it, fashion it
all for the fine uses and finish it to the high
here.
of
it
notice
public
perfection which sooner or later it would have
A principle prized by all was arrogated by
five bundled dollars
a few, and made the placard if not the watchour'^ ofelsewhere—put
worth
such work upon it and you have
word of a political organization. The r®futo’
nade it worth a thousand. You have done
»
as might have been expected, was
more.
Tou have gained the countless ada worthy and a sacred cause the “PI*.
vatitages of cherishing the industry and skill
of defeat. The cause has suffered,
™
the
»“«*
talent and
Its
not be held to blame.
employed upon it.
£{7 which it had Carry this out oncharacter
a large scale and into all the
misfortune. The strong hold
was
fields
the
occaof
enterprise that invite us on every
upon the hearts of the people
sion Of its being seized upon to cov.er sinister side and you are doing something for others
elements
as
as
of
disaffection
well
Various
yourselves. You encourage diversiintentions.
fied industries and increase wealth. You lend
availed themselves of the confusion which
Xheir cries had raised and rallied in a strange a helping hand to humble toil and honest
companionship, under a banner which had ambition. 5 ou quicken hope and pride and
tiever been so entrusted to them, and which
higher aspirations. You carry life into deslost its consecration by their laying on of erts and happiness into homes. This somehands.
The elements which conspired in what-more than
fancy is the right policy for a
this movement and the animus which
impell- State like Maine, with her unparalleled aded it, appear to have been so
well understood vantages and her strong sinews anxious and
people as to require no analysis by me. eager to be at work.
4,i00 votes in a total of 100,000 after the unThen as to railroads we are doing all that
paralelled resorts of that campaign, prove that is possible. More than 250 miles of'new road
whoever else votes that way, the Temperance are now
building in many directions, wberemen of Maine did not.
They answer to a lon- ever enterprise, points. The great road
ger roll-call. They muster a nobler host. The which connects us with Halifax,—lienee is
People of this State are a temperate people, already freighted with so many stirring hopes
ana also in favor of
fifty miles oi comtemperance,” if that can of good,now lacks but about
mean anything more.
They are also a manly pletion ; to secure and hasten this, the State
people. They do not fear to express their has already made generous gifts, and an effort
opinions, nor shrink from espousing any just is to be made to induce Congress to recognize
cause. Wnat they desire of
right or expedi- the claim assigned to the war by Maine and
ent in their laws
they will iu their own good Massachusetts. We trust this may be successtune have. But
anything forced upon them ful, and that the year may witness the concontrary to their best judgment, and conse- summation.
In the West
quent upon their good nature alone, cannot
too, we have openings which
0* expected to receive tbeir hearty moral supare scarcely
less, it not indeed more, in their
real
It
of
is
good.
a
port, or be productive
promise ot good. The courage and energy of
•ad day, however, /or the welfare of this Stale
Portland is undertaking the task of cutting
when trash measure must bead opted simply her
way through to the great lakes and the
because no one dares for a moment to
question its expediency lest its champ ons should greater West; proving thus a link in the magnificent continental claim, has already ensued
taunt him with infidelity to a creed of
which
Other efforts as worthy I can scarcethey are not the chosen apostles, and anatb- victory.
ly name here, but they also deserve our interamatlze him in the name of a
power which
est and care.
they have usurped.

"learned from it may warrant
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to no man in
respect
is the no-
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they please

They maydo and
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“alters

say
be-

the

priviopportunity
which, although ot a

Pwsonal nature, yet in their effects rile to the
consideration, let me here
m^QUyqra puDiic
method so recklessly resorted to
aspersing the motives
Wf
®^ial Cam?aign»of
conduct, and ot misrepresenting
end.
«efa.araptert for political and sinister
»

®° 'ar ** those
tear tnev did no

efforts
trv

were

tko

successful
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perance, orlo tne young men of Maine. It is
a regard lor their weltare and
solicitude that
these who have followed Hie on other fields
may not be seduced to wrong ways, by tbe
false feney that they are following me*
still,
that I ask you to let me lift my standard for
a moment that
they may see where I am.
liet them not think that the record of a
lifelong loyalty is so easily reversed. I shall not
seek safety in the lines of the
enemy to escape the mutinies of the discontented, if more
anxious for their own
way than for victory;
nor turn back to
camp because some raw recruit on picket, with the
impetuosity of terror,
unable to discern front from rear, or iriend
from foe, shrieks at me for the
countersign.
I«et us not, Iiowever, in our scorn of hypocrisy, 6r resistance to ill-iudged or encroaching measures, be forced into a seeming
antagonism to virtue, and to those who love
and labor lor its cause. But rather
with cool
Dram and steady nerve,
summoning all thewhether
of
heart or hand, go
good,
onto practice and
promote the things that
are honest and Dure and Of PfirtH rpnnrf
inose who.join wisdom with zeal to
promote
virtiie among the people, will labor to nourish a right public sentiment as
well as to secure punitive enactment.
Some margin must
always be left for differences of moral sentiment.
Otherwise we might break down the
pubko conscience. For one,
however, I do
‘°a )&w’s being somewhat in adopinion—ilhat
'ai“5?in°!.publ|1C
is, more strinits provisions than the
people
W phey. The requisition of even anreally
impossible virtue may avail lor good. Its broad,
htal»f*«peot may strengthen and hold up some
that would otherwise fall before the
influence
of bad
Burroundiugs,and the terrors of its penalty might cool the recklessness of some who
would not be restrained
by milder persuasives. But when a law is
widely different from
people s Judgment, and provokingly contrary
to thetr
wwues; then, instead of expecting it
with an iron hand,
f° on crushing its way
unreientmg law of the
it
would be better to look for one universe,
that takes
•pme cognizance of human
conditions, and
? band that will meet half way the
Indeed it mav
PL*~“Jhat, Wisdom consists in seeing the
contact between the ab?igh‘- For the bum an
fkU,nTav
D'v,ne> ‘bat declares the
°f
absolute justice and the inexorable
Wiy*
rignt. Buttbe object of the human law is to
individual rights so that
every man
hi3 own conscience
™,*C£°I
b'8 T!,0
obedience to the higher.
Pr°P°ses to abridge
*,h'ch
rights should
be ventured upon with
admmistered with the
thn,,
T,bere are °‘ber things to
besides restraining men from
drinks, though this be
! |1MUn? 1,66613
monsters from
their faces and seek
J2?iSvert
Uidr ieHuirs,-yei,
we
must
not expect
Wjrev* can. be
wholly subdued and driven
flrom among men. The laws
against iDtoxicating liquors are as well execuied and obey-
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A New
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Address.

The address that we

lay before our readers
morning is characterized in an eminent
degree by those graces of style and lhetorical
this

excellencies of which General Chamberlain is
is the perfect
master, and which have given
him a wide reputation on the platform of the
the author of elaborate adresses ou various themes.
The allusion to the
late Senator Fessenden in the very ornate
as

peroration is evidently inspired by a genuine
feeling, and deserves a high place among the
exordium tributes which the death of the
great

Senator has elicicited.
Among the most gratifying statements in
the address are those relating to our State finances.
By the issue of over three millions
of bonds to the various municipalities on account of the assumption of the State of the
municipal war debts an appropriation of $80000 for interest and a proportionate part of the
sinking fund will be made necessary; yet the
Governor thinks that the rate of taxation will
be less than last year. The bonds issued to
towns of course increase the general debt
from five to over eight millions of dollars.
The effect of this is different upon different
towns, some gaining and some losing by the
assumption of local indebtedness by the State.
Some of the Governor’s recommendations
are entitled to especial consideration.
Among
these may be mentioned his humane and
convincing plea for more intelligent and considerate treatment of the insane, a subject

RAILROAD CONSOLIDATION.
The railroad commissioners make valuable
suggestions in their report, which I commend
to your attention. The feature of immediate
interest which wid cyme before us is the proposed consolidation of prominent lines in the
State.
If this means to place the public at
the mercy of a monopoly unrestrained
by responsibility to the State and relieved from the
checks of competition, I cannot recommend
it to your lavor. But this
probably is not the
case.
The roads however, have already the
to
consolidate to alt practical intents,
power
by lease. It is not the mere authority to fix
times and rates which they
ask, that they already claim to have. I do not believe, how-
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Whatever their charters may contain, I do
believe it is competent for a State to grant
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islature and of all citizens of the State to
away her powers over public thoroughfares whom the well-being of the unfortunate is
like these.
It is to cede away her “right of dear: also his declaration in favor of an ineminent domain.”
These corporations took dustrial school for
girls, and his emphatic lanprivate property for public uses. Is it likely
that they have no responsibility to (hat public guage advocailng a reform in onr jail system
for whose uses this pioperty was taken ?
It a more vigorous support of that moribund inis the indefeasible duty of the State to take
stitution, the Agricultural College at Orono,
care of herself, and of her citizens.
Every- uniformity of text books and the continuance
is
if
need
be—our
fortune
and
our
thing hers,
of State pensions to indigent soldiers and
lives. Shall railroads claim immunity ? With
their families. The idea of
this understanding, I need not feel it necestransferring the
sary to oppose consolidation.
business of the State pension department to the
There are manifest advantages for the State
in it. 1st, We may take the occasion if there is Adjutant-General’s office—which has now beany doubt, to declare or reaffirm the ultimate come allhost a sinecure—is so rational a one
light of the State over the roads. 2d, The and so obviously proper that the great wonpublic convenience may thereby be facilitated. der is that it has notbeen
suggested and acted
3d, Better securities based on the whole
before.
property and franchise would be given in ex- upon
Ths Governor’s discussion of the
change for old ones. 4tb, The usual wrantempergling which railroads have indulged in before ance question is one of the most elaborately
the legislative and political control which
prepared parts of the address, and will comthey have sought, would be entirely at an
mand the most general attention. The reend. 5th, The waste of
and
money
strength view of
in building needless branches. These
past political campaigns is a novelty
tbiDgs
I can see in lavor of the roads. If we can- in omcial
papers and its
be
not

mem
ouierwise, let mem combine
strength. But I leave the decision
better
your
judgment.
I he things we have been
considering are
great maters. We must not let them drift;
but seize them with a strong ha ad and wield
them lor the common welfare. It is
not
enough to call a power into exercise, we must
6 to guide and control
it, and shape it to
useful ends. We must be
ready when the Incubus is lifted from enterprise and the
bolts
thrown from capital to receive the influx of
strength and population, that will surely'
come, and to take part in the great reciprocity of civilization which are as the tides of
life to nations.
nvi.
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Gentlemen,

have reached the fiftieth
year ol our existence as a State. We are not
ashamed of her history. One of the earliest
in discovery and
colonization, she is one of
the latest in the
development of her resourand
the
fruits
of civilization. Tet all the
ces,
obscure trials and toil that have intervened
wrought lor the times that were to come.—
lhe State sees her
place and owns her duty;
and does not spurn the task that
enfolds the
triumph. The gates of Destiny are opened,
we

and she enters on her Droud career.
We shall
watch with admiring interest and
with
help
toil
her onward way. Nor can it
untiring
be
that we hope and
prophesy in vain. Our
be obscure and the reward far
off;
but both will live. The
early discoverers of
tins territory foresaw the future
and foretold
its glory.
Then by reason of human weaknessand immature times,
fell
short or
they
perished. Then came two centuries of dull
mechanical advance—slow
moving by mere
force of physical laws, without
any grand mastery of mind and inspiration of idea. But in
'“v*fcroeam this dull and lifeless seemino

propriety may
questioned in some quarters, but the Governor’s views of the
temperance question seem
to be sound and will command
general approval.

A False Rumob.—An Augusta correspondent of the Bangor Whig announces that
Mr. Webb, State Attorney for Cumberland
County, has “withdrawn” as a candidate for
United States District
Attorney in iavor of
Hon. G. F. Talbot, the present incumbent of
that position.
As Mr. Webb has never announced himself as a candidate, the correspondent must be mistaken. He is not an
office-seeker, and has never appeared in that
capacity, though he has often been honored
with unsolicited official preferment
by his
fellow citizens. Neither is Mr. Webb one of
those diffident gentlemen who are not candidates by reason of any wish of their
own, but
are considared by “their friends” to bceome
so.
He is an attorney who merely goes about
his business, and serves the
people in officisl
position when he is elected thereto by their

voluntary suffrage.

In

the

present case,

though we are not authorized to do so by Mr.
Webb, we deny in behalf of his friends that he
has “withdrawn” in favor of Mr.
Talbot, or

that he would refuse to
serve, if, without solicitation on his part, he received the
appointment of District
Attorney.
*-onnc*n

nom.

_

forces were m preparation, eiemlntl ilP^rThe Machias Union (Democratic) encourment, and germs maturing which were in due
time to ripen into blessings of which all that ages the third party temperance paper pub•tfks the law against
profanity, thelt, unel.as- work and waiting were actual elements. The lished at Bath and condemns the Riverside
tny or murder. Even if they are executed, seeming death
foretold and foreordained the Echo; all of which is
b
not
very natural.
aval! to extinguish crime, nor life. The
je
thrilling story of the voyagers rang
Mnish evil from the hearts of wicked
Gex. Adelbert Ames, formerly of this
men.
round the world and seemed to have
State,
tnese
rung
are
questions which go to the itself
But it is heard again
coming is spoken of as likely to be one of the Senarauudatloiu of society. We must consider roundaway.
on the other side,
with
the yet tors from Mississippi.
swelling
wnat can be done. Restrain and
intimidate more wondrous harmonies of
prophecy fulby law; it is only by the filled.
.afyoocao
The Public Debt.—The New York Herstill that men can be converted
from
So we may be
“building better than we ald goes on making up public debt statements
know.
Our humble works
in
1 see no reason
why measures for the pro- are regenerated by a mightierwroughtthan faith
on the plan adopted by
Secretary McCulloch,
that
Spirit
motion of temperance should not be
approach- in which they were conceived, and built into that is, it includes the Pacific Railroad bonds
ed as calmly, and, it need
be, as boldly, as loftier monuments than our bands have rearand excludes the accrue of interest. Secreta«ny other question of so much moment. Kay
We pass and are forgotten, but amidst
it if such questions as those, most of
which the silent or tumultuous years our good seeds ry Boutwell includes the last and excludes
all,
demand the full measure ol your wisdom, your arc
working free from the taint of our imper- the first. But on the McCulloch plan the refection, and stand solid and shining in the sult is even more flattering, since
according to
pertect day. God seals with men as the me It- the decrease in
NATIONAL INTERESTS.
Y/
the public debt last month
er of metals.
He puts the
ores
earth-mingled
considered
in reference either into his
Agriculture,
was $10,818,379, and since Jan 1st
crucible, and seals it up in
1808, $78,furto ttie amount of property it
represents, or naces out of view. Man forget it,fiery
but He 288,418.
to the numbers employed in it, stands at the
does not. In the fullness of time it is
opened
hew* of our material interests. Our wide
iuu, new
on one side, the dull
Hampshire Democratic Bourbons
earth, on the other
and thinly settled territory, while it makes —lo,
vie.
have learned nothing. At their
xie
bm^uup
"sjis
as
a re^uiciy,
this a leading industry, still gives it a certain
convention,
finer of silver.”
Wednesday, they substantially reaffirmed
cbaftcter which is In some respects unfortuHe who thinks of these
will
be
humthings
nate. The tendency is too much breadth and
those ideas of both finance and reconstrucbut will not be idle; trustful but not
too little will. What nature will not do of ble,
spir- tion on
which the Democracy of the
Itself is not much done, and so farmers be- itless ; reverential but not atraid. He is the
country
true worker heir of the
was soundly defeated at the last
and
ages
testator
past,
public eleccomwdtasouraged. If farming is a hard busi- to the “all hail hereafter.”
It is thus that tion.
ness at the best, then we cannot afford
to do
they who labor must also wait; that they who
it otherwise than well. But of late
we see
are faithful shall endure.
It matters little
Soldiers Recognized.—Of the eleven
more thoughtfulness and more
courage. The what becomes of us if we so conduct our
best ageucies are brought to bear
officers of the House and Senate elected
upon this great concernments that
who
come alter
they
interest, and the discussion and reports of the us are
thereby made wiser and better than Wednesday, seven were soldiers, and Mr.
Board of Agriculture show what
sturdy good we. It matters little that our poor toil seems Heath, the Assistant Secretary of the
Senate,
W^at^De *a^ent these pursuits may buried in
the dust, it so be that it shall sprin” is a soldier’s orphan.
to bless the coming time.
up
again
upon other occasions endeavored to
The ways of Providence seem slow to our
Contested Seats.—There will be two cases
express my sense of the importance of this
brief, imyetuous lives; but they are swift in of
branch
of our industries, and I shall
great
contested elections to be decided
the centuries of God.
by the
not now venture more than to
House of Representatives. The seat of Wilhope that we
•halr not waste our words, which are more
The Return of Walter
valuable than we have been
Brown._The liam Dickey of Fort Kent will be contested by
taught to thiDk; New Tork
Peter Charles Kejan ofMadawaska.
and that we try to raise our own
Herald, gives the

S^fb

^Jgipei

l^kve

bread-stuffs

and save the enormous loss of
paying three
or “four profits on
foreign grain, and twice as
many more on its transportation. Farming
M rather a hard
way to get rich, but it is a
good way to be independent. And I think as
a general thing farmers are far
happier and
more comfortable than
any other class of
M

or DIMAS.

hard, whether with hands

>f the return of Walter
i n New York

following account
Brown, who arrived

Tuesday:

Walter is in perfect health, his
physique

ieing really wonderful, the sea voyage, seem“g y, of great benefit to him, as he wTll to-day
mil the scales at 190
pounds avoirdupois.
During hi3 sojourn in tt e “ land of fo«” he
las

achieved what

no

sporting American has
accomplished—a victory over one of

jefore
OUB PUBLIC LANDS.
-he best oarsmen in
England—being his conThe Commissioners on the settlement of
lues‘the race with Sadler, 19th of Nevembur public lands, will make their
report to
icr, 1809, over the same course as that which
vou.
It has not passed under
aamill and
my eye. I
contended in 1860, on the
however, that well—matured and feasi- •iver Tyne, Kelley
Warp,
from Scotswood Bridge to Highble plans are proposed for
encouraging worthy evel Bridge, a distance of about lour miles,
•DUters on the rich lands now
lying idle It
isa little curious to see that
r?3 .n* t?1*5 unprecedented time of
who
everybody
.1:5l, Hami.l’s time
freely examines the subject of Swedish immi- ixcess of this—about being four minutes in
twenty-five minutes.
gratiottr whatever may have been his prejuBrown, for his manly conduct iu this race
dice from the failure of imperfect experiment
I u hr earned out. the expectation of hla
nlenity
comes to a warm support of the measure,
i 1 n Newcastle, many of whom, after the
race,
confess l ean see no reason why we should ( lubbed
and
with
a
together
short
conference
not make good work of
this, as well as the i esolved upon presenting him with an
Western States, who find it an
approelement of c nate testimonial. With true north
wealth and power. A little
retouching of our s pint it was proposed to be gold, andcountry
gold it
oolorby theinfusion of fresh, young northern \ fas, in the
shape a massive cne-quarter secblood, would do us no harm.
( nd
..

Kejan
majority of the votes thrown in the Representative district,but one district was thrown
out by the Governor and Council on
account
had

,-T 4

—■■■■

A Constantinople telegram by tbe French

cable, dated midnight, Wednesday, says: The
difficulties wlrch have so long been pending
between the Khedive ot Egypt and tbe Sultan
ot Turkey arc increasing, and serious results
are anticipated iu official circles. It is thought
that the Russian influence is stimulating the
Egyptian monarch into a position of open hos-

Washington correspondent has seen a
private letter from Madrid, which says that

BYRON’S STORY OF 1836.

a

of non-compliance with the laws
regulating unincorporated plantations, and Dickey received
the certificate ot election and holds the
seat.—
The right of John W. Lane ol
Hollis, to a seat
in the House will be contested
by Henry K.
Bradbury of Hollis, on the ground that Mr.
Lane is a resident of New
York; also, that
there was some informality in the
records of
the town of
Waterborough.
The Telegraphers’ Strike.—A New
York
dispatch of Thursday says:

Thetwo remaining female operators at the
New lork operators hava
struck, so that all

AJii5e

ANDI109COGGIN

t^Wifftl?&adSMould bT P8»
offer, therefore, but desired still to
friendship. Alter this, as she said,

correspondence ensifbd, mostly on moral and
literary subjects, and, by this correspondence,
her interest in him constantly increased. At
last, she said, he sent her a very beautiful letter, offering himself again. “I thought,” she

a

added, “that it was sincere, and that I might
show him all I felt. I wrote
just what
in my heart.
Afterward,” she said, “I
found in one of his journals this not’ce of
my
letter:—‘A letter from Bell—it never rains but
now

was

It pours.’

There was through her habitual calm a
shade of womanly indignation as she spoke
these words; but it was gone in a moment. I
said, “And did he not love you, then?” She
answered, ‘No, my dear; he did not love me.”
“Why, theB, did be wish to marry you?” She
laid her band on mine, aud said iu a low voice,
“You will see.”
She then told me that shortly after the declared engagement, he came to her father’s
house to visit her as an accepted suitor. The
visit was to her full of disappointment. His
appearance was so strange, moody and unaccountable, and his treatment of her so pecutha nnn/ilnamn thnt

did not love her, and sought an opportunity to
couverse with him alone.
She told him that
she saw from his manner that their engagement did not give him pleasure; that she
should never blame him if he wished to dissolve it; that his nature was exceptional; and
if, on a nearer view of the situation, he
shrank from it, she would release him, and remain no less than ever his iriend. Upon this,
she said, he fainted entirely away.
She stopped a moment, and then, as it
speaking with great effort, added, “Then I
was sure he must love me.”
“And did he not?” said I “What other
cause could have led to this emotion?”
She looked at me very sadly, and said, “Fear
of detection."
“What!” I said, “did that cause then existv'
“Yes,” she said, it did.” And she explained
that she now attributed Lord Byron’s great
agitation to fear, that, in some way, suspicion
of the crime had been aroused in' her
mind,
and that on this account she was
seeking to
break the engagement. She said, that, from
that moment her sympathies were aroused for
him to soothe the remorse and anguish which
seemed preying on his mind, and which she
then regarded as the sensibility of an unusually exacting moral nature, which judged itself
by higher standards, and condemned itself unsparingly for what most young men of his
times regarded a3 venial faults. She had every hope for his future, and all the enthusiasm
of belief that so many men and women of
those times and oprs have had in his intrinsic
nobleness.
She said the gloom, however,
seemed to be even deeper when he came to
the marriage; but she looked at it as the suffering of a peculiar being, to whom she was
called to minister. I said to her, that, even in
the days of my childhood, I had heatd something very painful that had passed as they
were in the carriage,
immediately after marriage. She then said it was so—that almost his
first words, when they were alone, were that
she might once have saved him—that if she

sBg pIe-ged.

but that, as it was, she would find she had
married a devil. The conversation, as recorded in Lady Anne Barnard’s diary, seems
only
a continuation of the
foregoing and just what
might have followed upou it.
THE HORRIBLE REVELATION.
I then asked how she became certain of the
true cause. She said, that, from the outset of
their married life, his conduct towards her was
strange and unaccountable, even during the
first weeks after the wedding, while they were
visiting her friends, and outwardly on good
He seemed resolved to shake and comterms.
bat both her religious principles and her views
of the family state.
He tried to undermine
her faith in Christianity as a rule oi life
by arHe set before her
gument and by ridicule.
the continental idea of the
liberty of marriageit being a simple partnership of
lriendship and’
property, ihe parties to which were allowed by
one another to pursue their own
separate individual tastes. He told her, that, as he could
not be expected to confine himsel! to
her, neither should he emect or wish that sho
coniine herself to him; that she was
youDg and
pretty, and could have her lovers, and that he
should never Object; and that she should allow hint the same freedom. She said tbat she
did not comprehend to what this was
tending
till after they came to London, and his sister
came to stay with them.
At what precise time the idea of an
improper connection between her husband anti his
sister was first forced upon her, she did not
say; but she told me how it was done.
She
said that one night, in her
presence, he treated
his sister with a liberty which both shocked
and astonished her.
Seeing her amazement
and alarm, he came up to her, and
tsaid, in a
soeeriDg tone, “I suppose you perceive you are
Dot wanted here.
Go to your own room, and
leave us alone.
We can amuse ourselves better without you.”
She said, “I went to my
room trembliug.
I fell down on my knees and
prayed to my heavenly Father to have mercy
on them. I thought, ‘What shall I do?1

The Peabody Funeral Train on the
Eastern Railroad.—The train that is to
convey the remains of the late George Peabody from Portland to Peabody Is preparing
at the car shop of the Eastern Railroad in
Salem. It will consist of three of the finest
cars of the road and a
baggage car. In one
car the seats have been removed and a dais
ten feet in length and two feet wide erected
in the centre, covered with black velvet bordered with silk braid, and festooned with
massive silver fringe, studded with silver
rosettes and tassels. On this the coffin is to
rest, securely fastened. The car is lined with
alternate stripes of black and white
alpaca,
pendent from the centre of the monitor roof
and looped back to the sides above the windows. At each end the cross of St.
George
and the -American flag are
hung and looped
back in the same manner, coveied with black
crape. A handsome carpet, in which black
and green are blended, covers the floor. The
other two cars are to be festooned with
and the outside of the cars if the
mourning,
weather is suitable, hung with black
and
white. The locomotive tbat bears the name
of the honored dead will be used to
convey
the train to and from
Portsmouth, N. H. the
iunction of the Eastern and
Saco
Portsmouth,
ind Portland Railroad. From
Portsmouth
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Cost

NORFOLK—Ar 2d, sell H G Bird, Drlnkwater
New York.
BALTIMORE—Ar 4th, sch Windward, Ellis, Irom
Cardenas.
Cld 4lb, brig R C Wright, Walker, Arroyo: schs
Fred Dunbar, Dunbar. Savannah; Marla Pierson
Grant, Jersey City; Clara E McConville, Fletcher

BaMa„

Bath.

Coat

Cld 4th, sch Nautilus, Crockett.Wilmington. NC.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 4tb, steamer Rattlesnake,
Colburn, Portland; ship Progress, Simmons, Lon-

Cogia Hassan

don.

Cld 4th. brig Etta M Tucker, Tucker, Rio Janeiro.
NEW YORK—Ar 4th, sebs Annie Graham, Palm*
er, Baltimore; Mary Ella, Thomas, do tor Providence; Lalh Rich, Mills. Philadelphia lor Boston;
Henrietta, White, Elizabctbport lor Portland; Han-

nibal. Davis, Bangor; Hesperus, I.ampher. Kockport

Co„. H.„.„

Leila. Foss, Portland; Charlotte Fish, Williams, ftu
Providence.
Cld 4th, barque latav, Morse. Portland; seh Marion Gage, Sheppard, Charleston.
•
Cld 3th. ship OH Marshall, Marshall. Liverpool;
sebs Adellza, Wright, Kingston, Ja; Sandy Point.
Grant, Falmouth; Wm Flint. Post, Charleston.
Ar 6th, barque Archer. Tibbetts, Buenos
Ayres
Passed through Hell Gate 4tb, sch
Henrietta, Clark
Virginia lor Thomaston; E L Gregory, Thorndike
Baltimore lor Portland; S E Nash, Nnah. Ehzabethport lor Providence; Santa Mana, Hardy, Hoboken
lor New Haven.

Cloths!
cogia Hassan

NEW HAVEN—Ar 4th, seh Manua Loa, Talbot

y^

Darien.
S roNINGTON -Ar 4th, sch Daylight, McFadden.
Baltimore.
NEW LONDON—Ar 4th, sch Ida
Hudson, Greeley
Rockland lor New York.
NORWICH, CT—Ar 4tb, sch Fannie F Hall, Ginn,
New York.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 5lh, sch Billow, Wallace, fin
New York.
Cld 4th, sch Lemira M, Clark. St John,
via

Cogia H.agm

Inauguration

COGI A HASSAN

SPECIAL

Portland and

Prices!

A

Card

NOTICES.

Ogdensburg

Days.
PERRY,

Misses

es

M

•

dT® |°f w; ,,MlManxc,g'

!

ie^:^awCe’..,muJo.aesport
SaTaarah:

,or
Emily Curtis.
Haskell. Boston s.lorHPie
Wilmington,
Sedonla. Holbrook, Vinalhaven for New Yorx;Del;
George & Albert
McIKmald, Bucksport tor Bridgeport; Pulaski pal’1 ai
mer. Thomaston lor New York.
8Ch Lalb Rlcb- P»d-

FROST,

Wnolesalc and Retail Dealer in

dockEwiTD'Ar

foreign and domestic

I

dry

r“»K'h'
ArStb.brig Neuvltas,

Bath;

GOODS!

Ko. 122 Middle

Ladies I

Scales,

Street,

A.

yet Invented.

P.

F.

C1<1 6th, oarque Warren White. Lamb, Havana:
sch Arthur Burton, Fioboek. St
John, N1J.
SALEM—Ar 5th, schs Snow Squall,
tta
New York; Abby Gale. 1*0*8. Belfast. KoOidsod,
3th, 8003 Cynosure, Plnkham,
1<0ck,aa^ »or New York;
wmAo^ktita,„ll(^gaon'
wniie A Jewell, freeman, Portland tor
Baltimore;
Vivace, Brazier, Bellast.

D.

Annual

Meeting.
By the use of It any person af.er fifteen minutes'
The Annuai
Meeting ol the Relief Association ot
instruction, can cut a perfect fitting Dress or Cas- the
Portland Fire
sock. Also Charts for
Cutting Shirts, Bov’s Panto- Office ot the Chief Department, will.be held at the
Engineer, on WEDNESDAY
Vests, &c.
EVENING, January 12th, at 7J o'clock, lor the
Instruction Free. Call and examine them.
choice ot Trustees, and for the
transaction ot other
U Patterns constantly on hand or cut to
order, business.
Per Order ot the President.
at
No. 3 Clapp’s Block. Elm
Nt.,
J.
C.
TEWKSBURY, Sec'y.
dcSsnim
Portland, Me.
Decenbei 30,1899. dtdsx

BONFS!
-r

WE OFFER FOR SALE

FOREIGN PORTS.
Sid im Manila No? 5, ship Messenger, Hill, from
Boston.
Ar at Havre 22d ult, ship Baden. Nleison, New

Orleans.
Ar at Cuxhaven 4 h inst, ship Flien Goodspeed,
Preb e. Baker’s Island.
Ar At Elvei pool 3d
inst, ship Alex Marshall, Gardi-

--

ner.

Hartford Phosphate

Belfast G’s.
Bangor G’s.

Special Notice.

Co.'s

genuine
7 3-10,

St

Louis G’s.
St. Louis
County 7’s.
Cook County 7’s.

The Standard

Pertllizer

for

Contains lO

per cent. Notable
ic Acid.

per cent.

Phosphor-

Ammonia.

0

SUBSCRIPTION*! RECEIVED FOR

dc29sn2w

Hew

7 per

cent. Gold Bonds
of
Central B. B. of Iowa.
bIgheet market

rates will be allowed
alf^'The
Government Bonds

on

BARRETT,

City.

sept 6dtftN

The

Portia^!,

Agents Wanted.
Consumption

threevRemedies,

3VRUP,”

lor the

caie

»nd

“SCHENCK’S PULMONIC
of

Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis,

every form of Consumption. Tho pecnliar ao
nun VI mis meuicme
ripens the ulcers in the
lungi
promotes the discharge ol the corrupt matter
by ex
pectoration, pnrltt s the blood, and thus cures con
sumption, when every other remedy tails
“SCHENCK'S SEA-WEED TONIC.” for Ihe cur
of

Dyspepsia or Indigestion,

and all diseases

»risl„

the dSiSi

inspection of

Romlding

the estate of the late Caleb 8. Small.
WILLIAM E. MORRIS,
Administrator with the Will annexed.
Jan 5, 1870. dlwsx

Estate of Caleb S. Small.
is hereby given, that tlie subscriber has
(V. OTICE
i-1
been duly appointed and taken upon himseil

tlie

late of

bonds

County
as

Portland, Dec. 21st, 18C9.

rom deblHty
This tonic Invigorates
organs, supplies ihe place ol the gastric
that is deficient, and then enables the juice wher
naCenr ,
digest the mnst nutritious tood. It is a sovereler

all

eases

owes

Tbe Great Pictorial Annual.

success

or

nic Syrup ripens the morbid
matter, discharges it,
and purities the blood.
The Mandrake Pills act
upon the liver, remove all obstructions therefrom,
give the organ a healthy tone, and cure Liver Complaint, which is one of the most prominent causes of
Consumption. The Sea-Wee i Tunic invigorate? the
powers of the stomach, and by strengthening the
digestion and bringing it to a normal and healthy
ot the blood, by
condition improves tne
which means the formation of ulcers or tubercles in
tbe lungs becomes impos-ible. The combined action
of these medicines, as thus explained, will cure
every case ot consumption, it the remedies aro us*d
in time, and the use of them is persevered in suttieiently to bring the case to a favorable termination
l)r. Sclienck’s Almanac, containing a full treatise
on tbe various forms of disease, bis mode ot treatment, and general directions how to use his medicine, can bo had gratis or sent by mail by addressing bis Principal Office, No. 15 North Sixth street,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Price of the Pulmonic Syrup and Seaweed Tonic
each $ l 50 per bottle, or $7 50 a half dozen. Mandrake Pills, 25 cents per box.
G. C. GOODWIN <SrCO.,3S Hanover 8t, Boston,

quality

Wholesale agents.

jallSNly

For sale by all druggists.

To Printers.
FONT of NEW BREVIER TYPE (212 lbs.) can
be purchased at the PRESS OFFICE, PORTLAND, Maine, at a Great Bargain !

A

Batchelor’s Hair Dye.
This splendid Hair Dye is the best in tbe world;
tLe only true and perfect Dye; harmless, reliable,Instantaneous; no disappointment; no ridiculous tints;
remedies the ill effects of bad dyes; invigorates and
eaves the hair soft and beautiful black or brown.—
Sold by all Druggists and Perfumers, and properly
applied at the Wig Factory, 16 Bond st, N. Y

june3-SNd&wlyr

ttPOSES.
Nov 20, lat 21 52 S. Ion 120 W, sh p T Magoun, from
San Francisco lor Liverpool.
Nov 2», lat 37 20. Ion 10 30. ship Join Barbour,
from Liverpool for Philadelphia.
Dec 3, lai 36 05 N. Ion 29 20 W, ship C M Davis, 101
days irom Uallao Ibr Antwerp.

NEW

DAILY

ponder the valuable suggestions it
In addition to an admirable medical
contains.
treatise ou tbe causes, prevention and cure of a
great variety of diseases, it embraces a large
amount ot intormation interesting to tbe
merchant,
the mechanic, the miner, the farmer, (he planters
and professional man; and the calculations have
been made for such meridians and l.ititndeR as are

I

most

re

suitable

tor

a

correct and

comprehensive

cannot procure one in his neighborhood.
TERS are sold in every city, town and

_____

Warren’s

PBINTINQ

HOUSE.

MARKS,

Book, Card and Job Printer,
lOO

Exchnngo Street,
PORTLAND.

fcy Every description

uf Job Printing neatly
promptly executed, and at the lowest possible
prices.
Orders from the country sdlclted, and promptly
attended to.
Ja7dtf
and

For Cabinet

Organs and Melodeons.

Tliere is no Book Equal to it:

Clarke’s

New Method
FOB

REED

J*leod4wtt

OoughTBafsam.

beyond . question tbe very best medicine ot tbe
all COUGHS,
COLDS, Sore THItOAT end
LUNGS! Also, tor
Whooping Cough and Croop In I
Children it is the most
eftectlve medicine ever used.
Sold by all Dealers In
Medicines.

day for

B. F.
BRADBURY, Proprietor, Bangor, Me.
GEO. C. GOODWIN & Co. Boston, Agcuts tor
New England,
octxteodthssn

ORGANS.

Already established

as llie leading text book lor
Organ claa«. in Colleges, Seminarlei, Conseivatorics, Ac and used by the best
teachers. For ielt instruction It Is unexcelled. FuU
oi the finest Pieces,
Voluntaries, Sic. (Cote rtgbted
Price $2,50. Sent
postage paid on receipt oi
idee
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
C. H. DITSON & (JO New York, Publi&hH a.
Jan7tc

instruments

ol

the

_

The

Peabody Obsequies.

members of tbe Boa kd of Trade and ot
the Merchant* Exchange, arc respect hilly
requested to unite with tbe city in forming the procession, under the direction of the proper committee,
on the occasion of escorting tbe remains of »be late

THE

George Peabody

to

the

parture from tbe city.

cars

Per

pieceeding

their de-

Older,

M. N. RICH,

Scc’y Board4,1

Jan7-3t

Trade.
~~

To

The BIT-

village, and
extensively used throughout the entire civilized

WOrld’

Is

PRES3

id and

National Calendar.
The nature, uses, and extraordinary
sanitary
effects ot HOSTETTER’S STOMACH
BITTERS,
the staple tonic and alterative of more than halt
the Christian world, are fully set forth in its
pages,
which are also interspersed with
pictorial illustrations, valuable receipes tor the household and farm,
humorous anecdotes, and other instructive and
amusing reading matter, original and selected.
Among the Annuals appearing with the opening
ot the year, this is one ot the most
useful, and
may be had for the asking. The proprietors, Messrs.
Hostetter & Smith, on receipt ot a two cent
stamp
will forward a copy by mail to any
person who

are

AD VE ItT I SEMEN TS.

WM. M.

ol

should

2o Louis.

dc22dlaw3w-sneodlw

Hostetter's United States Almanac tor INTO, tor
*
Indigestion.
“SCHENCK’S MANDKAKe PILLS,” one of the distribution, gratis, throughout the United State*
tfce Western Hemilne°IeTK uabLe.?le:licines
,eTer ‘Hwovered, behig a and all civilized countries ot
vegetable
substitute lor calomel,
anrl having all tbe sphere, is now ready tor distribution, and all who
| useful pi operties ascribed to that mineral, without wish
true
to understand the
philosophy of health
producing any of its injurious effects.

remedy for

Arat St John, NB, «th Inst, ship Enos Soule.

Portland,

of Cumberland, deceased, and given
the law directs.
All persons having do
mands upon the estate ol said deceased, are
required
to exhibit the same; aud all persons inaebud to Rai I
estate are c died upon to make payment to
WILLIAM E MORRIS,
Administrator with the wdl annexed.
m

u,‘. sh)P Argo, Mitchell,

Ncwp°rt 20th, Ann Gray. Gray, Mobile.
Dublin 21st, brig Jeremiah, Ford, irom Haiti-

Soule, Portland,

the estate ot

SMALL,

2Ut

ult. ship Helicon. Roger., Ban

Georgetown.SU.

the trust of Administrator with tte will annexed of
CALEB S.

22d

bid !m Queenstown 2t.t barque Crania, FInkbain
*
(from New Yorki tor Dublin.
Passed through Srait. of Gibraltar lltb, barque.
Teiuea, Howell, and J E Holbrook, Leavitt, irom
Palermo lor New York.
At Demarara 15th ult, brie
Sophie, and George
Wheelwright, lor New York, ldg
Sid im St Thomas 15th, sch Daybreak, Blake. Ibr

BOOTS) IHOEl AND RUBBER*

belonging to

satisfaction.
business
Dr. |.f. H. Sclienck, of
P,M8S;hreo
“^cfnes
his unrivalled
biladelphia,
in the
of keep- Itreatment
Pulmonic Consumption. Tbe Pulmo-

selling
profit;

PURSUANT

to a license from the Judge ol Probate lor the County ol Cumberland, I offer at
private sale the stock or

ad- Price $58 per Ton to Farmers.
A discount to Dealers.

,ele«n*1'-

buy

Administrator’s Sale.

Portland, Me.

Box 6013 New York

BELL,

913 CtaireiMl.

Samuel H. Bobbins, General
Ag’l,

Received in Exchange.

NAIflUBL

England Office,

151 Commercial St,

^

HAVING

Standard Guaranteed by Prof
Jackson, ol Boston.

Portland G’s.
State of Maine G’s.

^Arat B^to!
Ar at

removed the stock ol Boots, Shoes and
Rubbers from my old store 353, to my NKW
stand 213 Congress street, In Cahoon Block, near
City Building. I am piepared to show all my old
cat omers, and as many new ones as will favor me
wiih a call, as labge and well selected stock as
can be tound in the
city, which I will sell as low or
lower than can be bought elsewhere. Thankful lor
the many lavors which I have received from the public during tlie twenty years that I have been In
my
present business, I hope by a strict attention to the
wants ol all my old customers to merit a continuance or past fovors.

in!“’ shlp a°l,len UoID- Cutting,

Jlb

P^..l.™i.i*lymoutb' E’

BOOTS, SHOES AND RUBBERS.

All Crops.

Gardiner.

Baker's

Removal! Removal !l Removal! ! !

Superphosphate

Chicago 7’s.

*

Jrortland.

sndtf

of

sch J G

Cld 4th. brig Adelaide. Wilson, Port au
Prince
PAr6th,ship Sandusky. Norton, Liverpool; brig
m Mason. Small, Guantanamo via
Portland; sebs
PiDta, Smith, Georgetown, DC; J Baker, Johnson,

Portland,.Maiae.
January 1,1170.

bri* X 8to*«-P"‘-

Trask, Im Philadelphia for
Craig, Maxwell, Gloucester hr New

BOSTON—Ar4tb, ship Borneo. Bursley, Padang;
*
barque Joshua Loring. Loring, Singapore.

(Falmouth Block,]

Having taken the Agency lor Noyes’ New System
of Cutting
Garments, are prepared to furnish the
ladies ot Portland and
vicinity, with the mo9t pera9
well
a9 the simplest Chart for
fect,
Cuttihg Dress-

opp. Preble

Brad'-

REM OV AL
**

NB,

JtfiiWklRT—Ar

4th, schs Cornelia, Henderson
New York tor Boston; Mail, Merrill.
Portland lor
New York; M A McCann,
Call, Ncwbem, NC, lor
.rroviuence.
In port 4th schs s< h Nellie Doe,
Richardson, (m
Bangor loi Philadelphia; William Butman, Smart
Providence tor Georgetown, SC; M B Harris
lord. New Bedtord lor New York; John Me Adam
ifium'i, fi'iiiiiau »or no; Kendrick
Fish, Webber
im Franklin lor do;
,or d°I Mo8€R Patten,

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Sail road.

to_the

The

Close Out the Whole within 20

Cogia Hassan

EXCHANGE

In accordance with a vote ol tho Directors ot the
Portland and Ogdensburg Railroad
Company, at a
meeting held Dec. 25tb, 1S69,1 hereby notify the
subscribers to the stock of said Railroad that an assessment of Five Dollars per share has been laid on
said stock, due and payable on the 8th
day of January, 1870, at the Treasurer’s Office, corner of Middle
and Plum Streets.
AUG. E. STEVENS,
Janldtdss
Treasurer P. & O. Railroad.

he wishes to

BUTLER & REED,
No. 11 Market Square, Portland.

?b‘cbJi“atur1e

rn„ia

New

3VO. 99

he subscriber intending to
relinquish the FUR
business, will dispose ot his slook on hand at

just

capTured3

Baltimore.

Pieces irom .3-4 to 8 yards each.

Cogia Hassan

1

Rubber

Early Bird. Bcgers Indlanola.
GOERUETOWN.SC—Cld 2»th, brig Georgia Swan

!

BY-

»

th,eir

ro,ad* man.ufa,ctui"
A"hJe8tArCli°nS wit!*,'

Havana,
Cld 2fth, sch

THI3 IS TUE

PHA-

cordially

o’ther compan."ai'
reeulafnSr8’

Song

Cogia Hassan

REMNANTS !

Cogia Uassau

BARGAINS

affords,

Cogia Uassan

Goods worth $3.00 per yard,
selling at
$1.00 and all in proportion.

MQTICKS,

People
they
fair

DOMESTIC PORTS
SAN FRANCISCO—S1U 27ili nit, barque Camden,
Bellingham
Robinson,
Bay.
Ar 29tfa, ship Vanguatd, skclley, London.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 30th, ship Tennyson, Atwood, Havre.
Cld 3lst, ship Ale* McNeil, Kelleran,
Liveipool;
barque Leonidas, Oates, Providence; sch Cora Eira
Sleeper, Havana.
JACKSONVILLE—At 30th, sch Ella Hay Haskell, New York.
at 3ist, brig Sophie. Strout, Boston.
PENSACOLA—Ar 2ftb, barque Irma, Marshall

"*

Pieces irom 3-4 yard to 15 yards.

Cogia Hassan

-IN-

SWAY &

Ship E H Taylor, Anderson, Imm Liverpool tor
New York, Is ashore on the Isle ot Man.

Offered at less than

Pant and

jan7-eodlw

°r

oi sclir Statesman.

Cogi. B.,«o

,

-OF

hos
is the only transparent and
harmless fluid in
existence that will restore the. natural color to
gray hair, without discoloring the skin.

wmTeXe'tom^Se^ent"^6"’

MEMORANDA.

_

Cogia Hassan

HAIR, is thoroughly original'.' There
been nothing like it since time
began. It

Cincinnati

Scb Mary Louise, Norton, at th<i port from Sauna
brought (.opt McFarland and crew oi scbr Wings of
the Morning, of Damariscotta, which was wrecked
She also brings the rigging. &c, with sevat Sagua
en tons ol logwood, Baved from the wreck.

Hassan

See telegraphic columns lor particulars of the loss

[ DRESS GOODS! j

THE

jan 6-snd2w

Cogia

•

a

Matanzas-George

Host.

REMNANTS !

The Ghost of King Solomon, if the
spiritualists could rise it, would admit that there is

Street,
House,

Uassan

OF MANUFACTURE.

unpreced-

290 Congress

RETURN ED—Brig Hattie K Wheoler, hence loj
St Pierre, having earned away Jlbboom in a heavv
blow off Cape Elizabeth.
CLEARED.
Steamer Franconia. Bragg. New
York—Henry Fox.
Brig Frank E Allen, Clark,
9

OF

ented prices. A word to the wise is sufficient.
Those who go early will get the bargains.

E. Y.

Philadelphia.

OIJT

1 1

Half

POR1LA \ l>

OF

Steamer Carlotta,Colby, Halifax, NS, with uidse
and passongers. to John Porteous.
Sen Lizzie W Hannum, Wiley, Deals Island, Va,—
oysters to Jas Freeman.
Sch Huntress, Sprague, Bo ton,—sulpher to Atwoed Lead Co.
Sch N W Magee, King, Portsmouth, to load for

Dawn.

Cogia

•

A Large number of failures both
heavy and
light have occurred in Boston this week. By
good fortune Cogia Hassan was there with
cash just in time to snap up a number of lots
that he opens to-day, and offers at

as

PORT

Thui*»iiav« Jan. G.

j

_

ISTEWH.

ARRIVED.

H&lf Former

Cogia Hassan

13
15

...

Cogia Hassan

Bought for

S
G
G
6
8

.Miniature A I mminf. .Jan. 7«
Sun rises.7.29 I Moon seta
.10.30 PM
Sun sets.4.44 I High water.3.15 PM

Coffia Hassnn

mXkijste

-AT

Cogia Hassan

\

New 75 eta.

ci«.

CLOSING

j7-tf

Reduced

Hassan

DESTINATION

75 cl*.

New

MILLINERY

Cogia Hassan

mOM

NAM*

marked Down, Down, Down !

Cogia Hassan

vicinity

reeffin ^l etT
law'*ami,al-ad

other* in proportion.

pj^

Bring your orders for Job
Printing to the
Daily Press Printing House, where every description of work is performed in the best manner at the the lowest prices.

of

away^raw

And

Hammonla.New York. .Hamburg.,ian
Arizona.New York. .Calitorma... .Jan
MoroCastle.New York. .Havana......Jan
Tarita.New York..Liverpool.Jan
America.New York.. Bremen.Jan
Prussian.Portland ...Liverpool.Jan
Columbia.New York .Havana.Jan
Nestonan.Portland.. .Liverpool.Jan

Mnrked Down, Down, Down.

The first National Bank of
Bideeford, (formerly City Bank) declares a semi-annual dividend of five per cent. The Directors of
Ocean National Bank, at
Kennebuuk, have
declared a semi annual dividend of five per
cent.

amountQ

inu.lth

New 05 cm.

Jewelry

A large barn 42JxI72 belonging to Dorrauce
Hill, near Goodwin’s Mills, was blown down
on Sunday night last.
The building was totally demolished, but his stock was all saved.

business
find

generovulySy
sightoiJudiciousJy>
materh,1,,;ob,e
miL‘yhiS

Price 35 cm.

Cogia Uassan

YORK COUNTY.

uotified.y

°^be sea3‘,
minsu^SJ1

DEPARTCRE OF OCEAN STUAMKR*

Old

Wnrked Down, Dawn,

ing 3150,000.

regard will be paid to COST

Cogia Hassan
New 35 cm.

Portemonnaies,

cogiaWssan

aged

In Auburn, Jan. 4. Mr. Francis
04
Harmon,* aged
•
years.

Cogia Hassan

Cogin Hassan

aged 24 yrs.
4* Mre* Elizabeth Holt, aged 49

Old Price 45 CM.

__n^woocm.

Uassan

Spinney, lormerly

A*

Cogia Hassan

Cogia

R.G.

Alonzo H. Stilson.

Wamie Bertha, only child ol
Roher^aiifi1
In Alburn ia,?u,.her,and- al-'ed l» months.
.1
AUlen,

Kid Gloves.

The Bangor Water Power Company petition
the Legislature to authorize the city council of
Bangor to aid them in the establishment of a
dam at Treat’s Falls, to an amount not exceed-

’very

&

New 40 cm.

Old Price 9t.

cases.

ing

^an

Old Price 50 rM.

Cogia Hassan

Hassau-Cogia

Cogia Hassan

Whig says it is something very unusual
to see the Kenduskeag stream clear of ice as
in summer, two weeks iu dead of
winter, as we
now do from our side window.
Chief Justice Appleton is husily engaged in
sifting the docket of the S. J. Court for Penobscot county, and reducing the number of

xed Fnvyr/r0m

}n»t

New 60 eh.

f«?|,ln?y» ^ecJan*
vearn iftwin<>,V
years,*a eotitbs,

Corsets.

his head.

H'XJK.S

New 75 cm.

StOCKlOQS.

Cogia Hassan

Cogia

IaBidney, Dec. 2), Mr. M.
Phipwburg, aged :il years.

Old Price 75 cm.

COUNTY.

“new under the sun.”

Cogia Hassan

I
oid Price 91.

C'ogia Hassan

The

give

?®*rfst,wa5r

New 9* 00.

Old Price 95

REED,
Square,

Urnoi?!’03

New IS CM.

Price 91.50.

oid

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

*Tof

ifL^mpany„

New 40 cm.

Old Price 91.00.

Albums

Bangor Whig learns that a man named
Thomas Murray was killed a few days since at
Chesuncook Lake by the falling of a limb up-

No

cent!

DIED.

The

Greatly

Saccmappa, Jan. r>. by Rev. E. P. Thwing, AnMcMillan and Miss Nellie M. Frost.
Otistleld, Jan. 1, at the parsonage, by Rev. P. B.
Yilcox, Ellis R.Stone and Miss Callie N. Wight,
>o‘h ot Otisfield.
In ly€wi9ton, Dec. 29, Frederick Bletheuand Alice
r. Libby.
In Lewiston, Dec. .'10. Chas. A. Howland, ot Webter. and Lydia H. Jordan, of Lisbon.
In Auburn. Dec. 31, J. M. Nash, ot Gray, and Miss
Sr M Campbell, oi A.
In Wafer vi lie. Dec. 29. I eonard C. Avery, of An
;u>ta, and Abbie M. Philbrook, of W.
In

__

The Rockland Free Press says Mrs. Staples,
wife of Thomas A. Staples, who resides near
the Atlantic House, died suddenly of heart
disease last Saturday. She appeared in good
health at noon, and ate a hearty dinner.
A young man named William Brewer, son
of Lewis Brewer, was severely burnt on Tuesday by the escape of water or steam from the
kettle attached to a steam box at the South
Marine Railwav in Rockland.

GREAT

cent, to 50 per

Old Price 50 CM.

Cogia Hassan

over

SPECIAL

j 'ortland.
In

Cogia Hassan

t'ogU Hassan

COUNTY.

the Vaughn bv-s-K on the
bridge
Litchfield road was carried «*way last Sunday
night by the fr«**ev.
me iancy goods store of Mrs.
Burnham, in
Gardiner was breken into and set on fire Tuesday night. The fire was discovered by the city
watchman before much damage was done, and
the flames were extinguished without
creating
a general alarm.
The Journal says application will be made to
present Legislature for authority allowing the
Hallowelt Bridge Co. to sell the property to
the city of Hallowelt or county of Kennebec
with a view to rebuild the same.

I

sa,

From 25 per

Thirty soldiers were discharged from the U.
S. Military Asylum in Augusta, Wednesday.

something

1 md.
in this city. Jan. C, by Rev. Dr. Sbailer. Robert H.
Cnigbt, of Augusta, and Miss Georgie M. Eider, of
us

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

KNOX

hu good.

iVIARKEO IH>W\

ed.

The

all

_MARRIED.
In tins citv, Jan. 4. by Bishop Nealy, at St. Luke's
aib.dral. Charles 11. Mewtvo and Miss Mary F.,
the late David L. Towle. Esq.
In this city, Jan. 6, by Rev. Dr. Shader, Chas. B.
Yoodnian and Miss Abbie U. Mitchell, both ot Port*

Undershirts and Drawers.

times

"]{'rc®pnjed

Proclaims

The Journal says a preliminary survey of the
proposed railroad up the Androscoggin Valley from Lewiston, has been completed by
John Read, Esq.,
The survey embraces the
lollowing route: To East Auburn, to Turner,
toBrettun’s Mills, to Canton Mills, striking
the Androscoggin river opposite Canton Point
thence following the river through Peru to
Dixfield, thence to Mexico corner and thence
to Uumford Falls.
The entire route is 40 18
miles.
There are no difficult cuts or grades,
and the road would be unusually easy to build.
The steepest grade would not be over 40 feet to
a mile.
The feasibility of the proposed road
becomes more and more apparent, and the desire tohave it constructed more earnest.
The Lewiston Journal says officer Mitchell
discovered Monday afternoon, the body of a
male infant in some hushes in the rear of Lisbon Block. The body was wrapped iu a piece
of cotton cloth and fasteaed in a salt box. The
infant, to all appearances, must have been
born alive.
The Farmington Chronicle says two Irishmen, employed on the section below East Livermore where a culvert was swept away by the
recent heavy rain, ran their hand car over the
track early Monday morniDg, and not observing the wash-out until too late to break np,
were precipitated into the wreck,falling a considerable distance. They had their limbs badly broken, and were otherwise seriously injur-

on

A good reliable girl to work in a small family.—
tone need apply \vv bout rcfere&ce. Apply at No.
3 Franklin st.
dc28sn#

I Idest daughter ol

Login Hassan

0Pfirators in the principal umuesrrom irewTora to aan Francisco
Bufia oto T«as, are now on a strike.
From ail points men are
being ordered here to
the8trikers, but on refusing
100 Middle Street.
to do so are at once
discharged. Several men
oo
Canada S' no who refused to come over
.January 5, 1870. dlmSN
and take the places of the strikers
shared the
chronometer watch attached to a lone same fate. A dispatch from Pittsbur" Pa
■>nfl nf
Pntri-nnc rvK
,~:ii
r.
mi_
mm
laiuuaa operators v\ ere
MA-N UlvA(/TUU£g AND
flockin :
KAILBOAS.
i„ i.v
\
‘-'“am, appropriately
inscribed upon
H i.
trimmed. The George Peabod
iiam
nut were at
appropriately
*•
in,
onca
the
received
of
a
the
body
by “vigilanei
ticker” the following subwil1 be draped as far as is
Two instrumentalities, which will power- stantial
committee of the
consistent wit
League, sworn in aud sen !
The
recognition:
should know
Uome again. The printing operators are
fully Aid us In proportion as they flourish are
y’as tbe danger from sparks is considei
afraii
manufactures and railroads. It appears to
l? Walter Brown, cliampian to join the strikers, because they fear that as ; able. The employees of the train will b 3 where
can
the best
America, by his iriends and admir- consequence their system of telegraphing wil I dressed in keeping with their sad duty. Th 5
me that the last three yeai shave
witnessed
at
goods
tram will be met at
•uch An awakening of interest in these mat- ers of Tyneside, in appreci ition of his straight- be abolished. Fally 2500 telegraphers are non
prices.
BTJTthe
Beverly by
committei
on a
forward and manly conduct
strike, and only demand Ihereinstatemem
ot the Salem
ter* as almost to mark an epoch in our histoduring his visit
EER
city government and escortet
ot the two California
2Vo.
112HarDec.
Newcastle,
operators. There is now
7,1869.”
through the city limits to
ry. Capitalists from abroad are beginning to
a
The bell 1 ket
probability that communication with the At ot the city are to be tolledPeabody.
understand our extraordinary facilities, and
will sell you
Although Mr. Brown, now he is at home lantic
irorn the time tin
aud Havana cables will be
it
suspended
train
leaves Beverly until it arrives in Pea
Improve their own opportunities; yet much_ piefers retirement, deeming his past record' consequence of a want of operators.
BOOTS and SHOES that
sufficient
to
remains
to be dooe. I will not
almost all,
vindicate his lowing career,
body.
V"'B message from the head circuit of the
yet
will
good
weary you with Iterations upon our wants if any aspirant to the title he now holds de- shakers, reads as follows: Connection with
and our advantages—you already know them sires to meet him in a
Washington entirely suspended. No Tele- Another English Lord alter an Americas
We commenced
race of
straight-a-way
three or fire miles, on neutral
or yon
The
now
Wife.
may.
completed work on
“ny quarter- Cuba cable
waters, he will closed. 1
with the intention
the water power of Maine, which I cannot at the 8?iortest possible moment
The article in yesterday’s Press
Itj-three messengers discharged here
accommounder this
wllh any feeling less than that of date him. Mr. Brown is
"isbt. Nothing to do. title was not altogether correct. The
as an
la?1
the best goods that the
authorized,
pride X wmmend to your careful perusal, and agent of the Tyne tour-oared
?11, closed- Now strong as ever, luded to did not call himself Lord party alcrew—Renlbrtli,
y cIosed to-day.
to A wide distribution. You cannot
Bute noi
market
Martin,
and
Everything
Winship
and
growing
contemTaylor—who lately de- better
any other Lord but simply Mr.
feated the ‘‘Londoners”
plAte the astonishing results so admirabiy
Blank,
them at a small
Kelly,
MesAnother from Hartford says- “Wo are well known to
Sadler,
prethe writer of this
lonted in this report without
we
seeing where senger and Hammerton, who rowed and won ready to join as soon as
paragraph.
Stand firm”
to
lies, and what the championship of England on the Tyne The salaries paid to telegraph operators in this Ho is a son of one of the oldest and wealthiesi still continue to do
prosperity
be
U yet to
the work and the wealth and
November 18,1869, to proffer to the St. John’s
of the titled families in the north of
raD«es flom 830 to 118 per
the
England— in that way because we
month, only a
ame of Maine. Shipping has been our
crew, known as the “ Paris crew,” who lately
ar6 “b “
t0 command Hie
and an elder brother who has the
glory, defeated
latter
title by the
it pays. We
we shall look in vain
the Wards, (he following
for that pre emrecent death of his
challenge:
invite
father, is now a prominent
“e* to returnlo row them a
race of lour
the citizens
straighi-a-way
member ot Parliament.
Shipwreck aud Loss of
The family and
aod a half miles, with the tide or in
Portland and
Life.—Schooner
P°Werful
slack waat|y within hubave wrenched from our hands ter, on the Hudson river or at Springfield, Statesman, from Eichmond for Boston, went friends of the young lady as well as the lady
to an
ashore about 10 P. M. on the 2d inst. on
lierselt, were wise and prudent in verifying our stock
Still our power is in- Mass., for the sum of 500 sovereigns a side, in
Eockwaters
with the assurance
and
will
the
gold,
L.
the
sum of £200 for exaway Beach,
I. She had on board a
accept
hands u.P°n
identity of the gentleman. In that
full
wild career
way
or they will
that the goods in
the expenses and
of coal and merchandize. The
give
the writer of this became
a®”'1*®
and a
cargo
penses^;
ere
crew
took
acquainted with ail
every case
blessing
they
have the race to take place on
to the
the sea- We
any waters in
must foster this great
rigging and at about 3 A. M. of the 3d the facts, having several times visited the fam- will prove
as representin
the
summer
of
England,
this
year.”
which is tbe
the mainmast went
“
hope ef the State;
overboard, carrying away ily in England, and knowing the suitor very ed.
Now, St. John’s,” what do you respond ?
We have still to bear the
the crew, all of whom were in
well as a man ot the highest character
the main rigfor inpowers running wild, our rich
The Maine Farmer, with a view to pro- ging. Five men were carried overboard, one tegrity and honor.
,
waste, waiting the magic touch ot
of whom was lost.
ect our Legislature from the annoyance and
Subsequently the wreckers
•«“products sent
Ilcma.
undertook to go to their assistance and
or rudely shaped, to receive
their chief value lorrupting influence of a lobby urges the Lethey
Alfred Buell, a lawyer of New
lost one man overboard from their
where, io export abundance of
Nov 30-.9Neodtf
York, is Ivirir
the
gislature
raw mato adopt the policy of enacting genboat,
at the point of death at the Astor
terial is thought by some to be
House from
sea being very
great prostierheavy at the time. Capt. New" the effects of poison taken
through
mistake
of
B 01
ity; though the mart that they
IUays:
Patent Double Action
ton says that he was about
twenty-five feet in an apotuecary.
of the same
events, a general corpor- the rigging and that the sea was
Ition
material
letters by Wednesda’s steamer
finished Into costly fabrics for a thousand
breaking that
show
political executions continue in Cuba
og and
about ten feet over him. The wreckers
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usee by the skill of other
to
10 ^ organized unfinally an alarmmg extent. Spaniards
hands. This may < ler general
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do where civilization
succeeded
in
the
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saving
And Weather Strips, for Doors and
survivors. The
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aUd msurgenu are sh°t as
Winchartered
soon as
not seem a wise
wrecker who was lost was named Frank Mottdaws.
More would
policy fora State 1 bus be done to further the
:
ness interests
The vessel and cargo are a total loss. There
and_has abundant facilities i nd prosperity of the peoule
a strange man entered it,*
Tuesday
morning
The only article ever Invented which excludes the
n
Take toT esa“ple one of I e.ed
house of Mr Stephen HaH.near the
was no insurance.
dust, snow, ri.In and air trom two sides.
monopolies,
our noble trees, worth
in the rude shape we t he
Put on by experienced
port turnpike, and in a brutal and fiendish
men, and will efieet a savlobby would be broken and the S°wer 01
give It for the market, say fifty dollare.
an
fltty per cent, iji fuel.
Ion of the jobbers would be
outrage upon Miss Ra- inz or nearly
occupa"
Signor Mario, the husband of Grisi, has not chel
By Office at Kendall Sc Whitney’s, Market
gone.”
who is an invalid of about
Hall,
fortv
committed suicide as reported.
rly I Square Portland.
BPJHOP BROTHERS,
years of age.
*
Jan4dtjaaU*sx
Sole Agent..

SWi™!?

| COGIAHASSAN

Cogia Hassan

State News.

“Mrs. Stowo, he was guilty of incest with
his sister.”
She here became so deathly pale, that I feared she would faint, and I hastened to say,
“My
dear friend. I have heard that.” She asked
quickly, “From whom?” and I answered,
“From Mrs.-;” when she replied, “Oh,
yes!” as if recollecting herself. I then asked
her some questioos; in reply to which she
said, “I will tell you.”
She then spoke of her first acquaintance
with Lord ByroD. When she was introduced
to him, and perceived his admiration of herseif, aud at last received his offer, although

rnmp

nogla Hassan

Prim and Serrano are both inclined to favor a
sale of Cuba to the United States, but are fearful of the effect of the Spanish people, who are
bitterly opposed to it. Spain needs money,
and that fact would, no doubt, facilitate negotiations.
It is reported that tbe British Cable Company and the Western Union Telegraph Company have jointly or separately purchased the
French cable property and all the right, title
and control thereto, or are about to do so, tor
the sum of $1,000,000 in gold.

unmistakable:

liar that, slip

HASSAN):

Wanted !

Girl

---—---

A

Mrs. Stowe says;—In October, 1886,
my sisand myself were going from Loudon to
to
visit
Kev.
C.
Kingsley. On our
Eversley
way we stopped, by Lady Byron’s invitation,
to lunch with her at her summer residence on
Ham Common, near Richmond; and it was
then arranged, that on ouc return we should
make her a short visit, as she said she had a
subject of importance on which she wished to
converse with me alone. On our return from
Eversley, we arrived at her house in the morning. It appeared to ba one of Lady Byron’s
well days. She was up and dressed, and moved about her house with her usual air of quiet
simplicity; as full of little acts of consideration for all about her as if they were the habitual invalids, and she the well person.
After lunch, I retired with Lady Byron; and
my sister remained with her fronds. I should
here remark that the chief subject of the conversation which ensued was not entirely new
Iu the iuterval between my first and
to me.
second visits to England, a lady who for many
years had enjoyed Lady Byron’s friendship
aud confidence, had, with her consent, stated
the case generally to me, giving some of the
incidents; so that I was in a manner prepared
for what followed. Some of her particular
words and forms of expression I remember,
and those I give; and in other cases I give my
recollection of the substance of what was said.
There was something awful to me in the intensity oi repressed emotion which she showed as she proceeded. The great fact upon
which all turned was stated in words that were

clined his
retain his

COGIA

tility.

ter

The «over not’*

lyceum and

■

Byron Controversy.
Mrs. Stowe’s book, in which site replies to
those who have assailed her article in the
Atlantic, has appeared. The revelations are
disgusting, and only the general public interest that has been awakened excuses their republication here. The notices of the press
are decidedly unfavorable to the book.
The
following is the account of Mrs. Stowe’s interview with Lady Byron which served as a
foundation for her famous article:

A Hint lor New' Year’s.

..

Thia
Sflwnnfn.^0'*?inonties¥en “ay vote
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Friday Morning,
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Mr*. Stowe’* Last Contribution to the

No 151
ot

STORE
Enquire

Let !

Commercial

street lor

rent.

o’BRION, PIERCE & CO.

Jan_7d3f____
wroTICEl* hereby given, that the subaenber has
been duty appointed Executtlx ut the will »r
S1EPFEN OI:i:, late ot Cape Elizabeth,
in tbe County of Cumberland, doccascd. and has
taken upon herself that tru«t as the law direct*.
All persons having demands upon (be estate ot said
deceased, are required tt exhibit tbe same; and
all persons indebted to said estate are called main
to make payment to
ABIGAIL ORB, Executrix
Cape Elizabeth, Jan, 4th, 1180,
ja7-diaw3w*

JAI

Seief Jottings.—The “Enos Soule,” Capt
Soule, which left this port at 3 o’clock Wed
nenlay aftorti ton for 3t. J/ia, arriv -I a- h*i
do '.inaliun at 11 o'clock yesterday unm uiug
Messis. Ryan & Davis were informed of th:
fact by telegram. This is pretty quick travel
ling, some 350 miles in 20 hours.—The Kate

THE PRESS
Friday Morning, January
Portland and

7, 1870.

'Vicinity.

%dvcrliaemeuf« this Day*
auction column.
Boo a,

Shoes and Rubbers—F. O. Bailey.
NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.

The Peabody Obsequies—M. N. Rick.
Notice—Estate of Stephen Orr.
Clark’s New Method—O Ditfon & Co.
Job Printing-Wm. M. Marks.
Storo to Let—O’Brion, Pierce tfc Co.

still

TERM—GODDARD, J.,
ING.

PRESID-

O. J. Smith’s case was as
the forenoon, and verdict rendered to:
signed
plff, assessing damages at $15.
Strout & Gage.
A. W. Bradbury.
F. O. J. Smith.
Augustus S. Thayer, vs. John H. Gay &
Debt on bond, given to
plfl. as execution cret itor to
procure a release irom arrest on execution, signed
by John H. Gay as principal, ami John T. W illiams
as
surety, The execulion was issued irom the Municipal Court tor $16 debt and $2.97 costs; the penalty
of the bond was $40.25.
Plea general issue and brief statement alleging
performance of the conditions of thi bond by disclosing and taking the oath prescribed by the Revised
F.

O’Donnell.
The Jury trial list having been dispensed of with
the ex eption ot one case assigned to" Monday, th§
jury were excused until Monday morning at ten
o’clock.

Municipal Court.
KINGSBURY PRESIDING.

Thursday.—State vs Frank Morgan—Assault and
Battery ou Mary Gilmartin while drunk. Pleaded
not guilty. Trial decision guilty. Fined $5 and cost

are wen

City

Hydrants, together with several of the Water
Company, made a trial of the Lowry and Johnson hydranf3 which have
been already put
down. The first trial was that of the Johnson
patent, manufactured by James B. Johnson of
this city; and the hydrants corner of Free and
Middle streets and corner of Federal and Middle streets were the ones tested. A large
crowd assembled at 11 o’clock, the hour appointed, and seven hundred leet. of hose was
1_

families.

A

through

corn

so

on

corporations.

apparent abilities of the two patents, but we
have not space this morning. A public trial
will be made at 3 o’clock Saturday afternoon
on Commercial street, in front of the new Custom House. It is to be hoped that spectators
will be informed next time where the streams

eighty-two.
or discharge,

many persons got a severe ducking yesterday by the sudden
change
in tbe direction of the streams, which, as there
was a very cold wind blowing at tlie time. w»»
not conducive to health.

Larly Closing.—It is the intention of the
majority of clothing and furnishing goods dealers to close their stores ever* event****. ev*>»r*
Saturdays at seven and one-half o'clock, or as

Necessary

to a

the United States steamer

Plymouth,

now ac-

B. Eeed had 127, and Albert W. Bradbury 20.
The report was accepted and Thomas B. Eeed
declared elected.
The committee to receive and count the votes
for Adjutant General reported the whole number of votes 164; necessary to a choice, 83; B. B.
Murray, Jr.,had 131; Chas. W. Roberts 32, and
A. W. Bradbury 1. The report was accepted
and B. B. Murray, Jr., declared elected.
The committee to receive aud count the votes
for Land Agent reported the whole number of
votes 139; necessary to a choice, 70; Parker P.
Burleigh had 137. The report was accepted
and Parker P. Purleigh declaied elected.
The committee appointed to receive, sort and
count votes for Counsellors, reported whole
number of votes 162; necessary for acboice82;
Uranus O. Bartlett 128; Wm. Deering 128;
Wm.Rogers 128; A.H.Abbott 128;E. E. Spear
128; J. W. Porter 128; D. K. Hobart 128; Trafton Hatch 34; Chas. B. Merrill
34; John Reed
34; Oliver Moses 34; E. K. O’Brion, 34; S. D.
Leavitt 34. Report accepted and Messrs. Brackett, Deering, Rogers, Abbott, Spear, Porter aud
Hobart were declared elected.
In Senate.—Messrs. Cvsbing,Lane and Lindsey were appointed a committee on the part of
the Senate to inform Gov. Chamberlain of his
election.
A message was sent to the House, on motion
of Mr. Lane, and concurred in by that branch,
u WUIVUV1VU

for

deck, for shelter against wind and spray.
Taey report favorably oi her as a sea boat, and
He thinks the clothing
as having high speed.
of our navy, and suggests

an

combatants went at it ad libitum.
Parker and Garland arrested tbe

inspection in that

shoes. He sees no
objection to a board to examine the Monarch)
and the Lords of Admiralty inspected our ves-

particular, especially

as

to

■

right.
was

Two car3 went over the bank,

on

tor of the West

city, has received a call from the Church
Pilgrimage in Plymouth. Salary $1500.

head with a club, or some other weapon, and,
before he could recover from the stunning ef-

The

fect of the blow, struck him again and knocked him dowD, holding him by the throat, and
robbed him of

The

making

McDougall lias arrived in Chicago
and reports that the rebellion in the Red River
country is insignificant in numbers,that a postmaster lias instigated it, and that it is in the

lumber and cooperage, &e., was $1,666,944.00.
The proportion of the above shipped in American vessels was $839,707.00, and in foreign vessels $797,237.00.
The value (in gold) ot all
kinds of lumber transported into this District
for the year from CaDada, $311,612.09, of which

interest ol

the

Kush, 10;
Hash 2; Fever 1; Gun*
Disease ot Bowels, 1;
Pleursiy, 2; Whooping Cough, 2; Measles 2; Lung
Fever, 2; Appoplexv, 2; Unknown, 3.
Ages—Under 5. 13; between 5 and 10, 1; between
1110 and 20; 3 between 20 and 30,14 between 3(
an1 50; 18 from 50 upwards.

Typhoid Fever, 5; Cancer, 1;

Goss,

rash act.
James

Superintendent of Burials.

Logan, who will be remembered as
suspected of being engaged in the
Rogers murder ease, was shot in New York by
Jerry Dunn, Wednesday, a difficulty having
arisen respecting a prostitute named Carrie
Smith, who was in Logan’s company.

Arrival of a wrdckrd Ceeiv.—The Scbr,
Mary Louise which arrived at this port from

the

Wednesday evening

hrou glit
the crew of the Schooner Wings of the Morning” which was recently wrecked on the Cu
ban coast, ihe names of the crew aro Frank
John Kozein.
Rygers, George R.

Cameron,

Hair Thieves.—On Wednesday three o,
tour little hoys from seven to eleven years o |age, who go about begging, entered the bai
store of Mrs. Dam anJ stole a water-fall
They afterwards attempted to sell it at severa
and at last succeeded in disposing of i t
to a young lady. The boys were arrested.

places,

M. L. A. Debate.—The regular debate c *
the Mercantile Library Association will l *
resumed on Saturday Evening next, when tl

question now before the Association, viz:
^
Resolved, That the Portland & Ogdenshur
=

Road is the most feasible route for railwc
communication with the West, will be dispest <i
of and a new subject submitted for debate.

®
^

evening special reference will be made t 0
Young Men, The Hope of the Chnrch and tl e
Nation.

Supervisor Webb will deliver
Ferry Village this evening.

a

man

Buckhont, who murdered his wile and Mr.
Randall at Tarrytotvn, has been feigning insanity. Yesterday he was put under the influence of chloroform, and after recovering from

William Seamley, Earnest Garner, John CadAlso Capt. McFarland
rigan, John Kairy.
master of the vessel.

lecture: if

its influence made a coufessiou ot murder. He
alleges that ho left his wife some months since
on account of her adultery; that he returned
and forgave her; that shortly after he caught
her in adultery with a hired man; that be hai
been broken hearted ever since. He killed he

01

Friday last in company with U. S.Steame
Miantonomah for Portland, when off Gfr
Head, on Tuesday morning at 3 o’clock, brok s
l|er steam pipe and
suddenly stopped ahead o f

the Miantonomah
The Miantonomah

and returned to New Yorl
now lies iu Boston harbor,

■

a

at Auction.
SATURDAY next, January 8th, at 10 o’clock
A. M., at office 18 Exchange Street. I shall sell
large stock ot Furniture, &c.. consisting In part ot

janCti

F. U.

BAILEY,

FOR

America

ESTABLISHED

More

Sale.~“"“

in

Kn

Horses, Carriages, &c.,

Including

SOUTH CAROLINA.
A SPANISH PRIVATEER AT CHARLESTON.

New York, Jan. 6.—The Express Washing
in Charles
ton despatch says a vessel arrived
tbi
ton harbor yesterday, and it is reported by
Spanish Miuister to be a Cuban privateer anc
tin
of
filled with men, among them a portion
It is stilted that a U.
crew of the Hornet.
Revenue Cutter has been sent down froii
Charleston with the U. S. Marshal on board t >
overhaul her.

on no

F. O.

HENRY

nom-

B.

GRAND

ii

llrsl

jPresiiiiims l

ihe\World»n

GOLD MEDALi

And the Cross of the Legion
At

Paris

Universal

the Sole

are

Exhibition.

GREAT

Agents for

Chicliering

Messrs.

REDUCTION IN

Allwho wish to Purchase a

By abolishing all discounts, Messrs. Clikketln,' & Sou have abandened the old style of Plano Seliln f
adopted In its place the One Piice System. Every instrument of their manulacture, WHUITM
sold, bears invariably the fixed price. Messrs. Bailey <Sr Noyes are now authorized to sell an Slogan I
Rosewood, seven octave Checkering Piano, for
tnd

Stock

Bankrupt

m

4 / D

5

.

The price lor the same instrument under the old system at discounts, was JCOO.
Reduction In all classes of theib instruments.
Th« people may now buy the BEST PIANO, that Is inannlaotured in ths

DRY GOODS
Sale at

I

less piices, than is be ng asked by many manufacturers of inferior grades
We also keep aftill stock of Pianos of other manufacture, whieh we are now selling at Greatly Reduotd.
Prices. All parties in the State of Maine who are Intending to purchase a Piano Forte or Cabinet Organ*
will find it for their interest to call upon

Retail!

BAILEY

AT THE-

»

TV erw

«-»

69 Ivx'v

&

Portland,

IN

Stability!
FLU KMT'S

BLOCK,

MortgageBoiiils,

Congress Street,

Mutual Lite Insurance
OF

Assets

Portland,

—

The Vos de Cuba calls for details, hut the
Prensa is silent.
There was much sickness at Nuevitas.
It is reported that the insurgents recently
encamped at Libara escaped in boats to Ragged Island and Nassau.
Nothing has been heard of Gen. Puello since
the 25tl> of December. He left Nuevitas to go
towards Cascono.
The woods immediately in the vicinity of
Puerto Principe have been cut down, thus depriving the insurgents of a place for attack.
One of the insurgent chiefs, Manuel Alamager, has been killed.

DIFFICULTY—ACTION OF THE

CANADIAN AUTHORITIES.

Ottawa, Jan. 6.—A meeting of the privy

council was held to-day, at which it is understood the Red River difficulty was discussed.
The government will await the result ot the
negotiations of Vicar Thibault and Col. De
Salaberry. An effort will also be made to obtain a statement of the claims of the insurgent
leaders, to form a basis for settlement. No
doubt the government will be prepared to adopt
active measures conjointly with the Hudson
Hay Company and the Imperial government
to restore order iti the spring. It is said that
Gov. McDougairs commission as Lieutenant
Governor of the Northwest was only to take
effect when the country was transferred to
Canada by the Imperial government. As that
did not take place, it is presumed he stillliolds
a seat in the House of Commons.

COMMERCIAL,
night

aged. The Central of Iowa will he to that
Stale what the New York Central is to this,
except that it runs through a far richer country. We therefore recommend the Central
Bonds,with

leather, 2-6 pkgs sundries.-

from

Boston—50

bbls

pork, 8 casks oil, 16 bars iron, 2 bbls. dye stuff, 15 tes
lard, 20 kirkins do, 25 oasks nails,*5 boxes lemons, 10
do raisins, 1 can tobacco, 1 hhd sugar. 20 bols. do, l:

rolls leather, 9 pieces pipe, 17 pkgs turniture, lor
gan, 25 bags rye, 264 pkgs to Prince’s Express. 150 d< >
io order; tor Canada and up country, 7 bdls leather
12 do pasteboard, 110 bales wool. 586 do hides, 21 d
cotton, 29 bdls iron, 10 bbls. pork, 20 spring-beds, 1
sewing machine, 40 bbl9. sugar, 26 chestB tea, 10 bale
burlaps, 3„do rags, 200 pkgs te order.

49 1-2

Exchange Street.

■

r*

WILL BE

AS

Money
1

THE

must be Raised
out

Central Wbart, from Sch’r “Mary
Lou) se,” and for sale by

at

S.

of the stock to

Pay

ofl’ the Creditors.

/.

HUNT.

It Contains No LAC BJLPHUB-No SUGAR
Of LEAD-No LITHARGE-No NITRATE
of SILVER, and Is entirely free from the
Poisonous and Health-destroying Drugs
used in other Hair Preparations.

Schr. D. B, Webb, fioin Baltimore.

JOHN E. PALMER.
December 25,1869. dtf

Havana

15000 Partagas Londres,
5000 El Designio do.
5000 Cabarga Corona.
10000 P special Cotorra,
10000 Manuel Amores.
or

Prime Southern Yellow (Jorr ,
O’ER 1 OX, PIERCE & CO.,
Noe.

110, 14) 4k 141 Commercial Ntrcc
January 5, 1870. dl w

---

PBINTIN B

duty paid by

ALLFN,

To whom all orders should be addressed.
Sold by all first-class Druggists and Fancy
Goods Dealers. The Genuine is put up in a
panel bottle made expressly for it, with the
name of the article blown in the
glass.
I
Ash your Druggist for Nature’s
Hair Restorative, and take
No Other•
BY

ALL

is3mjanl

is___

SALT!

TDE

dc24-4mis

DRUGGISTS

IN

MAIN R

is

FR.MAIES !

FOR SALE BY

»

>

ft ft*.

d£w

Floni* & Grain*
5T

The undersigned would in term the public that h i
has taken
*****

Store No. 10 Moulton Street,.
Fool
YVHERK

oi

Exchange,

n£ WILL

CARRY

ON THE

FLOUR AND GRAIN

:

m sn ess.

AMABTAH
Portland, January 6,1670.

j

FBOST.

--

dtf

Roducetl Rates.
—

For

ml1

California,

Overland via. Pneiflc Railroad.

jk

Panama to San Pranruom. ,»,i;
at
Through 'tickets for sate
BATES, by
**
r>. LITTLE Ac CO„
Or bv Steamer via.

w.

UNION TICKET OFFICE
181-2 Exchange atrew.

Board

of

^
{

Trade. 1

ANNUAL MEETING.

MATERIALS,
All kinds
01 the best quality.
asbMued114
Issued.
foreign CIIIIUJIOW, rewired

ffiHK Annual Meeting of the Board of Xiad. i«r
1 the choice ot officer* and tor the trausBetlou a*
such business as may pr- perly come t etor*
*
meeting will be held on Monday evening* J»aaary
oViock, P. M.
1870,
^
^^ ^

MiltHOU

ARTISTS»

as toon as

J.
Dec

ir. C.

MORRISON,

284 Congress st, opposite Preble House.
27-dtroarl•

M.

C.

>1.

A.

Stated Meeting ol the Maine Charitable Me
cbanlc Asaoclatlon will be held In the Ltbrar;
Room, Thursday Evening. Jan. Cth, at 7 1 2 o’clock
JaOtd
STEPHEN MARSH, Secretary,

A

^

_

PLATFS, Engraviugs, Painting?, Albums. Cord, Knobs, Brackets, and Art Stock
generally, In every style at reasonable prices. Also

Bonaire, Cadiz wd Liverpool Salt,
FOR SALK BY

■

GEORGE S. HUNT.
January 6,1870.

ocdlwis-tostf

_SALT !

E. G. WILLARD, (Commercial Wharf)

.*rC

Mary Lonisa,1
9
AND

AND

No. 3 Moulton Street.
Dec 2,1-ddw

li

...»

■*'

unnat-

Cigars, PICTURES

FRANK .E.
lam I_

and

‘

ural heat. ONLY 75 CENTS PER DOTTLE.

Per Brig ‘-Poinsett,”

For sale In bond

11,000 BUSHELS

Schr.

Junction, Mass. Prepared only by
PROCTER BROTHERS, GLOUCESTER, MASS.,

__

on I

eruptions,

Clayed Molasses,
».

It is sure to supersede and drive out of
the community all the POISONOUS PREPARATIONS notv in use. Transparent and
clear as crystal, it trill not soil the finest
fabric. No oil, no sediment, no dirt —perfectly SATE, CLEAN, and EFFICIENT—
desideratums LONG SOUGHT FOR, and
FOUND AT LAST/
It colors and prevents the Hair from becoming Gray, imparts a soft, glossy appearance, removes Dandruff, is cool and refreshing to the head, checks the Hair from falling
off, and restores it to a great extent when prematurely lost, prevents Headaches, cures all
cutaneous

Molasses;;

NOW LANDING FROM

Groton

CHOICE

BUSHELS”

^

96 lids.

It is secured in the Patent Office of the
United States by DR. G. SMITH, Patentee,

MB. BABB can he found at the store a. usual.

PRIME

*

•

Sagua Molasses*

Humors,

application.

A U. KINDS OF BOOK AND JOB
reatl executed at this office.

lauoiug

144 hds. Muscovado

I

W, B. SIIATTCCK,
Tkeasubek

now

Now

GEO,

SOLD

Schr. Marion Draper, from’Baltimore,
ing and for sale by

194 fibls. New Crop Sagua Sins,
covado Molasses.

YEARS OE STUDY AND EXPERIMENT.

Sold Without Regard to Cost,

Bone’s sent f ree. Parties subscribing throuyl
a will look to them for their safe deliv

Southern Yellow (

CROP

AND

1

local a;

3,70©

*

SAGTTA

Well Selected Stock

Corner middle and Plum Streets,

on

NEW

",

I Muscovado

THIS LARGE

and in New York at THE COMPANY’S OF
FICE.No. 32 PINE ST., at the BANK OI
NORTH AMERICA, 44 WALL St.

by mail

Agents.

Molasses.

SWAN & BABEETT.

sent

CO.,

Jan 6-d2w

investment. Pamphlets, with map,
may ho obtained, and subscriptions will be
received in Portland by

per

Office

Ac

I

profitable

per

LITTLE

NATURE’S

entire confidence in their

value. The truth is, that a First Mortgage ol
816,000 per mile upon a road running through
such a country cannot heotherwise thau safe.’’
First Mortgage Bonds for so small an amount
upon a road running through such a rich and
already well-settled part ef Iowa, can well he
recommended as a perfectly safe as well as very

janSdimU

Grand Trunk Railway-500 bbls. flour, 20 car:
10 do bark, 2 do wood, 1 do hops, 1 do paper
1 do oats, 2 do barley, 1 do nran, 1 do hogs, 6 do tele
graph poles, 181 pkgs sundries; lor shipment East
10 cars Hour, 3 do bran, 1 do sundries; tor shipraen
to Europe per steamer, 8 cars flour, 1 do oatmeal, 1‘
do bacon, 13 do wheat, 3 Ho butter, 1 do pork, 1 d<
lrrd.
Maine Central Railroad—1 car potatoes, 1 d<

T>.

year

have been insured with us the r
nait M
great company. Apply early to

I

aid.”

Steamboat*

lumber,

"W”.

DECEMBER 27th.

|
and for the payment of interest.
The New York Tribune says “this is a splendid enterprise, and deserves the most liberal

include many of our leading hank presidents and otlier gentlemen of high character,
who have means enough to build two or three
such roads out of their own pockets, so that all
its affairs will be ably as well as bonostly man-

th« past

..

THE RESULT OF

sued only at the rate of §16,000 per mile, or only half the amount upon some other roads.
Special security is provided for the principal

tors

Cash.

exrtutlielu

more

district of country which is

at

Portland & Kennebec Railroad—1 car lumber. 1 do box shooks. 2 db machinery, 17 sacks waste
37 bdls paper, 10 boxes axes, 9 centre tables, 4 extension do, 200 muttons, 40 pkgs sundries, 32 cars treigh
tor Boston.

was over

MONDAY,

the great coal fields of
Southern Iowa to the North where coal is indispensable and must be carried.
It runs from the great lumber regions of the

through

is

vniert.f alone

We ate
to lurni-h
irom
year., as to the superior adrantagesof insuriu" with this

ON

pleted.

all

CcmpSyf

REOPEN THE STORE A Wonderful discovery!!

ive agricultural counties in the State, which
gives each section a lar.e traffic as soon as com

ery.
Pan

$37,000,000

01

BIBB,

THE ROAD DOES NOT RUN THROUGH
A WILDERNESS, where it would have to
wait years lor population and business, but
through the most thickly settled and product-

Iowa
ECiniKION OF CANADA.

York last

K.

receipts ter

do25-is-eod4\v

REINVESTMENT is while the Treasury is
buying, and Governments are at a premium.

The New York Independent says, “We know
the Central Railroad of Iowa is one of the
great and good works of the age. Its Direc-

YORK.

«*• s«kkm^bl,sks
vsr&gssss? 9500,000
than death losses,
that
fot'^hat'dividend^'
laTewTu^av^tbc'advantal
prepared
ibuo.iantevidcnce
those who
Tha

I SHALL

destitute of this prime necessity.
The mortgage is made to the Farmers’ Loan
and Trust Co., of N. Y,, and bonds can be is-

ITirtn

Railroad* and

C.

Company,

SVUleh furnishes the erenien security. the mo.t favorable
term., the Urae.l dividend* »«4
the moot »ati«inciory > e»ulie of
any Company in ihis Country
kt
No t>
Premium v
Notes or doubtful securities are held
this
3
mucuat all
Being* e*<-iv8tv*iy mutual
ail Urn
profits are divider annually among the policy holders.
IW(
By the accumulation ol dividends policies soon become sell sustaining. We have recently n«id idVAK<
had ncar,y djuh,ea in

ARE

TRAL RAILROAD of IOWA, WHICH
PAY ABOUT ONE-THIRD M.ORE INTEREST.
THE TIME TO MAKE SUCH

the eastern department. Simultaneously with this movement several armed bodies
ot 200 to 400 meu each were said to be in the
centre of the Cinco Villas district.
The supposed object of these expeditions is to destroy
cane fields.
There has as yet been no authentic eonfir-

NEW

by

buy thirteen

;

Perpetuity I

these days of donbt and uncertainty every body should insure with the old

m

Government Tax,

!

Security

5.
In

Opposite New Oitj Hall,

millions in December) AND REINVEST IN T H E
FIRST MORTGAGE BONDS of the CEN-

gion in

_;___

___.

SELLING
THEIR GOVERNMENT BONDS WHILE
THE PUEMIUM IS STILL LARGE (as the

Havana, Jau. G.—Bodies of insurgeuts are
reported moving towards the Canto Abajo re-

1V'

NOYES,

street,

xsxuijuuu^

Having taken tbe stock formerly owned by

Cuba.

J»

seal* at (n«#

WORLD

At 95 and Accrued Interest.

WEST INDIES*.

-c

.<

Seven Per Cent. Gold

a

same

■

At

>

North, through

Ihe

a

for-

—

small.
Central Pacific Railroad 6s. gold,.
Union Pacific R R Sixes, gold.
Union Pacific Land Grant, Sevens.v_
Connecticut State Sixes,...
Michigan Central Railroad.
Bates Manuiacturing Company.
Eisteru Baiiroao .....
.1

It runs

V

mmr

..

July. 1865..

decree appointing Mr. Henri Clievecau,
late Prefect ot the Department of the Rhine,
to succeed Baron Haussmann as Prefect of the
Seine. M. Haussmann is relieved of all his
administrative lunctions. The event is regarded as one of prime importance, being a sure
indication of the power ot the new Ministry.
The Emperor was desirous of retaining the
Prefect. This is proved by letters which His
Majesty wrote him, and which establish the
tact that the first act of the Cabinet was to ask
for tire removal of the Prefect of the Seine.
The Emperor has a strong personal regard for
M. Haussmann, and had promised to maintain
him, but thought it proper to defer to the expressed desire of his Ministers.

PRICES!

..

1865

es a

& Sons.

Chiekering Piano,will please Read the following

^

American Gold...
r.nited States Ten-tortiCs.

Paris, Jan. 6.—The Official Journal publish-

Portland

K.

ITS

France.

of Honor /

Messrs. BAILEY & NOYES, Exchange Street,

Srices.

bostoa Slock JLIus*
Brokers* Board, Jan 6.

to

Fair fin London.

'■L V*

TAYLOR,

ing,
11,
o’clock, sell at Auction a large
consignment of Staple and Fancy Goods.
Auction sales every evening.
Goods will be sold
during the day in lots to suit purchasers at wholesale
Cash advanced on alt descriptions of goods,
onsignments not limited.
Lebruary 11, 1868. dtf

Sales at the

Treasury has promised

Pianos

..

the Prize Uniat at

BAILEY. Auctioneer.

HUNT,
Commission Merchant and Auctioneer
Congress Street, will, on Thursday even
TVJ O 316 Feb.
-La
at 7

OF IOWA.

A SIGNirrCANT EVENT.

Steamer Montreal,

>•

at Auction

Carriages, Harnesses, &c.

Central Railroad

wounded but no one was killed. At the last
accounts there had been no lurther disturbance, hut proper precautions had been taken
to prevent a renewal of the conflict. The Fenian element is greatly exasperated over the defeat ol its candidate.

a

Thirty-Five Thousand

Seveniy»Two

SECOND RISPATCH.

for the

than

7Q

Linseed Oil 31s.

PERSONS

*

Made and Sold up to the Present Time.

Saturday, at 11 o’clock a. m„
Every
market lot, Market street, I shall sell Hoi-e

London, Jan. C—E veiling.—Official returns of the
Bank ot England show that the amount of specie
in its vaults has decreased £100,000duringthe week.

MANY

»Jf
A

--'*£
‘ii

dclO-dlmc

Dublin, Jau. G.—The Irish journals report
that d uriug the parliamentary election in Longlord, which was bitterly contested and attended with great exciment, the supporters ot Morliu, the Fenian candidate, and the friends of
Nugent came into collision at Gullet Hill, near
Longford. After a sharp fight between the
parties troops appeared on the field and the
Fenians quietly dispersed. A tew men were

Receipt* by

1§38.

in

Jan. 13th, 1870, at 10 o’cloek A.
ONM..THURSDAY,
I shall sell the Rtnnlr

Liverpool, Jan. 6—11.15 A. M.—Cotton is quiet;
sales 10,000 bales; Middling uplands 11$ @ ll$d. California Wheat 9s Gd <m 9s 7d; Red Western 8s lOd.
Flour 22s 3d.
London, Jan. 6—4.30 P. M.—Consolsclosed at 92$
tor money and account.
(.Americau securities quiel; United States 5-20’s,
67$; do 1865, old, 86$; do 1867, 85$, do 10 40’s,
ljrC2, Erie
84$;
shares, 17$; Illinois Central shares, 102$.
Frankfort, Jan. 6—4.30 P. M.—United States
5-20’s closed firm at 92 @ 92$.
Liverpool, Jan. 6—4.30 P. M.—Cotton is easier;
Middling uplands ll$d; sales 10,000 bales, ot which
2000 are for export and speculation. Breadstuff's quiet.

of

/J

■

Street, recently occupied by Nutter & Anderson,
consisting or Men’s, Women s and Children’s Boot*,
Shoes. Rubbers and Slippers,small ware, &c. Also
the Fixtures in Stoie.
Tne above stock is large and good style goods, and
will bo sold in lots to suit.
R. L. MORSE,
Assignee in Bankruptcy of Nutter & AndersoD.
F. O. BAILEY, Auci’r.
jan7td

money and account.
American securities arc quiet andsleady; United
States 5-20’s 1*62 coupons, 87$; do 1865, old, 86$; do
18G7, 85$; do 10-40’s 81$; Stocks steady; Erie shares
17$; Illinois Central shares, 102$.

Free

•

Large Stock of Boots aud Shoes
AtyAuctiou.

Green Meats deciiued.

First

"f

/*»?!■-#

JL-‘

Auctioneer.

•;

Britain.

Gold closed in New
120 1-2.

Europe.

or

..

rriHREE OFFICE DESKS and ONE BAG AA TULLE TABLE to be sold low at private sale.
F. O. BAILEY, 18 Exchange st.
JaCd7t

Feroisn Markeia,
London, Jan. 6—11.15 A. M.—Consols 92$ for

RUMORED RIOT IN IRELAND.

eithor

in

-—-

SALE!

Assignee’s

i'f

Largest Plano Forte Manufactory

Parlor Furniture, Carpets, Chamber Sets, Bedsteads, Bureaus, Siuks. Stands,Tables, Chairs. Hair
Mattrasaes, Feather Beds, Spring Mattiasses, Bed-*,
Blankets, Quilrs, Sheets, Toiler Sets, Wararobes,
Secretary. Extension Tables, Dining R^om Chairs,
Mirrors, Gas Fixtures, Crockery and Glg«s Ware,
Castors, Cook and Parlor Stoves, Kitchen Furniture, &c. The stock is large and the goods desir ible. Also at 12 o’clock M., five new Harnesses.

Milwaukee, Jan. C.—Flour unchanged. Wheat
heavy at 80$o for No. 1 and 76£c for No. 2. Corn nominal. Rye steady at 7ic. Barley nominal.

London, Jan. 0.—There are rumors that
quite a serious riot had occurred near Longlord, Ireland, attended with loss of life.

THE RED RIVER

agency

Portland

ON

Bank

Europe.

Great

the

Furniture, Carpets, &c.,

inally unchanged with no demand. Lard dull and
declining; sales 100 tierces at 15c lor steam: kettle
offered at 16c with no buyers. Hams 2o@ 20',c for

ECJROPE.

the

Miantonomah, and before the headway o f
the latter could he
stopped. The result was
collision between the vessels occurred, and th
Maria was cut down to the water’s edge, an< I
sunk in fifteen minutes. Four of the crew an 1
a fireman ot the Maria were lost, and the hai
ance of the officers and crew, iucluding th
Lieut.-Commander in charge, wero rescued b

■FW

Nos. 30 & 38 Union St,, Portland,
Will give special attention to the disposal ot Real
Estate at either public or private sale.
Will also
attend to the appraisal of Merchandise and Real
Estate.
Cash advances made on property, on storage or
for sale, either public or private.
Refers by permission to J. W.
Munger & Son, David Thompson, Portland; Gen. Franklin Smith
Joshua Nje, Waterville; Spencer, Vila & Co .Leonard & Co., Boston,
novliltf

Cable dispatches to the Associated press by
Atlantic Cable are received as usual, and
the statement to the contrary is untrue.

State Convention to-morrow,
committee ot one from each
county to recommend a list of permanent offiHon. Henry Parkmat)
the
convention.
of
cers
of Nashua was appointed Chairman, and the
committee reported Hon. Asa Fowler of Concord for 1’resident and one Vice President from
each county; Wyman Pattee of Enfield, Jas
A. Place of Rollinstord and Frank W. Miller
of Portsmouth weie nominated as Secretaries

t

THE

SALES.

Cincinnati.Jan.6—Whiskey dull at91c. Live
Hogs dull drooping and nominal; sales at 8 q0 @
50; dressed do at 10 00 @ 10 75; receipts 4500. Provisions quiet. Pork unsettled; buyers at 26 00 and

Hotl.

V-

». *.

AUCTION

to fair.

the

Concord, Jan. G—The State Republican
Committee met this evening to make arrange-

appointed

’t

cable news.

INEW£HAMPSHIRE.

and

fall ol

<

Fu'l Orchestra and Brass Band irom the Portland Band.
Popular prices of admission 25 and 15 cts.
jan 5-dtf

Auction and Commission Merchant,

sugar cured.

\

sic, Mirtb.and Noveltv.

to-dav was as fol$94,25J,000.

Bulk Meats and Bacon

*

ager.
I^No Ned Gardner humbug. Come and see
for yourselves and witness the programme of Mu-

hams 13$n. Dressed Hogs lower at 10 00 @ 10 30 tor
choice heavy.
Live Hogslowcr; sales at 8 00 @ 4 50

sellers at 26 25 @ 26 50.

WARE-BOOMS.

COKGJiESS ST.,

CAMPBELL,

9

The heavy gold sale to-day was made at
120 25-100 a 120 35-100.

REPULICAN STATE CONVENTION.

ments

slight

a

!

OKAS. ATKIN<ON. Ethiopiau Comedli* a
LEW. & DICK GOLDEK,
The Double Clnggists, &c, <Sre.
The whole under Jake Budd as Director and Man-

do 4d.
Chicago, Jan. C.—Flour is dull at 3 50 @ 4 75.—
Wheat—safos No. 1 Spring at 81 @ 83c; No. 2 firmer
and more active; ca^h sales at 76 @ 76}c; seller this
month ac76}@ 76]c; in the afternoon the market
was quiet and firmer at 76]cfor No. 2 seller January.
Corn firmer and higher; in the afternoon No. 2 was
nominally at 69c. Oats dull; sales No. 2 at 38] @ 40c.
Rye dull; sales at 68 @ 9c for No. 2. Barley dull;
No. 2 at 85c. High Wines quiet and firm at 91c.—
Provisions more active. Pork easier at 26 75 cash,
27 25 seller February. Lard dull at 15} @ 15}c. Cumberland middles steady ac 12}c; dry salted shoulders
in,..
ci.lno 1>)1
rll. n.l.l.llnn
UCU
tA__

GOLD SALE.

met.

and Randall because he heard that Raoda!
He says ht
was too intimate with his wife.
don't want to live. The younger Randall i

recovering from liis wounds.
The tugboat Maria, which left New York

with

Y <ss»
Java from

ARREST OF ALLEGED KIDNAPPERS.

James B. Pell, a young gentleman of wealth
and edacation, committed suicide at the house
of his father in Madison Square, New York.
Tuesday evening. Grief for the loss of his
brother about a year ago was the cause of the

Disease, 3;

warm

2G8

La^ !l^>'cr
M:^KRT,MHk
FRANK

asomesf «c market a.
New York. Jan. 5—6 P. M.—Cotton is a shade
easier; sales 2200 bales.; Middling uplands 25}c. Flour
—sales 6000 bbls.; Stato and Western
buyer- for medium and good
grades and steady tor low grades; superfine to fancy state 4 75 @ 6 20; do to choice Western 4 65 @6 25; Southern dull and
drooping; sales
400 bbls.; common to choice 5 50 @ 10 00.
Wheat
slightly favors buvers; sales 57.000 bush.; No. 2
Spring 1 21 @ l 22; Winter Red Western 1 30 @ 1 32;
White California 1 35 @ 1 45. Corn dull, heavy and
1 @ 2c lower; sales 31,000 bush.; new Mixed Western
90c; old do at 1 05 @ 1 08. Gats heavy; sales 18,000
busli.; State atC6c; Western 61 @ 63c. Beef quiet
and uuehauged; sales 125 bbls.; new plain mess 5 00
@ 13 00; new extra 10 00 @ 17 00. Pork lower; sales
8i6 bbls.; new mess 27 50 @ 28 00; old do 28 00; prime
24 00 @24 50. Laid h«avy; sales 750 tierces: uream
fo) @ 16)«; kettle 17 & lijc. Whiskey without decided change; sales 350 bbls. Sugar quiet; sales 200
hkds. tairto good refining 10} @ 10|c; 1200 boxes
Havana at 11 @ ll}c. Mo’as«es dull; sales 150 bbls.
New Grleans at 78@80. Tallow heavy; sales 225,000 lbs at 9} @ 10}c. Linseed steady. Freights to
Liverpool firmer; Cotton per steamer }d; Wrheat per

common

Organ

Saturday Evening jan 8lb,

lows:—Currency, $3,080,000; general,

tor

Piano Forte and Cabinet

With first-class talent from the ■
Howard and Adelphi Boston, as follows*
Miss ADELE GONZALES, the talented

18C7

PERSONAL.

St. Loots, Jan. 6.—Dr. C. S. Manchester
and wile were arrested this morning for the
alleged kidnapping of a little girl, daughter of
Newell and Abby Burnham, of Weston, Mass.
Dr. Manchester is the person who attempted
to perform a miracle ou the dead body of Mr.
Keitkamp a lew days ago.
GOVERNOR'S MESSAGE.
Gov. McCling of Missouri in his message
calls attention to the peaceful condition of the
State, and in view of this fact he asks consideration of the expediency ot removing political disabilities from tiiose wbo participated in
the rebellion. He does not think it necessary
to amend the constitution to effect this, as the
constitution now provides that the Legislature
may remove such disabilities after Jan. 1,1871.
He recommends (hat this be made a question
for discussion in the canvass next fall, so that
candidates for the Legislature may run in part
at least upon this issue. He opposes a convention for a revision ot the constitution, but
recommends the submitting to the people of a
proposition to allow negroes to vote, and another striking out from the constitution what
is known as the “double liability” clause. The
debt of the State in 1869 was three millions.
The general financial condition is favorable,
but the Governor urges strict economy. The
interest on the bonds for July is already provided for, and that for the January following
There is now in the
can easily be arranged.
treisury nearly $600,000, which belongs to t.he
interest fund. The principal of bonds maturing in 1872 amounts to $477,000, and that of
1873 to $680,000, which also can be promptly

Namara and then committed suicide.

Convulsions 5

passed here this noon from Albany for New
York, loaded down to the guards with freight.
To-day the river at Coxsackie is clogged witli
snow.

VARIETIES
AT

gr;e---.:.25}
Erie preferred.40
Exchange

NOYES,

OPENING OF

Michigan Central.. ..117
Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern.87}
Illinois Central.
.133
Cleveland & Pittsburg. 87
Chicago & North Western. 69}
Chicago & North Western preterred.84}
Chicago & Rock Island.104}
Pittsburg & Fort Wayne.88

tiie

BAILEY 4

letters aud personal

old friends for my professionand graceful art ot scien-

polite

In answer to all, I will state that I am at present
engaged in a commercial undertaking which nothing would induce me to neglect or abandon.
At some future time not far distant I hope to be
able to accept their kind invitation.
C. P. BARNES.
,,Fo.r ^formation and particulars inquire at Paine's
Music Store.
Jan5*

Heading.. 94}

The gross clearances at
Gold
to-day were $37,335,000.
llie
balapce at the Sub-Treasury

numerous

from
applications
the

tific dancing.

Harlem.1314

cut

MISSOURI.

unitea orates.

the introduction by government of important
measures of reform.
The New York papers say the latest testimony goes to show that Bauman and his paraBauman
mour had arranged to die together.
is the Brooklyn teacher that shot Annie Mc-

The whole number of deaths in this city during the month of December was sixty, from

Week, of Prayer.—The meetings in tl
Lecture Room of Payson Memerial Church a
held each evening at 7 1-2 o’clock P. M. Th

annexation to tne

NAVIGATION OF THE HUDSON

ice.
The weather is

I

MISCELLANEOUS.

CARD.

HAVE received

al services in

United States Coupons.
U S Coupon Sixes, 1881.,.
U S Currency Sixes,.
United States 5*20s, 1062,...

YORK.

mntinn nfthn KiirrGnrlpr nf

The Parliament of Portugal began its session
yesterday. King Louis made a speech at the
opening of the session, in which he promised

all but about $75,000 worth was exported to
Cuba and South America.

ou

himself permanent regent.

Baez.
Governor

Domestic Exports.—The total value of domestic produce and manufactures exported
from this port during the year 1869 including

Sagua, Cuba,

government of Paraguay has

Palmer, Treasurer.

A

o’s.109a

Poughkeepsie, Jan.6.—Steamboat Connecti-

EVENING SESSION—SENATE.

News.

O. H.

IVJEW

The President announced the standing committee as follows:
On bills in 2d reading—Messrs. Talbot of
Washington, Neatly of York, Lang of Kennebec, Kingsbury of Penobscot, Webb of Somerset, Garcelon of Waldo, Gibbs of Cumberland,
French ofFranklin, Clemmens ot Aroostook,
Clay of Knox, Holland of Androscoggin, Ware
of Sagadahoc.
Oh engrossed bills—Messrs. Cleaves of Oxford, Buck of Hancock, Cushing of Waldo,
Hanson of York, Rolf of Washington, Carleton
of Knox, Minot of Kennebec, Metcalf of Lincoln, Bartlett of Hancock, Gray of Kennebec,
Lane and Reed of Cumberland.
Bills, an act to increase the capital stock of
the Bates Manufacturing Company of Lewiston; an act additional to an act to incorporate
the Lewiston Blcachery Co., were passed to be
enacted in concurrence.
In Convention, The oaths of office were administered to Joshua L. Chamberlain, Governor elect and his annual address was delivered.
The House then adjourned.

the ceuntry.
Thejatest advices from St. Thomas are that
Gens. Superon and Cobral have published a
protest against the sale of the Bay of Samana
to tbe United States.
They are bitter against

city and .just been p dd off this money and had
imprudently mentioned the fact that he had it
about him to quite a number. We hope the
ryscal will be caught.

Eli

of the

The son of Lopez, who has arrived in Washington, denies that his father, the Paraguayan
dictator, has been defeated and has fled from

the blows which are quite serious in their nature. He has always been a sober, steady
man, in the e nploy of Mr. Worcester of this

chut 1: Heart

provisional

pasthis

abolished slavery.
It now appears that SerraDO was opposed to
Prim’s scheme for placing the Duke of Genoa
on the throne of Spain, because he had one of

$216 in money. A carriage passed over the bridge at the time and
Mr. Clough tried to cry for help but was unable to make himself heard. After robbing
him the villain ran off. Mr. Clough was confined to the house yesterday from the effect of
some

following causes:—
Consumption, 15; Scirlet

George Peabody.

injured.

George A. Tewksbury,
Congregational church of

the Western Union Telegraph Co. in relation
the strike among some of its employees:
Executive Office of Western Unton telegraph
Co., 145 Broadway:
To the Public:—Since the publication this
morning of the Card signed by the officers of
the Company, explaining the circumstances
out of which the strike of operators arose, a
full and detailed statement ot what occurred
in California has been received from the Company’s Agent, Mr. Slumlord. They fare as follows:
About the middle of December Superintendent Gamble,designing to readjust the compensation ot the employees at San Francisco according to the value of their services, gave
notice to two operators that alter January 1st
their salaries would be reduced from $120 to
$115 a mouth, and to a third that hi3 salary
would be increased from $100 to $120 a month,
making an increase in the aggregate compensation of $10 a month.
Acting on these notices, as is supposed, the operators at San Francisco united in presenting a schedule of salaries
which they asked to have adopted. In this
schedule the two salaries which Mr. Samble
had proposed to reduce remained as belore,
and au increase of four others was asked for.
Mr. Mumford so far assented to the schedule
as to make no reductions of
salaries, and allowed a portion of the proposed increase. He
at the same time informed the
operators that
the force in the office was larger than has been
the
diminished business, the numjustified by
ber of messages being less than usual, and the
receipts lighter. The operators themselves admitted that more men were employed thau was
strictly necessary. To bung the force thus
into harmony with the wants of the business
two men were dismissed, but they were not
the men whoso salaries Mr. Gamble had in
first instance proposed to reduce. The salaries
of those men remained unchanged, although
one of them was dismissed aftet the reduction
of the price above mentioned.
A fourth man refused to work at the schedule price, althouih it was $10 a month higher
than he had ever received. Out of this state
of things the strike arose. The facts thus explained fully support Mr. Muraford’s original
statement that he had reduced no salaries and
no intention of doing so.
He had, in fact, increased them upon the petition of the operators themselves, and the only man who
appears to have left because he was dissatisfied
with bis compensation refused to work at an
advance in his salary of $10 a month. Tho
strike then is not as the operators here have
alleged and supposed, a strike in resistance of
a reduction of wages, general or
special, but in
support of the claim ot an individual whose
salary has been raised, but not to so high a
figure as he desired. It cannot be claimed in
view of all the circumstances that tho whole
body of strikers througnout the Union have
left their work with a view to the purpose of
BuujectiDg me Dusioess oi me entire country
to delay and derangement because some John
Smith in California demanded an increase of
$20 in bis salary and can get only $10. This is
the real issue, unless it is lurther claimed that
this company shall not be permitted to determine liow large a force is necessary to do its
business and to increase or diminish from time
to time accordingly.

(Signed)

ENTEBTAD?MEMT8,

Southern State securities ihis afternoon were firm
but without much activity.
The Stock market w s firmer late in the day with
a general advance in
prices. The advance was equal
to 1 @ 2 per cent, as compared with the quot«tioiis
current at 3 o’clock. At 5 P. M. the market closed
strong aud active at the following quotations:
Western Union Telegraph Co. 32
Pacific Mail...
43)
Boston, Hartford & Erie. 8
N. Y. Central and Hudson River consolidated... 91)
N. >. Ceuiral <& Hudson Rivercousolidatedscrip.86)

to

UlUvn

to 7 P. M.

Pacific

Telegraphers’ ftrikr.
New YoRK,Jau. 6.—T\xe Eoenimj Post this

The report of the committee on gubernatorial votes was accepted in concurrence. Messrs.
McGilveryot Searsport, Chamberlain of Ellsworth, White of Bangor, Stone ofKennebunk,
Reed of Waldoboro, Patten of Bath and Irish
of Stockton were joined to the committee to inform Gov.|Chamberlain of his election.
Adjourned to 7 o’clock P. M.

No one

A Call.—Rev.

his way home from Cape Elizabeth,
where he had been to see a friend, a man
jumped over the railing ot the bridge and
quick as lightning struck him a blow over the

ing

Officeis
men and

Railroad Accident.—The train from Bangor yesterday morning ran off the track on account of a broken rail between Detroit and
The baggage -car went over all
Pittsfield.

Dastardly Assault.—As Mr. William H
Clough who resides on Brackett Street was
crossing Portland Bridge on Wednesday even-

U

the Daily Kennebec Journal and Daily Eastern Arr/us was taken from the table and passed.
James W. Campbell of Deer Isle, appeared
and was qualified.
The remonstrance of H.K. Bradbury against
the right of John W. Lane to assume the seat
as Representative from Hollis, was referred to
the Committee on Elections.
On motion of Mr. Baker,
Resolved, The Senate concurring, that the
members of the Legislature are hereby requested to attend uitb the Governor’s Council and
Heads of Departments the ceremonials at Portland on the arrival of tne remains of the late

took them to the lockup.
Three simple drunks at the police station at
10 o’clock last eveuiDg.

sel, the Plymouth. Another dispatch says the
Monarch will probably reach Portland on the
25th of January. It reached Madeira on the
30th of December.

VIt

INDIAN RAID.

Tlic

the Viewer.

Prayer by Rev. Mr. King, of Augusta.
Journal read and approved.
Mr. Twitcbell presented bill an act conferring additional powers on the city ot Portland.
Read twice and to-morrow assigned for a third
reading.
Orders passed—By Mr. Vose, providing for
a special code of committee of seven on the
part of the House, with such as the Senate
may join, on revision of the Statutes; by Mr.
Twitcbell, providing for publication of House
Register.
Order introduced by Mr. Wilder, providing
for ten dollars worth of postage stamps for
each member, was indefinitely postponed.
The order directing to supply members with

Police Items.—A couple of sailors engaged
in a fight last evening, on Pore street, near the
The affair was>ot conducted
foot of Deer.
according to the rules of the ring, but tbe

the

OICUUIJ^
In

HOUSE.

*«*

early.__

lino

min inter intr

Adjourned

will consider themselves slighted who have not
been notified according to law; for it is rather
an unpleasant duty to ask neighbors to close

board of naval officers he appointed to examine
the Moparch, which, he says, is a modification
of our monitors as far as the principle of turrets is concerned; hut her hull is that of a low
ship with shutters above the gunwale or top of

155
78
133
22

choice,

The report was accepted and Franklin M.
Drew declared duly elected.
The committee to receive and count the votes
for Attorney General, reported whole number
of votes 153; necessary to a choice, 77; Thomas

that time as convenient, commencing
from Jan. 3d; thereby giving proprietors and
clerks some time for social improvement. If
any one does not close before eight or later
thei'e is no fine to pay, nor anything to fear;
though it is earnestly hoped that every one
representing the above trades will fall into
line. Some have been called upon, but no one

companying the Monarch to this country,
writes to the Navy Department that they take
the southern toute, perhaps touching at Madeira and the Bermudas. He suggests that a

to receive and
of State, report-

Franklin M. Drew had
John M. Goodwin,

near

The Route of the Monarch.—A special
the Boston Post says that Capt. Macomb, of

appointed
Secretary

Whole number of votes,

Several members were

as

Senn-

on

IN CONVENTION.

The committee
count the votes for
ed :

each Ward as to

Removed by death, withdrawal
three hundred and twenty-two.

committee

Lang, and concurred in by that branch,
proposing a convention at 11 30 o’clock, foi^the
purpose of electing State officers.

meal, etc., to
Peoria, 111.,

Rufus Beal.
It was voted to accept the invitation of the
authorities lo join in the procession in honor of
the remains of George Peabody. The Secret try was directed to call a meeting upon the
arrival of the fleet, to make the necessary rr'
raDgemeut. It was ordered that the American
flag be hoisted, half-mast high, on the Hall, in
consonance with the other flags in the
city.
A proposition was received for membership.
The Committee appointed for the purpose,
reported that the whole number of members
belonging to the Association, since its formation in January, 1815, is seven hundred and
four. Present number, three hundred and

a

of Mr.

reported on the sick list. Two members have
died since the last meeting, William Paine and

at

provides

torial votes, submitted a fiual report, which
accepted. The report declares the Senators who were summoned
by the Governor and
Council to be duly elected.
Mr. Cushing, from the Committee on Gubernatorial votes, submitted a report declaring
Joshua L. Chamberlain duly elected i'or the
current political year. Accepted.
A message was sent to the House, on motion

M. C. Mechanic Association.—This venerable Association held its monthly meeting last

the same time. Six separate
lengths of hose of one hundred feet each were
attached to the Lowry, and two
lengths of one
hundred feet each fo the Johnson. There was
very little perceptible difference in the height
of the streams from the respective
hydrants—i
the Johnson playing perfiaps some three, or
four feet the highest. The Lowry was over the
main and the Johnson over the six inch branch.
We should comment upon (he respective

to

King

was

purposes.

the state of the sick.

as

Mr. Lindsev. from the Committee

red car from

evening, in the library room.
Reports were received from

much of rule 1st

ing

The I

laterest.

ity of that stream for all kinds of manufactur-

ing

Lowry hydiaut

directed,

in

Presumpscot on Sunday last was attended with
no serious
damage along tho river is justly regarded as a new proof of the superior availibil-

Two of the

the corner of Elm and
Congress streets, and
the Johnson at the corner of Preble and Con-

be

Rev. Mr.

The

give the managers of this establishment
opportunities for supplying Maine with
flour.—The fact that the Temarkable rise of the

of the buildand in a horizontal direction the streams from the nearest
hydrant reached some eighty feet and the
other about forty feet.
A trial was next made of the

are to

C.—Prayer by

re nee.

rare

easily reacli the tops
ings, some sixty leet in height,

streets,

Jan.

29,
1853, introduced in the House, were each read
twice and passed to be engrossed in concur-

now

streams to

gress

Legislature.

of Augusta. Journal read and
accepted.
Bills—An act to increase the capital stock of
the Bates Manufacturing
Company; an act
additional to an act to incorporate the Lewiston Bleachery Company, approved March

unloaded there eleven tons of grain last week.
The facilities of transportation and grinding

streams were played through a
seven-eighths
inch nozzle and the other.through an inch one.
The pressure was sufficient to enable ail the

at

anu

Graham and white flour,

is finished, so that the water can come
directly
from the Lake, the pressure will he about 150

inch.

which

SENATE.

Augusta,

not be overestimated, and in a few months,
there is little doubt, the office would be a paying thing.—George Raymond opens this week
the retail sales room at the Flour Mill and furnishes at fair prices all kiuds of feed to farmers,

dred to the former one. The pipemen stood on
Cross street, at the rear of the store occupied
by F. F. Hale. There was a pressure of fortyfive pounds to the square inch, it being remembered that the water comes lrom a small stream
this side of Sebago, and that when the conduit

square

attended

MURDEROUS

[Special Dispatch the Daily Press ]

grow
movement on the part of a fo if citizens to secure a telegraph office, it is believed, will be
successful. Risk & Weston, with characteristic enterprise, offer to the Company’s Agent,
an
office warmed and light at their own expense, and free of rent, in their new building
The value to the citizens of such facilities can-

Trial of Hydrants.—Yesterday
morning
the Committee of the
Government oh

the

Maine

seat,”

were

Gov. Burbank of Dacotah territory forwards
to the Indian office a report announcing the
killing, Nov. 3d, of three Arickarees, two women and one man and the
woundingof a young
girl by Sioux, supposed to belong to the Grant
ltiver agency. The party had been gathering
fuel six miles above the village and were flaating down the river on a boat when they were
fired upon from the bank by a large war partyof
Sioux. After killing them the Indian party
fired the prairie at many places down as fat as
Knife river, thus driving all the game out of
the countiy and destroying pasturage for the
herds this winter. The damaged caused by the
raid will reach $10,000. The agent fears that
numbers of cattle will have to be killed to avert
tbe deplorable condition of affairs that prevailed last winter, and says bo will not hesitate to
prevent the starvation by tbe sacrifice of the
herd unless otherwise ordered. The m'an killed
by the Sioux was oneot tbebest hunters in the
tribe and Ins death is a severe blow to many
dependent upon him for meat. The Indians
attacked belong to a tribe very friendly to tbe
whites and the Sioux have on many occasions
visited their abuse and outrages upon them.

of the address.

intimate friend who wants my
speech brought down the House.

Saccarappa Items.—The Union service iu
the Methodist and Congregational churches

paid.

to

terms

following orders were introduced and
passed: By Mr. Minot, ordering two copies
in their large business.
°1 the Revised
Statutes, one copy each of LipThe other half of the block is occupied on the
pencott’s pronouncing Gazetteer, and Webfloor by Messrs. F. O. Thornes and J. it. Mister’s and Worcester’s Unabridged Dictionanor, produce dealers, who are receiving large
ries. By Mr. Talbot, orleriDg the preparation
lots of poultry from the West.
of a Senate Registry and the publication of
Iu the front of the block in the second story
500 copies. By Mr. Buck, ordering one copy
arc four large aud convenient offices, handof the acts and resolves of 1869 to each memfinished
off.
The
is
a
somely
building
great
ber. By Mr. Buffam, ordering the adoption of
addition to the improvements on Commercial
the joint rules and orders of 1869; which was
street.
amended, on motion of Mr. Cleaves,’by except-

Frank.

the receipts from Customs for the week ending December 31st:
Boston §190.393; New York 81,344,000; Philadelphia 355,645; Baltimore $101,142; S.in Francisco $84,972. Total $1,722,152.

a

commendatory

6.—The clerks in ti e
fifi 'e of.
Congn sional Printer have
in a le a
pp] cation to the Secretary of the Treasury for au addition ot 20 per cent, to their salaries; the increase of compensation to date back
a year or more.
The claim is made on the
ground that the law giving officers of the Senate 20 per cent, additional
compensation embraces the clerical force of the Congressional
Printer, who is elected by the Senate. Sec’y
Boutwell lias referred the application to the

The following

who contests the right to hold a
seat, with the
remark, ”1 hold in my hands the papers ot an

arrangements are finished in black walnut and
capital and convenient. We congratulate
the firm upon getting such a capacious and
convenient place of business, and trust they
may find it much to their pecuniary advantage

seats.

pounds

in

Washington, Jan.

CUSTOMS RECEIPTS.

During the morning session Mr. Lane, of
Hollis, introduced the papers of Mr. Bradbury,

are

Plaintifl claims that the discharge ot the magistrates and that there was a breach ot the bond by
reason ot a debt being disclosed which was not appraised or a93igned as the law requires. The Jury
returned a verdict for the dett. without leaving their

Xew

New

First Comptroller.

A BROAD LANE.

here with er.se and advantage. Cargoes can
be taken direct from the vessels iuto the warehouse, the vessels having a good and safe berth
alongside the wharves. The counting room

Statute.

laHor

speak

be stored

can

Daily Press.)

and the Governor retired from the Hall amid
the plaudits of the members of both branches.
The Republican members are jubilant and

ami

thousands of bushels of grain

to the

halt, and the Governor was frequently interrupted by. hursts of applause.—
The closiug passages are exceedingly eloquent ;
hour and

Grain Warehouse.—Messrs.
OBrion, Pierce & Co. have taken the western
halt of the new block on Commercial stree^
head of Widgery wharf, recently erected by
H. N. Jose, Esq. It is the most spacious flour
and grain store in the city. The first and second stories are 150 feet deep, with a width of
near 40 feet; the third
story is about 50 it. deep.
Seven or eight thousand barrels oi flour and

in

fha

[Special Dispatch

HOW THE GOVERNOR'S ADDRESS WAS RECEIVED.
Augusta, Jan. 0-—The attendance upon the
ceremonies ot the inauguration of Gov. Chamberlain was very large, many ladies being presThe delivery of the Address occupied an
ent.

and

Flour

harnesses.

tYi

FROM AUGUSTA.

painting

Thursday.—James S. Libby, v. John A. Holmes
replevin for one horse, iigger and one set of doubh

attachpj

took

by J. G. Cloudman, entitled ‘'Belisarius.’’ I*
is one of his studies in Rome
copied from Girard. A store up-town bears on its sign “leather from Russia.”—The weather was quite cold
yesterday morning, threatening snow, but at
night there was every prospect of rain.

Superior Court.

JUDGE

--—---

common.—Crosman’s hot cofUe soda these cold
mornings is positively delicious.—Morrison
placed in his window yesterday au oil

Thursday.—United States vs. W. T. Pearson
Suits to recover penalties tor three illegal imports
tions ol shingles Into Bangor during 1863 4. On trial
G. F. Talbot.
Richard H. Dana, jr.
James S. Rowe.

Plea of property in

P«im„lXD DAILY PKESS.

That was a
it obeyed him.
All Joshua's messages can’t meel
with the same success, for miracles are nol

JUDGE FOX PRESIDING.

CRIMINAL

i;v TELEGRAPH TO THE

miracle.

Uuited States District Court.

JANUARY

j

$1235 in their foui
nights’ engagement.—The steps for the use o
the officers of the Peabody fleet are completed
and will be put down this morning.—The Portland Gas Co. have declared a semi-annual dividend of four per cent.—Joshua once, sc
we are told, commanded the sun to stand

Reignolds troupe

York Stock and Money Market.
Yoktt, Jan. G—Evening.—The Money market was easier this aitemocn, and the demand on call
was promptly met at 7 percent, with exceptions tc
leading Government band dealers at 6 per cent. The
neavy disbursements at this point are beginning tc
have'an effect, and Money is likely to gradua'ly become easier from this time forward. The currency
which was sent to the West to move the grain crop
and pack bogs is now returning to thi9 point. The
first effect ot the increasl ease in Money was to cause
a bullish
feeling to-day on the Stock Exchange and
in the Gold room. The discount market was dull at
10 to 12 per cent, for prime business notes. Foreign
Exchange very dull and nominal; the asking rates
are 108] tor prime bankers’ PC days sterling bills and
109] for sight; business however has been done at ]
@ } below tlKse rates. Gold quiet and firm at the
close at 120). The rates paid for carrying to day were
1-32 @ 7 per cent, currency to 7 per cent. gold. Governm nts closed firm.
Henry Ciewes&Co. report
the following* 15 p, M. quotations:
United States coupon 6’?, 1881.11CJ
United States 5-20 coupons 1802.114)
United States 5-20'» 1864.113jj
United States 5-20’81865.1131
United States
5.20’s, January and July.1123
United States 5-20’s 1867.112)
United Stales 5-20’s 1868.U5j
Uuited States 10-10 coupons.1113

WASHINGTON.
DEMAND FOR INCREASED SALARIES.

•«

a

4

arjj

6.000 BUSHELS

\‘-J

Prime l ellow Corn £
OCITABLEtor Mealing; cargo
now
o A. Vvebb, from Baltimore,

Janldlw

Lane*

Ulacturglng-

OREKIi, FO«G * COw
No. 1T7 Commercial Sv

..

:

Le:?nW-d;

Mutual

•SSKSSfKds
autclope—
Shy

•* the
Browu as a berryFree a» ti»e mountain

51 Wall at., corner William■, Hew York--.
1800.
January,
Insures Against Marine and Inland Navigation Risks.

air,

Komplng and mtiry 1

eyes and hazel eyes
the hedges,
Shaded by snn bonnets
at
ibe
e-gee!
Played
Up in the apple-trees,
Heedless o danger,
Manhood In emb< >0
Stares at (he suanger!

Bine

Peep from

200,530 03
sundry
Premium Notes and Bills Receivable,.. 2,05;*,2O7 53
4Q5,54fr S3
Cash in Bank,. .
TStJBTKBS
John D. Jones,
Chari, s Dennis,
W. U. H. Moore,
Henry Colt,
Wm.C. Pickers**".
Lewis Cbv'**'

Mo grim propriety;
No iutei diction;
Free as the bird dogs
From d.y restriction!
Coking Li e purest blood—

’Gainstlife scorning bustle!

nr

lyofflceliours

jfo.wee.er herilaee
Could we bequeath them I

Kubt.B. Mint urn, Jr,
Gordon W. Burnham,
James G. De Forest.
J"hs u- Jones, President.
Charles Dennis, Vice-President.

State

This house is provided with BATH
HOOM •. where hot and cold baths can be
had at all times.
It ha alsoal-TRST C ¥ A*9 fill. LB
AHD II A 1*1*. for guests only.
Connected with tbe house is a large and commodious A HIP KE KO«»iU. UN WATER
STREET, centrally located where Sample
Agents can show tlnir goods tree of charge.
The Proprietor, thank tul for the liberal patronage that tne above bouse has enjoyed since
its opening lakes pleasure in in oiming bis
patrons that be will run free Carriages to and
fora the Cars and Boats, until further notice
Connected with the above House is a Livery
Stable, where good teams can be bad at reasonable rates.

W. M. THAYER. Proprietor.

sep21-3m

ItEMOVALS.

R

E

M

V A

O

FROST & JELLEBSDN has this day
mutual consent
Either partner,
wboc n be found at No. 19 Mo iltou street, will sigu
lu settlement
AMARI&H FROST,
CYRUS F. JELLEIJSON,
Portland, January 6, 1870. dlw^

L

OFFICE OF THE

Travelers

Ins.

Co.,

Hartford. Removed to 59 Exchange sf,

on

MOSES B. CLEMENTS and EDWARD
Mr.
SPALDING CEUKCH1LL have bctn admitted
partners in

K KMOVAL
OPEN

WE SHALL

New Store 49

Exchange St.,

III onday, Hot.
WITH

A

T'HE copartaersliip lieretofore existing between
I the utiOeisigi ed, undei tbe film name ot R. A.
BIRD & CO., is tins day dissolved by niutuul con
suit. Tbe senior par ner will adjust and soltle the
niiairs oi tbe copartnership.
R. A. BIRD.
A. B. WINSLOW.
December 31,18G9.

15tli,

The undersigned will cnntiu"e (he Auctl
n, Commission and Real Estate Brokeiase business, under
the name ot R. A. BIRD <& CO., at No 14 Echange
Street. Personal at'enuon given to the appraisal of
Merchana-.se and Beal Estate, and to the disposal
the-eof by pablic or private sale.

FURNITURE!
and Glass

Crockery

Janiatr

Ware,

CARPETS, &c., <fcc.,
copartnership heretofore existing between
THE
the und~r*igneu under tbe firm
of N M.
Perkins &
name

WE WILL BELL

WHICH

Co is thi9 day disso ved by mutual consent, Eft er ot the late part itrs are authorized 10
in
sign
liquidation ot the affairs.
N. AT. PERKINS,
MOSES AlORRILL.

AT THE

Lowest Casli Prices!
LOWELL

&

Portland, Janmary 1st, 1870.

IN OTIC E

HOYT,

No. 40 Exchange

The undersigned have this day tormed a copartnership un-ier tbe name of N. »f. Perkins & Co.,
and wl*l ceminue the hardware business in all Us
branches at No. 2 Free »tre-t Block.
N. M PERKINS,
JOSEPH H. BUCKNAM,
ALBERT II. CUSHING.

Street,

Between Middle and Fore,
November 13,18C9.

dtt

Portland, January 1st, D69.

Ware-Rouse to

itrcmi'X.karJJ where may

Family

a

RCJFUM
Portland, January 1st, 1870.

School

For

School for

Family

Portland, Jauuary 1,

NOT

Boys!

Brackett,

institution Las been in successlul operation
THIS
TWENTY-FIVE YEARS.
The uatural

facilities which are here afforded, together wi'h the complete interrai arrangements of
the Mansion and School House make this one of the
most desirable Schools in New England.
Pupils received at ail times.
•^“Send tor Circular, or address tbe Principal.

JAMES C. SHERIDAN,
JOHN GRIFFITHS,
SA vUKL H. BRACKETT. I
December
Portland,
1st, 1869.
T,

_

our Stock to Messrs.
Sheridan,
Having disposed ot we
would recommend

Griffiths &

Bracketi,

them to
our fjimer patrons.
We may be touud lor the
present at tbe old stand. All part es indebted to us
are requested to call at once and s^tr’e.
dc2eod3m
JOSEPH WESCOTT & SON.

Dissolution of

School,

Evening

OPEN

terms, call

aa

above.

dec3tleod

(Up-Staibs.)

will continue the WHOLESALE
n.?ndersfgned
FlOUK
BUhJhJtSS at J37 ommercial Si reef,
Lyn hs Block, under (he name or John kaNdall <s co., where an busii ess of the
late Arm
will be settled.
JOHN RANDALL,
EDWARD A. GLIDDEN.
J. wm. Randall.
,,
Portland, Dee. 29, DU9. dec30ilgw

given in the Ancient and 5fodern
INSTRUCTION
anguagrs. Book keel ing, Drawing, Common

Dissolution ot Copartnership.

AGENCY.

Portland

Rollins AAdaws

Academy

l

No. 4 Free Street '.Block,

Represent the lollowlng first-class Insurance Companies :

t

and higher r nglirh Branches.
GEO. C. BURGESS PrincipaL
Private instr-ctlcn given in the above branches.
For terms and further i artlculars, apply as above,
rom 9 A. M. to 1 P. if.
m,w*f tf

FRANKLIN

Company.

Established in 1829.

copartnership
THEArm
ot
name

PETTEIVGILL & LANE
Is this day dissolved by mutual consent.
E. D

8400 OOO OO

3,077,373

IVOTJOE,

13

Insurance Oo., 1WILL
the best

re

Eatabliehed In 18S0.

can

._FIRST MATIONAX

Insurance

and all

MASS.

ASSETS,

National Life Insurance Co,,

Cutting-

OF THB

A

United States of America, Washington, D.C

Comer Middle and Exchange Sts.

Marin. j„,. Co >

RBOVIDENCE,
Cash Capital,

totel

Aug

11

al

or

my

gene,tab'

1

no

and

or

lauit.

hand and sawed to dimensions.

D

Portland, June 1st. 18C9.

tA

try,

or no

sale.

^

h

1
a

*

a
a

rS'

FAMILY USfi.
Simple, cheap, reliable
Knits everything. Agents
wanted
C'lrcnim
“g
Add re^8 ^ im by Eh it
R0;b Me.
***»• SuOII.tS V
CO., Bath,

oc29-dly

^

L- »•

^

3fachinery

W'OOLEY, M. D.. of Kosciusko County,
Indiana, says: ‘*For three years past l have used
Alle>'*s Lung Balsam
extensively, in my
practice, and I am satisfied there is' no better

business. Great inducements ollered. Samples iree. Address yvith siamp, JAMES C RAND
« Co., Bidde.ord, Ale.
sep20-12w

Dr. J.

!

one ol the most important inventions
of the ace
id its superiority U Incontestable,
Its appl,cation to mills, running
gangs of saws
mpliUes the construct on, yield- increased i,ow-r
id speed, and thereby adds to the cara
ity ot a
ill, from tcventy-fice to one hundredptr cent. An
>rrating inoilelcan be seen at the offl e nl the uutrsigned who isempowertd to sell rights and make
trevments fur altering or p itting up machinery
TALBOT & TOUSIGNaNT, Advocates,
^
Quebec,
e the agents lor Canada.

STONE

CUTTING

’’

“France, Mass.

DESIGNING 1
undersigned having

had twenty-five years*
practical mechanic flatters himt that be is master of his business, and is piej nr«d to tutaisl) designs and execute all kinds of work
bis line, and refers to tho work designed and exetad by him in this cify and Evergreen Cemeiery,
est brook.
J. T. EMERY,
Yard on the Bump, loot ol Wilmot st..
)al4
eudly
Bokpland.

exoerience

,ba5

SHEFLEY, S^y.

|»

as a

come a classu al
*ii» ases of the

California

Yineqar Bitters

of all

cure

Throat, Bronchial Tubes and the
Lungs.'*
not
do
Physicians
recommend a medicine which
has no merits.
What they say about
ALLEN'S LUNG BALAAM,

ABE

Walker’s

remedial agent lor the

?

Can be taken

as a

fact.

Let all afflicted teat it at

once.

Jaiit>t4w

THEY AEE NOT A VILE 1AN0YHEINZ

The

dreadlul

a sure
ai d childhood,

scourge oi
inuncy
thet.roup. Always keep ibe
Medieirte by you. ready lor immeUiuie use
It is
also the best ar dele in use lor yviiooj li g c< ugh. &c.
For sale bv the puprietor, H. B.
LUURINUTON,
Wholesale Druggists, Piovidence, R. I.
dclatlw

tubmet

History of

Organs

we

to warrant

No. 141
when

the last stages of

FAMILY USE,

FOR

delBtlw

Send lor

one o

Smoking Tobacco
ted Virginia.

Consumption, and

isau excellent article

oi

ALLEN’S LUNG BALSAM.

LOBIBLdBD’S ‘YACHT CLUB’

and

able to attend to business.

is now

truth,

1

He

may say it has saved my life.

says:

re-

Smoking Tobacco

“Iu

may be placed in his statements. It is due, therefore,

given

marvelous cures, that other sufferers

therefore,
From
lent

we

our

knowledge of the merits

balsam, and what

ing from

a

congb,

or

we

once

any

of

this excel-

hear of i.s merits,

L OBILLARB ’S SN UFFS

we

used by all persons suffer-

pulmonary complaint.

hear that many far advanced 1

Have been in general

110

We

years,

have

use

still

wherever used.
—It your

umption

and

mm

iu

in the United States

acknowledged

storekeeper

F. P.

does not

"tbo

over

have these articles

mein.

THE BEST I
AMERICAN^}

dfc
tu)

weekly illustrated journal of 16 pages, devoted
to Machinery, Agricultural
Improvements, Chemical Science and New Discoveries. A
Splendid Jour-

nal.

$1,300 Cash in prizes will he paid for clubs of
subscribers, on ihe 10th of February.
A handsome large steel plate ENGRAVING ot
t9
distinguished American Jnventors; presented to
subscribers.
Specimens ol paper, prospectuses, and blanks for
names sent tree.
Terms, $3 a year; $1 BO lor 0
months. Dis cunt to Clubs. A book ot
importance to all about to
apply for patents sent free.
Write for lull parliculais concerning priz.B and
patents, to
MUNN & CO.,
Publishers and Patent Solicitors,
Park Row, New York.
our

KNOW ALL MEN

]

<

jau5l4w

TLree y.ais devoted to its prenainiinn
Quackery and hum buggery exposed
Pro essois in
our leading uiedual
colleges testily ibat it is Ihe besi
taindy doctor hook ever wiltten. Gullit auUsamule
to

agents.

20

The

1

G.P.HAWKES & Co..

Washingiun-st Boston, Mass.

Magic

t

beard to a
no poison

bLAD

lree.

Address

Mr. Green d. Franklin,

dc22t4vy__Jersey
1870.

The

Nursery,

The best, cheapest and most richly IEI.USTRATED MONiHLY MAUAZIiNE EOU
CHILDREN
$1 30 a year in advance. Siibrcnbe Mere, and set
6
the last number of 1669 EREE.
Address, JOHN L. SHOREY,
|ic22t4w
13 Washington S reet,
Boston.

VTW Pf3. A T?“How ™ade
AjVTiiXtidtugs. For

in 10 honrs withou
Circulars, address E
Jy*-*
SAGE, \ inegar Works, Cromwell, Conu.
no2ilt8w

"FARMER'S HELPER^

Watches and

J diver

agent, tree of

A-l^ PUBLISHING Co., Boston, Mass.

ilc22t4w

and

Jewelry
1

and

Plated

jadics’ & Children’s

Fancy Articles,

relation to the appreachirg Holidays, and solicit
share or the public
dcl3-dlw
patronage,

Ho. 10 India Street.

Hattie E.

oit

«~ai7e

December 23,1869.

Try

Now at this
For partieulars erquiie or
«J. S. WINSLOW & Co.,

^

PORK ar.d BEANS by the quart or by the
pot, at W. C. COBB’S Stealu Bakery every
in jrniug.
noTtf
1 OT

run

FOR SALE AT RETAIL BT

R. Corey <C Co.,
Davis <C Co.,
C. A, Vickery,
E. A. JUarrett,
J. J, Gilbert,

Bostop,

Jt5USTON,

Eastman Bros.,
A. B. Butter,
A. Q. Leach,
O. JU. tV E. E.

.

...

dc27-:w

*1.50

Notice or Foreclosure.
liUBLIC NOTICE is
given that Mary Ana
Clark and Elliot F.hereby
ctoii, buih of Portland,
°f
and Slate ol Main.,
'!ty °*n
tu,,n''erl|ind
r sbt and in
the right ot each’
iig dale the 51 h day ol
“'*>*/• b,y lhc.,r .Dcc'1 •tear
bnd
recorded
In the Cumberland Registry 1SC0j
of Deeds. Book .'•M, Tag. 105,
mortgaged to Christopher
then
Wright
living, a
rc tain let ol land with Ihe
buildings tbereou,
bounded and described as teliows:— BogiDnlng at

1,1369-dtf

Maine

the

after

2,000 TONS
farleigli Jjehisfh, Johns. Hickory
and Ltorherry Coal,
The choicest Coals in the market, for tale at the

j Lowest Market Rates!

?HC^VAy.at3Wp.M.rk*

The Dirigoand Franconia are fitted up with line
accommodations lor passengers, making this ibe
most convenient and comfortable route for travelers
between New York nd Maine.
Passage In State Room $5. Cabin Passage $4,

Heals extra.
Goo 18 forwarded to and from Monti eal,
Quebec,
Hajilax. St. John, ami all parts of Maine. Shipper®
are requested to send their freight to the
Steamer®
as early as 4 i\ m, on the days
they leave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to

May

Mt.

* 0 Commercial Siren, opp. New Cualoui
Honor.

dt.

Picked up Adrift.
«

Cape Elizabeth,

Jan. 3,1S70, near the I’. K. Oil
large Can d Boat, the owuer can have the
by proving property and paying charges.
|au4
'WALI'Kii ORDWAT.

orks,

tne

a

TRIP

ONE

PER

WEEK.

The favorite steamer LEWISTON, Clras. Deering, Master, will
leave Rai'road Wharf, foot of State
’St., every
ou

arrival of

iasport

'Friday Evening, at 10 o’clock,
Express trai.. from Boston, for

touching at Rockland, Castinc, If^er
Mt. Desert, Mill bridge aud Jones-

Isie,. Sedgwick,

port.

Returning,will leave Machiasport every Tnndnv
Fleming, at 5o'clock, touching at the above-namod landings, arriving in Portland same nl"ht
ROSS & STURDIVANT, General Agent:,
179 Commercial Street
Portland, Ocf. 15, 1869.

Ice

tor

same

In sunply irom
m
delivereil.

“c

F**BKinAN

Aug 18-iltf

*l*kn,

*“'*
to

WINDOW FAST.

S

'reaking. Slipping,

AFE—Self-Locking

or

Catching, Hitching,
Dropping, but ALWAYS

Failing. No
idlers to get out of
cler, or tempered steel sprmgs to bteak. It never
* ii's to hold
and lock the window
just where you
t
■aoeit, trom being raised or dropping down. It can
1 0 ra sod or Viwere
the menst tiilie, lor vcntliat ion, aud then and the! c/ochs
»/«(/■. No other winow tixture
pretends, does, or can, lock ihe window
c

»2S.

s

fcmely

;
f

or

DYE It.

Never

and

cams, whee’a. ban is

or

in every place or pi sition. It woi Us equally
lop or bottom sash, is simple, stronger, mole
ffective, durable and cheaper than auy spilng ever
ltioduced. Critics are challenged to find a singlo
rnlt. It is cheaply and easily applied by any mclianic to old or new windows. Every lock Is mule
1 the most thorough manner, and warranted pertct. Descriptive Circulars, with card list ot prices,
fell

on

»nt

promptly

on

application.

Liberal terms to Agents.

----- WNED

AND

MANUFACTURED

i

EXCLUSIVELY

Boston and Mer den

Manuf’g Co.,

I 31 Federal Street, Boston.
nnd 77 tihumbcrs turret.
Jan 4-dlm

BY

THE

*''1

*C'-A*. Win.
DOW Pl'Ll.KV*.
The simplest, most durable,
• nd very much the cheapest
window pulley ever made.
Approved by leading architects and
For sale by
ABsaricnn Ulan Window Pulley Co.,
sep28U6mo
No 56 Congress st, Boston

northerly

The only snbst'tute for
weiehts ami pulleys, amt a
omplete amt perfect SEI.P-LOCKING
spilng, at
1 iss cost Ilian ths
old unreliable and nnsale
c ne< hereto ore
introduced. -Vo

SaleT i

BTM"4tfSSSIiV5lSr,’9«,
i,E i'i8sels

tho intersection of >he

Self-Locking

wmmmmmmmmmmmm—mmmi^—

liaro the

McALLISTEE & CO,

_and

by

tiie new patent
Never- Fa iling,

Machiasi

ARRANGEMENT.

made

To Hardware
Dealers,Contractor*,
Builders and Carpenters.

HENRY FOX, Galt’s Wharf, Portland,
AMES, Pier38 E. R. New York.

Desert

corner

Bide ot Ponlaud street with the westerly al e ot
Grove street, thence wc-terly on aid t ort and street
reveuty-two lect. thence no. lire elv parallel wdh said
Grov street one bundled two t.ei; then, ,
easterly
barallci with Po tland s reet
seventy-two feet to
Srovestreet, then e by said drove stieet somberly
o the first bound mentioned.
The conditions ot said
mortgage are broken by
■eason whereoi, we as
Adininr-trutors on the eitate
< it said
Christopher Wright claim a force!-sure ol
he same.
CKO. A. WRIGHT
F. O. LIBBY.
Administrators with the will annexed on estnta .1
<
**“•_ uc21ed3<r

J. F.
9-dtf

Steamboats lo take

BY

the 18rh last. the da,
and Franconia, will
notice, run as follows;

Lalts Wharf, Portland, every
HL,”! and
MONDAY
THURSDAY, at 5 P. M., and Icavj
M0*SDAY

or

1

December 30.

the

Lint Z

Dingo
ifW^oreamer
further

HarlcigBi

STOVECOAL.

EANDALL,

ARRANGEMENT.

^emi-Weekly
1

hffnfin.bij’

Steamship Company
NEW

Brooks,

E. E. Little,
P- M Froat'

*

p!

M, (Sundays excepted.)

«l*f

|

J ^oinclhing New!
11

FOR THE UNITED STATES.

the season as follows:
Leaving Atlantic Wharf, Portland, at 7 o'clock
and India Whari, Boston, every duv at ft o'clock
will

Mac

*

Port

Central WharI.

.»

SOtF AGFAITS

new and superior »ea
coin"
steamers .JOHN BROOKS. and
MONTREAL, having been ft ted
’up at great expense with a large
'number of beautiful State Rooms

FALL

L E n I G II

BARQUE CIENFUEGOS, SOT tens,
rl’ing, etc.; t enly

well louud in sails,
cot pered last year.

A.T. STEWART& CO.

The

J L.. -A. SIIATTUCK.

Wbce’er, sullable

raug.s,cooking purposes. Sc &<•.
Wood, delivered in any
lor cash.
W
•'VI
*»• WALKER,
v
242 Commercial Street,
octllult_No.

Also cargo Nova Scotia
f irt ot the city, both cheap

aP26lltl_131

I’lcar C*rnn«l Tmuk Depot).

Coal and Wood !
of Coal, brig
( J1ARGO
lot furnaces

Reticules,

&c.

Tlin stock is one r»t tlie finest nnd :rost comi.lete
rer broujiit into tlii« lnarhet.
Call and see at

Ware,

1

of

ibwi'CiSTMa®:
luy book
charge. Address NATION-

1

ALSO
t

»o-i«

dc22|4w___Springfield, Mass.
Free to Book Agents.

Back Gammon
Board*,
Writing Kick*.

Ot European and A merit an Manufacture.

i ■s'

Send
u

Clocks,

Baltimore.

con-

Companion*,
IndiRpcneiblc*,

rv

Have recently replenished their stock of

how to double the profits
i HE FARM, and how Farmers and
Shows
their
each make
m.™
glt'O PER iiiim r |n
10 000 copies will be mailed free to
larmers.
name and address Io
ZEG1L1LR, McCURDY & Co.,

an

GJmitlSlI & PEARSON,
1

and

From Boston and Providence Ratlbtat ion
at 8.30 o'clock, P, M.,
-e^aL'lSaf
excepted) .onneciing with
^j^i^U?(Suntlajs
rar-cTrcrgM new and elegant Steamers at Stoniugtou and arriving in New York in fine lor
early
trains South and West atid ahead of all other
Line..
In cate 01 Fog or Storm, passengers bv
l*aving $1!
extra, can take the Night Express Train via. bio re
Line, leaving stouington at 11.30PM,and reaching
New York belore 6 o'clock A. M.
J. W. RICHARDSON, Agent,
Washington St,

Mav

Boxes,

jan5i4wPublisheis, Hartford, Conn.

City, N. J.

1870.

hi»t<

Norfolk

i:>ec^»...
l.tO
taken as nine],
L. BILLING^, Ag-'rt.
K ri*

lstn.got
fnpnucee Geode,
Jewel taekeli,
French Perfume Caere,
Perfume* of all classes and
styles,
Glove and Iluud’kf
Ladle*’ Toilet
Grill*’

ally illustrated

I le and

Oomb l-

permanent black or brewn. It contains
Anyone can u.-e it. One sent by mall
l«r$l. Adoresa
detBt3m IIITGIC
CORBCO., SpringOe d, Mass.
1IDl.NOs TO CONSUMPTIVES—A
GRATEFUL
lather will send to ait who wish
i,, the direcuons by which bis
daughter, alter being given un bv
physicians and despaired oi by her taiher, was re
stored
out CONFIRMED
CONSUMPTION to
periect health, without ihe use ot medicine Sent

ourmlisiD,

o 'r iVo vo'umc ot 500 ; ages, beaotiand kandiomc'v bonmi; being a
ml) nl deep interest to al
'Jhe
uihor, Mr. Maverick, Idaoauiu? Eailorol the New
erk Evening Post, has, in this hook, revealed
many
6 oenes 01 stirring imetest. never before
shown to
be t ub.ic.
Canvassers Jor this troth toitl derive
l real benefit J tom gratuitous eelil rial advertising.
2 end tor descriptive circular and see our estra iuA. S. nALK & Co
ucements,
•

Line.

way

BY THESE

trade,

Want Agents Everywhere
OUR HOME PHYSICIAN I i^e
'o canvass for Henry J. Raymond and New York
UandyBook ot family Medic-ice, By Dr.
ot tbe
Uni.eisiiy of the Cily oi New go k
by medical prol.ssors in the various de. -irt-

THE CELEBRATED

Inside Line via Sloninglon.

I hat Dr. L. A. SUATTUCK has
just returnedirom
ho metropolitan markets with a new and
rate tine
>1 larcv articles, suited to the
Doli.tav

great Household Work

r,.A^™
BEARD,

The Company are not responsible tor baggage ta
any amount exceeding *50 in value land that perioral) unless notice is given, nod paid for at the rate ol
one passenger forov-rv *800additional value.
t'. J. BIlYDtJES, Managing /Jiririo*,
B, BAILEY, Local Superintendent.
Portland, Dee. 3, 1869.
,|tr

Freight

“PRESENTS”

1.30 p 31.

Shortest Boute to New York,

cases

.n_.

Saturday Steamers,

i

West, at

Accomodation tor South Paris and intermediate
stations at 5.45 P. M.
Passenger trains will arrive as follows:
From South Pans and Lewiston, at 8.15 A M.
From Banger at 2.00 P M.
From Montreal, Quebeo and Oorlraot at
2.25 P M
Accomodation ftom South Pails, at 6.30 P. M.
HP* Sleeping Cars on all night Trains.

—

—

emove> pain
and heals old Ulcers. WoN
ott’s Anuihddior cure^ Catarrh. Bronchitis anil
Jojd in the head.
Sola by all Druggists, and 181
iharham Square, N. Y.

Montreal and the

Through rates given to South and West.
Fine Passenger acco ‘Odauons.
Fare including Berth anil Meals
$18.00j time to
Norfolk, 48 hours. To Baltimore Go hours.
For further information apply to
F- SAMPSON, Agent,
nol<u3m
5.‘l Central Wharf, Boston.

JRTVJUtt

To Whom it may Concern 1

A
Nervousness
and
Female
n takness 1 ured—A
Cleig.vman’s widow *uftor years witn the above diseases; will send
he means ot her own cure lice. Mrs.
Lixi,
tlc22flw
Jersey City, N. J,
I was cured of Dealness and ratal rn
iy a simple
cmedy. and will send tlier»c**tpt free.
U22fbw MBS. M. C. LEGGETT, Hoboken, N. J.

<

if desired.
Stale,
1 finu

Mail Train (stopping at all
stadons) for Island
Fond, connecting w.th night mail train for Quebec,

ESSESSHTaF

free.

best of references given of

very

s
Kpcemhor 11

cren

DEMOKK^';
insiautly,

tor

HENDERSON, M. D.,

P- S-—The
treated in tli

aWtt<*M.

cor. naroor.

Appold," capt. Solomon Howes.
Lawrence ," Capt. Wm. A. Hallett.
Kennedy," Capt. J. C. Parker. Jr.
.«l,
McClellan,” Coot. Frank M. Howes.
trom. Norfolk 10 Petersburg and

Office Hours—From 8 A. M. tin 8. F, M.

*

KILL THE
j

1

Medical Advice Free!

Pi A month made by agents selling
&
OLIVE LOGAN’S great work BEF»»RE THE FuOT LIGHTS AND BEHIND THE
SCENES. Tli“ most spicy, rapid selling book out.
19 000 ordered the first mouth.
Agent- can secure
Beld and a $2 CO out-tit tree, bv curing this out and
mdres.dug PARMLLEE a: CO., Philadelphia, or
Middletown Conn
n )2-'18w

A

On and alter Monday, Dee. 6th,
-i l'1
8Nw Trains will run at lullows:
Mail train lor South Paris and intermediate stations at 7.10 A M.
Express Train tor Danville Jnnctiou atl.CSPM.
Note—This Train wi.l not stop at intermediate

r-wa‘

Steamships of this Line sail Iroro end
Ceniral Wharf, Boston, Twice a

full assortment ol rnra>

CASES CUBED BY CGXTBACT.

-They are sold by respectable jobbers almost
everywhere.
Circulars mailed on application.
J*• LOBILLABD & ie./New Voile,
del4-l>wt

dclU4w

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

LINE.

Norfolk and Baltimore Steamshi

RAILWAY

CANA ISA.

Alteratiou of Trains.

sailing until i

Stecrage tickets from Liverpool or Queenstown
and al! parts 01 Europe, at lowest ia'cs.
Through Hills ol Lading given tor Bellas!, Glascow
Antwerp, and other ports on the Continent:
and for Mediteranean pons.
For freight and cabin passage
apply at tbe company s odtee, 13 Broad-st. JAMES ALEXANDER,
*
Agent.
«**“$• apply to LAWRENCE &
I>£lrx-8^?8®
RYAN, 10 Broad at., Boston.
uulo'G9eodtt

CONSULTING PHYSICIAN.

beet"

and

TRUS.A
or

RATS 8 OP PASS AO K

By Thursday

AOENTS VTAHTEI)
In every lown an.l c ty In ibis Stale. We will be
pleased to communicate with auv person desiring to
take an agency tor their reined es
Address all letters to
HENDERSON & STAPLES,
No. 250 Congress street, Portland, Maine.

J his brand of Fine Cut
Chewing Tobacco has no
superior anywhere.
—It is, without doubt, the best
chewing
•1'tobacco in
the country.

refer to this eure.

GRM0~

First Cabin.$30, gold.Steerage.$30,..
cuirency,
A steamer ot Ibis line leaves
Liverpool lor Boston
every Tuesday, bringing freight and passengers di-

YORK

49 1-2 Exchange Street,
»• UTTfcK at to., A

,**■•
Mar 2l-dti

Cabin,$130

making

everybody

No.

First
Second

In ITIedical History.
Tbe mrst remarkable ica'uie of tbeso remedies Is
rapidity wi li which they cure diseases which
have hnherto been considered ii curable.
A valuable book
eon.aimng useiul medical Infor-

LOBILL ARB’S CESTURY

theONLV UNION TICKET OFFICE,

A. R. STUBBS
Agent.

dtl

,,

tue

Chewing Tobacco.

of

Routes I

TICKETS

From PORTLAND, via BOSTON, tn xll points is
the WEST. SOU 1 H AKDNOR1
H-WEST, furnlshed at the l.wm rnlee. with choice ol Routes, at

Uy the Wednesday steamers, not carrying emigrants

Most Remarkable Cures

mation lor

Procure Tickets by the

TIIK BBITIHD Or NORTH
AMERICAN ROYALMA1LSTKAMnew YORK and

^

These remedies are the Favorite Prescriptions
^or*t University, and are

daily.

may avail themselves of the remedy. With pleasure,

a

4«oing West

are

Safest, Best and Most Raliab’e

WEEP.

■BSb3mst‘IvL:?>..Vs1.?**"
tpLlVKnlyUL. naiiuiF 41

DB. HUGHES,

someofthe^

Orders for genuine, elegantly carved Meerschaum
Pipes, silver mounted, and packed in ne.v lecather
pocket cases, are placed in the Yacht Club brand

this terrible malady, that the fullest publicity he

arrived with

lives.

If You

NEMESIS Wed. dan. 5 I CALABRIA.Wed.Jan.2fi
••
lARlEA.rh.
c. I MARATHON, Th. « 27
A A\
12 RUSSIA, Wed'y Feb. 2
e.j"y
••
ALEPPO,Thurs.
1.31 PALMYRA. Th.
3
1» 1 NEMESIS, Wed.
9
V!!,a’„)Vtaj,'
SAMARIA, Thur.
20 I TRIPOLI, Th.
10

AGENTS,

^Have

superior; being dcnicotin-

alter-taste.

the community, especially those suffering under

to such

no

days

on

CUNABD
«

Henderson & Staples,

lzed, in cannot injure nerveless constitutions, or
people ot sedentary habits.
—it is produced from selections ot thp finest
slock,
and prepared by a patented and
orig ual manner.
—It is a very aromatic, mild, and light in
weight—
hence it will last much longer than
others; nor does
it burn or sting the
tongue, cr leave a di.aureeable

Mr. Lewis is

well known in Cincinnati, and the tullest confidence

to

lia*

nov29-dislw

No. 550 Congress St., Portland

—

kind lriend

AM.»nd2.HPM.
Leave Boston lor Porlland at T.30 A. M.. 12 M.
uuu .1.00PM.
Blddeford tor Portland at 8.09 A. M., returning at
8.20 P. M.
Portsmouth for Portland 10.00 A. M and 2.20
6.30 P. M.
Freight Trains daily enrb wsv, (Sunday excepted
FRANCIS CHASE, Snpt.
Portland, May 3,1869.
dtf

DIlKIUllS,

Freight received
o'clock P. *1.

BRANCH OFFICE FOR MAINE

granola-

He did so, and immediately commenced recovering,

commended him to use

some

WINTER ARRANGEMENT,
CemmeurluR Memie.;, NwvABtb, I860.
UNMJtW&j Passenger Trains leave Portland dalle
Sundays excepted) for South Berwick
Junction, Portsmouth and Boston, at 6.13 end 8.4U

Cabin...’ gy j gold.
First Cabin to Paris.$145 gold

University Medicines!

Wherever introduced it is universally admired.
—It is put up in handsome musl'D
bags, in which
ordtrs tor Meeischaum Pipes are daily packed.

given up by physicians, when

UiaI C

_Go. ii Preble Street. Portland.

IV JEW

SACO A PORTSMOUTH R R

Connecting at Eastport with Steamer
QUEEN, for St. Andrews, aud Calais, and with
N. B. & C. Railway for Woodstock ano Houlton
stations.
Connecting at St. John with tho Steamer EMPRESS for Digby, Windsor ami Halifax, and with
the E. & N. a. Railway for Shediac and interme-

I!ia ?-n<1

\

T1IEY HAVE NO EQUAL.

Circular anil Price List.

LOBILLABD’S ‘EUREKA’

very long, ap-

Eastport
Returning
Thursday.

JEfLeifi.

«

PORTLAND

ON and after Monday. Jan. 3
the steamer NEW BRUNSWICK,
Capt. S. ti Pike, will
leave
Railroad Whan, toot oi Slate St.,
every Monday at 5 o’clock P. M.,
ami St. John.
will leave St John aDd Eastport every

for

producing relief in a abort time
u tn valuable in all
of ci>
st.uctions after ah other remedies have been
tried ii
P^ely
vegetable,
li
containing
nothing
t.'e least injurious t-o the
health, and m*v pd take:
with perfect safety at all times.
Bent to an i f rt of the sc
untry, wi th I all direction!
^

Pl'fi

L. L. LINCOLN, 8upt.
ma>17tt

4

Aagustn, Dec. 3,18CD.

THROUGH

DR. HUGHES
particularly Invites all Ladies, win
medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 1
Street, which they wil tin. ariantcil for the"
cBpecial accommodation.
Kl60t,c Renovatiag Medicines rr© onilva:
1 5>r* Hi8
l™
in efficacy and superior
virtu© in rc/uMing a>
hemal e Iireginaritieg. TLeir action ie
specific an<
01

&f1(£^Sirg

bVrry

ly*

Calais and St. Joint.

ONE TRIP

aeea a
Prehlo

for the

*or Rockland, Ac., daily.
Augustalor Belfast dally. Yassalboro lor North and
Last \assalboro and China
Kendall’s
Mill*
daily.
tor Unity daily. AtPishon’s
for Canaan daiAt Skuwhegnn foi the difleieuc towns North on
their route.

WINTER ARRANGED ENT.

Eleetic Medical Infirmary,
Xi> '.CHSS IiADJUHS.

obtain

by railroad.
Stages leave Batb

Uierby,Windsor& Halifax,

_

Florence Sewing Machines

Cincinnati Time

Eastport,

J?1L* V1,8

Celebrated

make the late the same
through io Portland or
Boston as via Maine Central.
Through Tickets are sol.i at Boston over the Eastcm anu Bosron and Maine Railroads
lor all Stations
on this line; also the
Androscoggin K. K.and Dexter, dangor. Arc., on the Maine Central. No break
ol gauge east of Pertland
by this route, and tke only
ro*ite by which a
passenger from Boston er Portland can certainly reach
Skowhegan the same day
anu

International Steamship Cc.

correspondence strictly confidant!*! and wt!3
io returned, it doai/ad..
▲ddZWlf:
OK. j. B. HUGHES,
No. 14 Preble Street.
&*** “0°* to the Preble
House,
Portland. Ve
JE^"* *?end a Stamp for Circular,

Price Lists forwarded by mail

and

requested.

LINE,

Steamship Co.
Nov5 dlyr

**9,9 2*

RICHARDSON,

Also, New .England Agent*

ALLEN’S LUNG BALSAM:

1 arently, in

Hesi-

•jjMMBngj Leave Portland for Augusta, nJxeu
^§¥^3Htrain at 7.00 A M
Leave Portland forBalh, Augusta, Watervllle and
Bangor, at 12.45 P AJ. Portland lor Bath and Au-

Steamers leave New York daily, (Sundays excoped) trom Pier 30 'tortb Hirer, lootot*Chamber
8t, at 4.00 P HA.
Geo. Shiverick, Passenger and Freight Agent.
JAMES FiSK, JR.. President
M. R. SIMONS, Managing Director
Narrugausett

or the color will be of a thin milka dark and turbid appearThere are many men who die of this difiicultj
ignorant o! the cause, which la the
SECOND STAOK OS SSHINAI, WEAKNESS.
X can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and t
t'etnf'i'i- who cannot i.' P..
can oo eo i.y writing, in »
plain maimer, a deRer:*.
and the appropriate r&mt*djsi
!:‘ie,r
mil be forwarded rnvmef fclely.

Washington Street, Boston.

Book, Circulars

MASON A'HAMLlN ORGAN CO.,
506 Broadway, New Yo k.

was

or

I§ti9.

the regular Steamboat Train, which leaves Boston
at 5 .‘10 P M, connecting at Fall River with the
new ami magnificent steamers PBOViDtscE. Cant.
B. M. Simmons, Bristol, Capt.
W. H. Lewis.—
These steamers are the fastest and most reliable
boats on the Sound, built expressly ior speed,
safety
and comiort. This linecounects with all the Southern Birats and Railroad Lines trom New York
going
Wet! aud South, and convenient to tho California

bumen will appear,

NEW ENGEANJJ AGENT*,

TrrmontSt., Boston;

Rem aka ble Cure-.—Mr, Samuel Lewis,

uo

3,

gusta at 5.15 P M.
Passenger Trains will be due at Portland dally
at 8.30 A AI, and 2.15 P A1.
Fare as low by this route to Lewiston, Waterville,
Kenda'i s Mills, Dexter and Bangor ms
b> the Maine
Cen’ralltoad; and tickets purchased in Boston lor
Alaioe Ceutial Stations are
tor a passage on
good
this Hum. Passeugers from
Bangor, Kewpoit, Dexter, ate., wiil purchase Tickets to Kemiali’s Mills

anre.

equal in strength, superior in
cheaper (quality *nu quantity con-

FOSTER &

information which will be of service to every purchaser ot an orgaD, will be sent iree, and
postage
paid, to an v one desirine- them.

A

e

it

Dec.

For New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore,Washington, and all the principal points
West, South and South-West,
Via Taunton, Pall River and Newport.
Cabin, $5,00; Deck $4,00.
Baggage checked
through and transferred in N Y free of charge.
New York trains leave the Old Colony and Newport Railway Depot, corner ot South and Kueeland
sireets.dady, (Sundays exceptcdjasfollows: at 4.1*0

lsh hue, again changing to

smoothness anrl
sidered) than anv so called200 yard S»ool Cotton in
the maiket, whether imported or American.
We confidently believe ibat its introdu rtion is
destined to create a revolution in tbo
COTTON
WOULD,*' a* a stern and impartial lest 01 s une by
the most competent au.bonty fully
justified the
highest anticipations of tts most earn-st advocates.
Weinviie lor this tbrea<1 a thorough trial by everybody interested in STOOL COTTuW.

Circuiais with lull particulars, including accurate
drawings ot ilie tiiff rent stj les of organs, and much

the old Pioneers of Cincinnati,

c'iUw.iuu.

ui

uu"1

tate

proportion.

says ot

are en-

n ot

to the C. S>. I. COTTCN THREAD now
being manufactured by tin* WILIISJON MILLS.
'J his thread is ma'fe exp-essly tor fami'y use, AND
SOLD BY WEIGHT, each spool containing o«e half
U is made fir m
ounce, cxclusivejiL tcetykt_q£jpooi
manufactured on ti e most improved maciiYnervUin

MEDAL at the PARIS EXPOSITION, and by a
s-le very much greater iban that o« any similar instruments. This company manufacture only first
cl\s> instruments, and will not make “cheep
organs” at any piicc, or sutler an inferior instrument to bear their name. Having greatly increased
their facilities for manufacture, by the introduction
o»
new machinery and otherwise, ihey are now
making BETTER ORGANS than EVER BEFORE,
at Hid eased economy in co-t, which, in accordance
wiili their fixed policy or selling always at feast remunerative profit, tfiey are now offering at PRICES
oi INFERIOR WORK
FOUR OG AVE ORGANS
Plain Wainut Case,$50. FIVE OCTAVE ORGANS
Double Reed. Solid Walnut Case, caived and panne ltd, wi'b FIVE STOPS (Viola, Diapason. Melodia, Flute, Tremulant) $125.
Other styles in

Kcatl what the editor of the

Machine Threads.

is with the greatest satisfaction that
IT abled
to call the attenti
Hie people of New

Tliat tlie MASON & HAMLIN CABINET and
METROPOLITAN ORGANS^are the best in the
ot nrofe^nr T rittsTciare, vy rn^Uward to them ot
SEVENTY FIVE GOLD and SI I VElt MEDALS
or other h-ghest p emiuros, at principal industrial
competitions within a few years, including the

dcl4t4w

©ldAle-Aged

ltIVElt

A M. Freight leaving New York reaches Boston on
the tollowing day at 9.45 A M.
For tickets, berths and staterooms,
apply at the
company’s office at No 3 Old State House, corner of
Washington and State streets.and at Old Colony and
Newpoit Railroad Depot, corner of South aud Kneelaud streets, Boston.

ihere are many m6n ot the age of thirty who art
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the Wad,
der, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, end weakening the system in a manner the patient cannot account for.
On examining
the urinary deposits a ropy sediment wil luften la
found, and sometimes small particles of semen or al-

England

AT JLO WEST PRICES*

154

Ready.)

now

Arrangenieut,

Train* Daily between Portland and Juyusta.

Two

Steamers.
“To Shippers of Freight.” this Line, with
its new and extensive depbt accommodations in Boston, and lar; e pier iu New York, (exclusively tor the
business ol the Line), is supplied wtfh facilities for
freight and^passenger business which cannot be surpass ft.
Freight always lakeu at low rates and tbrwarded with dispatch.
New York Express Train leaves Boston at 1.30 P
M; goods arrive in New York next moruing about 6

AH ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.

BKSK FOR

Portland & Kennebec R.R.
Winter

iu minuics iu uuvancc ui

The Fains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition,
are the Barometer to the whole
system,
tie net wait ioi the consummation that is sure to fbilow; do not watt for Unsightly Pricers, lor
Ifisahled Limbs, for Loss cf Beauty
*?d Complexion.
■>
SStsay 'ShwauMBCe baa ICr&tlfj t« his
by CshB^py Kiijtritnts!
koons: men troubled with emissions In alae:..—i
complaint generally the result of a bad habit ir
youth,—treated scientifically and a perfect cure wax
ranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day passes but we are consulted by oae 01
more young men with the above
disease, some o
whom are as weak and emaciated as
though they hat
the consumption, and by their friends are
suppose.; V
hive it. All such casco yield to the proper and onb
oorrect course of treatment, and in a short rone ml
made te rejoice 1c perfect health,

The Daivn of a Arf tv Era in the'

"debit_New

west

Women.

Tenth Thousand

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEM ENT

Camphor Ice with Uljcrntie, k.eps the bands
sort in ihc coldest weather.
See that you get the
Eenuine. Solti by Druggists.
Price, 23 cents per
box; sent by mail lor 20 cents. 1ILGEMAN & CO.,
I
York. P. O. Box, 2228.

tbe terrible vice of BeK-abu**,

ITS arc Clusa&eBca.
7?be have committed an excess ot any
lnd1
hetber it be the solitary vice of youth, or the ilngt'E rebuke 01 misplaced confidence in mature! years,

WIIAT THEE A l) DO YO U ESE ?

'HAPPED HANDS AND FACE, SORE LIPS
I
&C..cured at ouce by the use 01 llegt rauii’a

FALL

Al

BY GEORGE H. NAPlJEYS, M. D.
The most remarkable success of the day. Is selling with unprecedented lapidity. It contains what,
every Alan and Woman ought 10 know, and tew do.
It will save much sufter’n'j. It
required a biave and
pure man to write unon
The Right Tune to Marr\”
‘•The Weddmg Night,” “The Limitation ot Offspring,” and yet receive tbe decided npi roval of
our best Divines and Physicans.
Being cakerly
sought for. the Agent’s work is easy. Stud *lamp
for pamphlet, etc., to
GEO. MACLEAN, Publisher,
3 School St., Boston, At ass.,
dc6t4vv
Or 7i8 Sansora St., Ph5Ja., Penna.

Wordlothe Wise ia — ufDcicat.
VEGETABLE COUGHSYRUP

BURIIINGTON’S
is
remeoy lor that

Physical
Life of

(Filth Edition.

WOLCOTT._

C

Iflrdicine Dealers*

all

FOR

He lias been travelling about
humbugging drug£.818 and private parties, niixir 2 up and sellii g a
base compauna which lie call. WILCOTT’S I'AlN
PAINT. Allot Wolcott*. eenulne remedies Lave a
white outside mapper with sinnatuie lame) Look
out lor couDteit its.
Six pints of WoLCOTT’S ANN1HTLAT0R lor
Cntanb and Colds in the head, or one Pint 01 Pain
Paint to
Ulcers or Pain,
seut tree 01 express
charges, on )eceipt. ot the money ai 181 Chaiham
Square. N Y.; or one gallon of pain paint (double
strength; lor $211. bmall bottles sold by all druogiets. R. L.
dclStlw
A

by

AGENTS WANTED

T il l ICI '.

A

Hold

Alfreu loi Springvale at.d Sanford Corner,
THOS. QUIN rt\’, Superintendent.
April 20, 1*09,
git
At

ev-

furtner particulars apply to L. BILLINGS.
Atlantic Wbarf, or
JOHN PORTEOU3,* Agent,
6
Nov. 27-11

Ceedm so shePiiilk.

cer-

field, daily.

PartonsParsons-

For

Every intelligent and thinking person mtut know
that remedies hande-l out for general use should have
their efficacy established by well tested experience In
the hands ot a regularly educated physician, whose
preparatory studies tit him for *U the duties be must
fulfil; yet the country- is flooded with poor ncstromi
and cure-alls,
<g to be the best in the world,
which are not only
seleM, but always injuriouf,
The unfortunate sb< g (be particnx-ae iu
selecting
his physician, as It Is x lamentable yet lncontrovert
ble fact, that manv syphilitic patients are made mlterabie with ruin d constitutions by maltreatment
from inexperienced physicians In general practice; lei
It is a point generally conceded by the best syphilogrsdhers, that the study and management of these come
dlaints ehould engross the whole time of those who
would fee competent and successful in their treatment and cure. The inexperienced general pracftinner, having neither opportunity nor time to mathimsel! acquainted with their pathology, common v
pursues one system of treatment, In most cases moling an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

yet
known.’*
NATHANIEL H ARRIS, M. D., of 'Hddlebury,
Vermont, says: “I have no doubt it will soon be-

l>urlU,,<l at 5.1 0 A. M. and

trains

South Limington, Liiuington, dailv.
At Saco River for Limenck, New
field,
field and Ossipee. tri-weekly.
At Center Waterborougb for Limerick,

points.

cess.

bounded success. As an expectorant it is mott
tainly far ahead of any preparation 1 have ever

a

HUGHES,

standing or recently contracted, entirely removing thi
dregs or disease from the system, and making a mi'
rent and permanent coke.
He would call the attention cf the afflicted to thi
fact of ills long-standing and well-earned
reputation
turntable; snidc-ant assurance of nis skill end suc-

knowing that it j>« sseFses valuable medicnal properties, I freely use it in my dally practice, and with un-

a

Returning will leave Pryor’s Wharf, Halitux,

Devoting hie entire time to that particular branch ©:
the medical profession, he feels warranted ha GuAfc-

disease in use.

and
Galt's

ery Tuesday and Saturday, weather permitting, at
4 P. M.
Cabin passage, with State
$8.00
Room,
Meals extra.
Thiough ticket? may be had on b ard to above

M. to 9 P. M.
dally,
Ur.
addresses those who are suffering under the
Itlictwn ot'irivate diseases, whether arising fren

:

leave

tou, N. S.

can

or

will

4 P. its., for Halifax direct,
making close connections with tt.e Nova Scotia Railway Co., tor Wiudsor, Truro, Now Glasgow and vic-

nfext the Preble Docie,

Impure connection

Steamships CHASE

‘Ur

Falls, Baldwin, Denmark. Sebago, BrMgton. Lovell,
Hiram, Brownlield, Frycburjr. Con wav, Bartlett,
Jackson. Limingf.i>n,Cornish, Porter, Freedom,Madison ami Eaton N IT., daily.
At Saco Kiver, tor West Buxton, Bonny Eagle

Wednesday and
’Matardny, weather permitting
-rnl

Xo. 14 Preble Street,

ISAAC A. DORAN, M. D., ot Logan Countv,
Ohio, says: “Allek’s Luag Balsam not only sells
rapidly but gives perfect sausiani >n in every case
wiihin my knowlegc
Having confidence in it and

day, and constant
EfTlB'l.BWMlfWT.—$10
employment in light, houoiable, and profitable

WHAT

lung

The

PRIVATE MEDICAL ROOMS

AMOS

ior

B.

India street.

Wharf every

ElVer

with
passenger
ear
attaeh
altac“
el leave Allred tor Portland at.5.30 a. m
Leave Portland for Allred at 12.15 P. m.
Si ages connect as follows:
At Gorbam for South Windham, Winilliam HiH
ami North Windham, West Gorbam, Stamlith, steel

LINE.

CARLOTTA

CAN BE FOVSTD AT DW

FOR

nearly
tice may send their address and test the
business,
we make ibis
unpara led other: To such as are not
well sat.sfied. we will send $1 to pay lor the trouble
°* wri mg
Full paiticulars, a valuable
sample,
whit h will do to commence woik
on, and a copy ot
The People's L lerary Companion—one of the largest and best family newspapers published—all sent
free by mail. Header, it you want
permanent, profitable work, address E. C. ALLEN &
CO., Augusta,
Maine.
no5i3w

ujcuicuic

SEMI-WEEKLY

40epV°»LaC°
Freight

ALLEV,

Halifax, Nova Scotia.

Maine.

1669

follows:

“£’5 Vtfr

Leave
3

3

For

Monday, Nov. 29,

as

the Train of the

to

janCtd

be consulted privately, and wit
the utmost confidence by the *fu!oted, at
WHEIiK
hours
and from 8 A.

What the Doctors Say

proportional

J.

arrival of

on

H. & A.

JJ^ylljne

Morrill’s Corner, WTestbroek.

CURE

apply

For rates

lmV*'>ect'u"y

he

sum
by devoting their
time to the bus ne?-8.
Boys ami girls earn
as much as men.
That all who see this no-

dcl3-4wt

THOMAS B. WHITEMAN.
Portland, January 5th, 1879,
JanbdSt nlt*
t#r“Arcus please copy.

aecl8U

Con sumption.

jug,
wliole

gers.

The present proprietor having leased this
**otfd f(»ra term of years, would re*u*onn the public he is now ready
ft" t'i Jor business. To travelers, boarders or parties, considering tbe nice accommodations and model ate charges, we would
say without tear of contradiction, this Hotel stands without a rival.
Mechanic Fall9, Jan. 7,1869.
dtt

A good Dwelling House, well finished, and
Improved, one-and-a-balt sioiy, ten rooms,
lar2C and good cellar, convenient Barn, hard

^

*inst.

NAI.E l

TO THE WORKING CL ASS,—We arc now prepared to iurnisb all clatses with constant employment at home, the whole of the lime or for the spare
moments.
Business new, light and profitable Persons of either rex easily earn 1mm
5Uc. ioS5 per evenand
a

tree

Freedom Notice.
[3HIS is to give notice that I have given mr son
Clark B. Whiteman, his time
during liis niiirity, to act and do for himself; and I shall claim
me uf his earnings, nor
pay any debts ot bis conacting alter this date.

~

^

^

Falls,

NESTORIAN

Steamer

ARRANGEMENT

Oh and alter
a»W5^pSetraiii.v Will run

-^previous dav from Montreal, will
St. Johns N. F., to lard ehargn and passen-

CS§sa*

are

and sort, water and good Garden Lot. Size, (53 lect
lrontx320 feet deep. Propttly located on liBe ot
Wesiurook Hcrse < art*, near- tcin inns, Mor'ill’s
Corner. Terms CASH. Inquire on premises ot
h. w. McKinney,

Hanford, Conn.

can

JMotice!

“ut'ofl

Dec 2J-to JalO

Fooiof Fniou
tedtr

(Patented in Ihe United States and Canada,)

m

confidently

WINTER
FgAnsigggq

call at

ex-

PEAKES, Proprietor.

OB.

lOO subscribers a
We offer extra inducements,
illustrated
Catalogue and Terms to Agents sent tree.
J B. hl Klt
(To., i'ubii* hers.

assisted
meats.

-ANDcr>

I IRE Portland Water
l In all cases where theCompany aive
Wa er’Ratea aren^
f
anU“ry ,0th- ,t7u’ ,he

8

taw-mill

FOR

to

dc22t4w_87

GEO. H. HOLT, Gen’l Agent.
No. 4 Goto St., New-York City.
Tost Office Box No. 338.
Jan3dlm

An warranted sotistac
* circulars sent cn ap-

Dt
I licailon. Addres,
J. C. HOADLEY &
de31dt)m

Water
A*

from .50

average

IN

Engines,

son,

P.T.BARNUM

and

PORTLARDIROCHESTEii R.f;

JAS. L. FARMER, SJ India St.

The

__dtf

X. 11.

elegantly and durafitted with all the modern conveniences.
Any party desiring to purchase a desirable residence in the best portion of the city is asked to call
and examine this property. Apply to
FRED JOHNSON, ou the premises.
mylOit

Written by Himself. In one Large Octavo
Volume—Neakly SOO Pages—Puinted in
English and German. 33 Elegant Full Page
Engravings, it embraces Forty Years Recollections ei his busy Lite, as a Merchant, Manager,
B inker. Lecturer, and Showman. No book
published so acceptable to all classes.
Every one wants it.

27.

Mechanic

oil
are now

ready
bly built and

the*public,

lor

’cl6|i_EDWIN NOYES, Snpt.

J

Capt. Aird. sailing troin Portland
lor Liverpool, on Saturday, l>ih

EAGLE HOTSffi,

Me.

Two First-Class Houses lor Sale.
Thov

providing

J^y

rof. Wm. Smvtli. For terms apply to
ROBERT BOYVKJER, Esq.,

STRUGGLES & TRIUMPHS OF

AGENTS WANTED ior

Co.,

„„

8800,848,00.
] Stable
Steam
Policies Issued, Fibe Risks, Current
Hates,
the maximum ot efficiency, duraJ-Ombihinq
anti
Wortoo BUke on Hulls, Cargoes and
with the minimum ot weight
Freights. ! ua,yonce ®c°honiy
Tk„
a"d f‘lTOrably kn°WD’
E. TUBZfXB, Sec’y.
1 aoreth3;
A. 0. Peck President,
750belna,rldeIy
Portland Office 1C6 Fore it.,
»*» w. monger a

<C

Beaudry’s Improvement

STETSON & POPE,

#500,000.

Gilmanj

Co,

ot

At No. ICO Commercial St,

Thar/ and Dock, First, corner of E Street. Oflioe
No. 10 State Street, Boston.
Ieb27dlyr

Anew, Im so, i860,

Rogers &

S0AL & WOOD BUSINESS

o

HARD PINE PLANK.
HARD PINE FLOORING AND STEP.
1 lOABDd. For Sale by

R. I.

auttltf

Will continue the

driving horse,

Sard and White Pine Timber,

Messrs. John T.
Messrs. Geo.

Ve»l,

Large Express Wagon, nearly new.
*•
1 Small
second-band.
1 Large Pang, traverse runners.
**
1 Small
single ruunt-rs.
1 Harness, second-hand.
W. \V. STEVENS,
,nOIU,
1 lCd.2tf
Office Westbrook Brit* Co., 12 Union St.

on

30,18C9._

Having bought the Stock and Stand

REEVES, Tailor,

BLACK HORSE,good business
sola lor

kpuwn as tho ‘'Falmouth
will be conducted b» P. E. W heeler

notice7

30 Free Slrcet.
Jan4dlm_’
POP SALE,

decl-tt
E. L. o. Adam*.

Nnrrasaiiseft

1

Done at Short Notice.

complete sail, Coal, Pauls

A. D.

Opposite New Pent Office,

eAAWKLta J- Bolus*.

Arm
RAMSAY & WHEELER Is this day
JtHB
dissolvedpiby mutual conseui.

P.ease call and examine the
goods and prices at

91,000,000

BOLLINS <& ADAMS;

by ladies

made to order in Tea Hoars.

If tael th« first year 7070 Policies, covering $19 253
400 insurance.

PORTLAND.

For Sale iu Brunswick, Me.
2 1-2 story Dwelling House, with L, Stable, and Garden. The house fronts ou the
College Green, and was the residence ot the

corner

-A**Knt8
week.

in

to

k“Un*llCC Elvar> and
baggage cbecked

lhroosh.the

For St. John?, Newfoundland.

pects to welcome all his old lritnds who come to
Portland and to make a host ot new ones. Every
attention will Le given to the wantsoi
guests.

two IVcw I'irst-rInMH Bweliingi,
TDOOK AGENTS WANTED FOR THE
the
ot Pine and Thomas streois
for the market.

t??“TDE SCIENTIFIC

dec!8d3w_ALVIN
Dissolution of Copartnership

is no Garment
or “'Vie worn
can *ut au,J make

lishment’

I,y

ot

other goods AT THE SAME LOW PRICES.

M.m^tlTe.r what1
ft.shi0,n

The reputation and standing of those Companies
avdng the period which they have transacted bus!
fc »*«tber with the
large and undoubted security they <ff#r tor all their obligation*, will, it is Loped
a share of the
public patronage.
■J«rS
S* ,n the
*** ♦14,1611
above rffices at the lowest rates

one

any Tailoring
this side of Boston.

There

8200.000

A'io Agent* for the

Pal* mp Capital,

auu23itf

Brunswick,

ply

This new first-class business Hotel is now open
the public. All the appointments are new and
the loca:Ion, within a tew rods of both the Midd'e st.
and Congross st. cars, is one of llie most convenient
in the city.
1 he Hotel contains torfy
rooms, conveniently arranged iu suilcs.
The Proprietor Las had experience

imeimediate

St.
»r
A,™ LlLAN, No- luiiia
Portland. Nov. 29, 1869.
jtf
Forsleerage passage inwards and outwards, and
tor sight drafts on England for small amounts, ap-

to

Situated in one best locations lor summer resort in
New Eng'and.
1 will actominodme about 100
guests.
For terms apply to the Proprielor,
F. S. CHANDLER. Bethel.
Possession given Oct 1st.

maylCdtf

Saturday.. January 15th.
Passage to Londonderry and L'wpooi, rabin (acto accommodation)
$70 t0 ego.
Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
j^For Freighter Cabin passage apply to

Portland, Me.

BETHEL, MAINE.

Circular. Liberal inducements to
Satisfaction guaranteed. Every package
ot Sealed Envelopes contains ONE CASH C1FT
S:x ickets for $ I; 13 for $2; 35 tor $5; 110 for
$l&'.
All letters should be adore?fce<i io
haki^ k, Wilson & ro.
no5-12w
195 Broadway, New Yokk,

THE BEST !

The aAairs of (lie late Aim will besellled
by the
undersigned, who will continue the Provision and
Grocery business at the old stand, Cor. ot Cumter“
and and Wilmot streets.
A. LANE.

Eagliah Bearer Overcoat*, best styles, gJ8
Ereach Velvet Beaver de., best styles, 939

Company,

WOBCESTEB,

CAPITAL AND

older AT COST

Hots.se,^

AnoeriR. R. tor towns north and east
train leave. Portland tor
and inBangor
*
termediate stations at 6 J5 A. 51.
T rains leave Lewiston and
Auburn tor P, rtland
and Poston at 6.20 A.
51., 12.C4 p. si
Train from Bangor amt
stations is
due in Portland at g.iOP.
51.,and lrom **
Lewiston
.vision
and Auburn only at x.10 A. 51.
T bo only rouie by which
tickets
through
are sold
to Langur, Dexter and all
iurermciiiaio stations

can

cording

JOHN MAWl'IilS, Proprietor*

Newnnrt

ISurih Ante

M. Conuectin« wiih tlie Emoi^on &

8eani.ilPrusaiau, Capt. Dcrrox,
leave this port tor Liverpool, on SATURDAY.

Jan. 8tli,immediately alter the rrival of the train oi
the previous dav from Montreal.
To be followed by the Nestorian, Cap*. Aird, on

Adams House
j^ln
fel Ttmpla Street,

—

PJ5TTENGILL,

Notice.

Cloths, Cassimeres and Vestings,
that
be found In
Establishment

f«W,«VU VO
751,000 00

ISStTS,

1 and make to
stock ot

For Sale the Chandler

u

been cured by its use.

ALVIN A. LANE.

December 13,1869.

Property

Bale.

received.’—Daily

think it should be at

heretofore existing under the

_

W..

Partnership.

Arm ot JOHN RANDALL & CO. Is this day
THE
d ssolv d by mutual consent,
George A. Hunt
retiring. Either partner wHl sign in liquidaiion.
JOHN RANDALL,
on and afler Monday, Nov. 29th. at DOW’S
GEORGE A. HINT.
HALL. 368 CongT, as, near Gi een street
Lessons in Penmanship exclusively from 2 till 4 P
EDWARD A. GLIDDEN.
tor
Mas
era
and
51h
old
M.,
and young.
tea,
Regular Sessions iroln 9 till 12 A. 51., and from 7
till 9 P.M.
O. W. NoYES, Principal.
Copartnership Notice.
For

and

Day

Insurance

OF NEW YOKE.

E~r

WE

Miss S. S. Nason, will receive pupils at her rooms
316 Congress St., opposite Mechanics* Hall.
References, Rev. W. T. Phaion; Dr. E. Stone; Mr.
S. H. Stevens; Mr. JohnM. Adams.
dclOtt

-akd-

Washington

X O

have ibis day admitted Samuel H. Brackett,
a partner in the firm ot Sheri- an A
Griffiths,
and will continue the Plas eriug,Stucco and Mustic
business in all its branches, uuuer the tirm nameot
Sheridan. Griffiths &
also have purchased
the *tock and stand ot Jos. We«cott A: Son, No. 164
Comm .Trial *treei, lor the purpose ot
cairying on
the Commission Business, and wit keep
constantly
on hand the best quality ot
Lime, Cement, Plasrer,
Hair Ac.. We would sodcit the lormer
patronage
and that ot the public in general.

Piano-Forte Instruction.

FIRE, MARINE.

SeTSoii»

Notice.

no26d&wtfALDEN J. BLETHEN.

KTAgCDls ot Character aud Ability
toaaicd.
For information inquire ot
J. C. PARSONS
• Gaboon B'ock Portland, Gen. Agent for Maine.
D c f'-dtf

jan3*lw

FRITZ H. JORDAN is admitted a partner
mv business from this ware
The business
wilt hereafter be conducted under the liim n.iine ot
W. S. Jordan & Co.
W. S. JORDAN.
January 1, 1870. d3w*

FARMINGTON,.MAINE.

Probate and
the Probate

1870.

MR.in

AT LITTLE BLUE,

j

ja4-u3w

MR.

Boys J

3d.1870.
The departments of Modern
Languages and Drawing a:e und#r the charge of the Rev. N. W. TAYLOR ROOT, A. M.
Terms: For Day Scholar?, $1,50 per week.
For
Boarding S holars, $iOO per year. No extra ch rdc‘28tt
ges except for books mrnishe 1.

Abbott

&<0.

TRO«. Iao O’ESRION is this day admit‘ed a partner in our business.
Style of firm as heretofore.
LOttlNG & THURSTON.

B*V. DAKIEL F.MHITIV, A. M..Rector.
The second term will begin on Monday, January

blessings which attend such
ot dependent ones!

nr. ana

be found

POKTLAND.

are to be met.
Whw css tell f The
4
timely provi I n for tbe mture

OF

w

Having itae best facilitl-s or any firm ii Porlland
for keep ng Lumb r under cover, we now ofle: a
large stuck, well te-isoueu and suied to the market.

No. 2 Spruce Street,

standing

Firs

Lett

JDOCCATIONAL.

PiTldtnds on the Progressive Plan, and also npon
the O-aranUe Interest Plan. These aie declared
annually.
alone in the simple justice ot
tncontes ible policies in case ol
enJcide, death lor
•rime, or b> accidental ^aus* of any kind.
H has a<so adopted Massachusetts law io lull.
Tt>e per e«*t method ot giving a loan, If desired, is
also pecu'iar to this company.
Lite IMiclee become sell-sustaining in sixteen
yea«e while endowments reinru irom six to Beven
per cent as au investment.
Of another table, pronounced by the highest authority in .his State sound and sale, and whose comm Delation ot the
company is unqualified, an easternpaper says :
“The Empire Mittual of New York, with a
branch In Boston, a company of sufficiently recent
origin to tmt.ra.-e all ♦be improvements of the past
twenty-five years experience, have devised a method
by vhicu the assured is made certaiu ot as good interest as h* would receive from a savings bank,
while he is insured at the same time, making his insurance virtually a sift.
There is a seem»ng advantage in an old compary;
hut »8*©t8 and liabimies go together, and tli~. grta^
strain on a Ufe Co is when iLksof 15 to 25 years

CAPITAL,
AOOBTS,

part-

a

ot

complete a-sortwhich cannorranVo'uitl^^^iiJSir*'*' f4Iimicuoxtrn auxvcu, iv isracr
TO LET; the "Warehouse and Elevator on Central
t
Clapboard*. Mbiugle., Li.-itu*. Doors,
Wharf, occupied by them as a grain store,
l’PH AM & ADAMS.
nod
•>
jeitfeodtf
^a«hcs*
Blinds,
c.,
constantly od l and. All orders promptly filled.

m_

premiums.

Insurance

fanned

name

Kl’FFS DEEItl.VG & CO.,
til continue the wholes dc and retail LUMBER
®UsINE-iS attlie lormer plscsot R. Deeiing, No.
*»* Commercial St., Hobson’s Wburf, loot of
High stieei.
RUFUS DEERING,
M. W. RIPLEY,
M. 1. JORDAN,
A. S. LEGROW.
who

THE

able, economical
and reliable.
All it' Policiesare Nonforfeitable and inconteeuble lor any cause but 'raud
All resnit tious on Travel au Jlesidcnce
removed,
and no permits .eouir-d experience au«l statistics
proving them to be unnecessary, while tbev are
vexatious and expensive 10 the
insured; aud no
extra charte forwonun,or any class ot ordinary
risks.
Uo accumulation of interest
increasing annual

OF PHILADELPHIA.

10

subscribers have removed tbeir place ol
business to ihe store toimerly occupied
by E. E.
Upbam A Son. Commercial street, Lead oi Ricbard-

CLARY, Managebs.

Notice t

undersigned have this div
THEnership
bo known by the

REMOVAL,

BOSTON.

Fire

Copartnership

Portland "Water Co. have removed their
rpHE
X office to the room over the Eastern Express
office on Plani Strest near Middle Street.
*eplrfL. D,SHLPLfc.Y, Sec’y.

And

jauCeodlm&w

bargain, situated at Westbrouk
-rings Biidgc, very convenient,

leave Grand Trunk DcpU
,orAuburn anJ LewBun

WaterviPe, Kendall’s Mil'.,
Dexter, (Mooseliead Lake) and Bannov

THS

SULLAUD,
Proprietor*

so>20d3m

for

Rn20 12w

Dissolution of Copartnership

Branch, 32 Washington St.9

Life

E. A. BIRD.

Lot

Train" will

a"m!iSpm!
Leave lor

atTlu

Reduced Kale*.

will

Railroad.

Central

hSjttfttftEftJ

I.ondouderrr

to

""

PORTLAND ANDBANGOE LINK.

Ue.uru Ticket, itrauted ai

ieerpook

>

ibe Legislature or o'liers can Icaciommodaied with
board at §7 to §14 a week.

at a
near De

Hotel

P.iKUHCn Booked

i®iaa

[pod spring of water and cistern in cedar,
bor
terms apply to CliAS. J. WEST, ou the
premises.
dc2itt
12o Commercial street.

for

GOOD STOCK OF

Notice.

Life. Ins. Co., of New York,

Office.

CHURCHILL & CO.
d2w

Dissolution of Copartnership.

OUR

ON

Empire Mutual

of
at

firm.

E.

REMOVAL.

® .K- STAPLES, kegister
hpecial Agent tor this Ctmpany,

our

Portland, January 3,18T0.

LNSOHAKc*.

Iihbtuccew

by

Copartnership Notice.

tbe
same floor with the Asses-or ni Inifinul Rivenuo.
ANDREW J. CH ASE,
T. II. DlNSMOJUE.
State Agents.
jeCdlW

Of

—■————

^Bk

Ij’oaPoint,

$5,000;

Dissolution l
brill of
rpUE
X dissolved

UGUm, MAIMS.
'Hiis lone established and popular House
nwriiiorn unusual inducements to those wuo
oi
LljidJa'lerire all the conveniences and luxuries
The Proprietor
well regulnted Hotel.
Jr*e1*, a will be ready to rece ve the public during
Lue mil and winter at satisfactory prices, and every
Members ot
attention will be given 10 oar guests.
X
■xrM

T. B.
SALE

CANADIAN
AND UNITED STATES

Comer of Wiathrop. and State Btreeta

seven

House, Stable and

Walker.

nov5-8wt

thoughtful American politician.

or IllV Bvjrtto n
xceeCo. Las been une ua’eJ.
Why «»ot f Its nuanag ment is

Street,

MAINE.

AUGUSTA,

formerly proprietor and editor ol the London Spectator, the paper which, throughout
the whole course of our great Rebellion, most
faithfully, and enthusiastically adhered to the
cause ol freedom and ibe Union.
jui.xiuuix* iransirr ol his allegiance from
the British Crown to the American
Republic
is made ifnder very peculiar
citcumstances,
aud as the result of a loug and varied career
as a lawyer, journalist, politician, and traveler: and It has been brought about under the
Influence of a conviction as to the luture of
our glorious country, which
may or tnay not
be realized; but it iB a remarkable one to be
held and acted on by a man ot Mr. Louis’s expzrleuee ana peculiar record.
Tbe remarkable conclusion and conviction,
lb fact, to which Mr. Louis has arrived, and
on which be has acted, is that the whole
English family and dominion throughout tbe
world, Oieat Britain, her colonies, her dominion in tbe East, will in its entirety at no
distant day come into some form of political or
lederal connection witb this great republic ot
tbe new world. Mr. Louis believes that this
country is inevitably destined as a preponderate nation thus to assume tbe task of protecting, confirming, consolidating, and extending
the Euglieh Dominion throughout toe Oceanic aud Eastern world. Under this conviction
It 1( that Mr. Louis has deliberately chosen to
merge bis Euglisb citizenship in that larger
citizenship ol tbe great republic which, iu
some form or other, he thinks will
eventually
and not long hence be shared by all who now
are under the allegiance of the British crown.
It is understood that Mr. Louis is about to
seek admission to tbe New York bar, and that
he will at no distant r ay publish a volume in
which he will set forth thoroughly the grounds
and reaeeus, here slightly indicated by us,
which have induced him to beceme a citizen
•f the United States. In taking this
important step Mr. Louis firmly believes himself to
be a poineer ol the whole Eoglish family.
And his forthcoming book will embrace a thorough exposition ol the views which beholds
that tbe next great fact in the international
history of mankind is to be the gathering together of tbe English race under the regis of
tbe great Bepublic, as well as a statement of
the vast results to tbe welfare and
happiness
of humanity which be expects will flow from
this great revolution of the distribution of the
International forces of tbe States of the world.
Mr. Lon s, since bis arrival in this country,
which was six weeks sgo, has visited Washington and laid bis views before the President
and some of our leading politicians.
His
statements and views have been listened
to,
as is natural, with deep interest and
sympathy
by American statesmen, although they are obviously far in advance ot any immediate practical question or exigency. That
they should
be held and acted on by a
gentleman of Mr.
Louis s study and experience cannot but afford matter for deep reflection to
every

HEADLEY <fc

••

send

Gorham, within

IN

5 Cash gilts, each $20,000 I 40 Cash gifts, each $1,000
10
10 000 200
5uo
20
6.000
50 Elcgaut Rosewood Pianos,
75
Melodeons,
350 Sew ng Machines,
50 gold Watches,
Casa Prizes, Silver Ware, &c,t valued at S1,100 OnO
a chance to diaw any ot the above Prizes for 25
cents. Tickets describing Prizes are sealed in Envelopes and well mixed. On receipt ot 25 cents a
Sealed Ticket is drawn, without choice, and gt nt by
mail to any address. The prize named upon it will
be d^liveied to the ticket-holder on payment ot
One Dollar. Prizes are immediately sent to any
address by express or return mail.
You wiil know wuat y* ur Prize is before you pay
for it.
Any Prize exchanged tot another ot the
same value.
No Blanks. Our pations can depend
on tair dealing.
Kefeke'CES.—'We select the followirg from
many who have lately drawn Valuable Prizes, and
kindly permiued us to publish them: Andrew J.
Burns. Chicago. $10,000: Miss Clara S.
Baltimore, Piano, $800; James M. Mathew-, Dp.!
Dolt, $5,0D0; John X. Andrews, Savannah,
Miss Agues Simmons, Charleston, Piano, $G09. We
publish no names without perm ssion.
Opikioss of the Press.— ‘The firm is
and de-erve their success”.— Weekly 'tribune. May
8.” We know ihem to be a fair dealing firm.”—
N. Y. Herald. May 28. ‘*A triend ot ours drew a
$500 pi ize which was promptly

News. JuneS.

9d1m&eod11m-w6w

Mansion House,

Citizen.—On
gentleman, lately arrived in
this country, duly declared his intention of
becoming a citizen of this Republic, which the
New Yorfc Tribune is glad to have the opportunity of introducing to the public, Mr. Alfred
H. Louis, a barrister ol Lincoln's Inn,
London,
and

E* E.

CASH GIFTS to the AMOUNT of $500,000.

reliable,

MUNGER, Office Hid Fore St., Portland.

M. to 3 P. M.

A

Ciislinoc House. Montreal Ocean Steamship Oo Maine
CARRYINO THE

miles of Portland. The
house is in good repair, hasten rooms and contacted with it are about
acres ot good laud,
twentyhere
stocked with fruit tre* s etc
is a large barn,
woodnouse and other out-buildings on the place
Connected wit n ,he a t»n‘ « pro enyisaSaio Mill,
Crist Mill and Card ng Milft Shingle Machine and
atlier machinery now iu operation, on an uniailiug
waier-powei; one of the best locations for bus ness
ia the State; where an active, enterprising man can
find plenty of profitable employment
Ai ply to
jai 5ti
JOHN L CULiTiS, South Gorham.

Agents.

Remarkable

—

front 8

Francis skidd
P.obert C. FergussoD,;
Samuel G. Ward,
William j£. bunker.

J. H. Chavis AS Secretary

Applications tor Insurance made to

them;

Sheppard Gaudy,

Benj. Babcock,

Samuel L. Mitchell,'

•JOHN W

James Low,
Geo. 8. Stcphenstn,
Wm.H. Webb

Jos.Galllard.Or.,.

Danjel
PaulSpofiord,

HH

Frcd’kChauncey,

C. A. Hand,
B. J. HowlaDd,

n®
James Bryce,
Charles P.BurdeU,
S. Miller,

„

over

A New and
Tuetday last a

ge>

e’

'll hJ
Hewlett,3d Vicc-Prest

»13,##0,SS1

:

Perkins,

RlmAo.
t

...

K. Bogert,
Henry
Dennis

T D.
J.

•^Hi-assSdt
them—
.preatl
beneaih

Wm

..

Dear little innocents,
born in the wlldwoiM;

en

£0£bBarstow
i p Pillot

01,*!iSr<dhnmv’
.’tflrmt'a,.
B. »aueu Weston,

hireiigth’ning-each muscle—
DonnluK health armor

go

estim
Notes aud claims due the Company,

Residence

For Sale or to Let.

1300

"P™ the Prow
whole profit! ol tile company revert to the Assured, and are
tcrest until redeemed
«.
urns terminated during ilie year; and for which Certificates are issued,bed
ICP^Dividcnd of 40 per cent, lor 1868.
The company hae Aawta, orer Thirteen Million
United States and State of New-York 8tocks, City, Bank and other mocks.$7,581,434 00
OO
Loans secured by Stocks and otherwise,..
Real Estate, Bonds and Mortgages.at.
‘i.1.®*?®®®®
Interest and

Co,

By the nietropeHttn Gift

BTEKV TICKET DRAWS A PRIZE.

THE

Out in the hilly patch,
Seeking the berries—
Under the orchard tree,
Peas ing on cherries—
Tramping the clover blooms
Down *mong toe grasses,
Mo voice to hinder them—
Dear lads and lasses t

•

Oomp’y,

Insurance

Suburban

I

m

^''T; iritOADt,"r>

HOTliLa.

J&KAL JSSTAl®.

Ureat Distribution /

Af LA me.

Ctamtrr Children.

(iod

nifiCELLAinfiOUSi

MISORliLANKOtfe.

Poetry.

New York.

_

\ "JOSTEK PRINTING, ot all.klndj;dona>Uh dlsj

J

m

patch

at. Press

Office.

